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ABSTRACT 

This project examines how changing organizational arrangements in a 

technological field affect indrvidual level outcomes and processes of career formation. la 

the field of the life sciences, the biotechnology industry has emo'ged as an employment 

option with a fundamentally different organizational form. Three main research 

questions are addressed concerning the changing organizational setting of life science 

careers: 1) How are traditional stratification of science patterns affected by the option of 

employment in netwoilc, rather than hierarchical, organizations? 2) Who enters a new, 

sought after, employment arena first? and 3) How does a new career path become 

l^itimate? The data collected for this project are both quantitative and qualitative. The 

quantitative data were gathered from National Institutes of Health archives. Logistic 

regression analyses were performed on the sample of3395 PhDs to estimate dichotomous 

career outcomes. The qualitative data come from interviews and ethnographic 

observations with scientists in a variety of settings—university laboratories, commercial 

firms, and government institutes. 

While traditional patterns of stratification in science—educational backgroimd and 

gender—wo-e found to have effects in this sample as well, organizational context is very 

important to understanding how stratification may be mitigated. Gender inequality in the 

attainment of leadership level positions was consistently found in more hierarchical 

organizational settings, but did not appear in network organizations (biotechnology 

firms). In contrast, educational background had significant effects across all types of 

organizational forms. PhDs with elite educations were more likely to enter 
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biotechnolo^ both in earlier and later periods of industiy history. Male and female 

PhDs were equally likely to enter the biotechnolo^ industiy, and this resuh also did not 

vary by time period. The common frames used by scientists in biotech and other science-

based organizations to legitimate biotechnology work include: resources (scientific as 

well as monetary), networks (ties to respected scientists endorse biotech), and 

analogies to academe. Biotechnology employment is retroframed as similar to yet 

different from academic work—indicating some interesting frame tension. This study has 

implications for scholarship particularly in the areas of organization theory, sociology of 

science, and gender and work. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND CONTEXT 

Stratification is one of the most basic social processes studied in sociology; social 

change is another. Combining the two, this project analyzes the effects of the 

development of a new field on traditional stratification by educational prestige and 

gendo*.' For this research agenda, the organizational conditions of professional woiic in 

transition are of particular interest. Changes in careers occur in the context of a particular 

field, industry, and organization. This project examines changing career paths while 

considering the effects of organizational settings as well as individuals* social 

backgrounds. Thus, there is explicit recognition that social change occurs on multiple 

levels of social structure concurrently. The field and industry changes that constitute the 

backdrop of the project have been studied by the author in collaboration with colleagues 

(Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr 1996; Koput, Smith-Doerr and Powell 1997; Smith-

Doerr, Owen-Smith, Koput and Powell 1999; Powell, Koput, Smith-Doerr and Owen-

Smith 1999), providing the macro-level cont^ for this woric. 

The emergence of a new industry within the field of the life sciences— 

biotechnology—provides a kind of natural experiment. Do traditional processes of career 

stratification ectend to this new industry; and to what extent do distinctive features of the 

industry—particularly its network form of organization—result in different selection 

processes? To examine the sources of career differentiation in the life sciences, the 

following questions provide focus for the analyses: why are some careers valued more 

' Also, the insights into basic social medianisnis have inqdications for policy concerned with increasing 
equality in the nannal sciences, an area well recognized as stratified ly educational aftaiimient and gender. 
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than others, what role do educational background^ and goider play in stratification, and 

how do patterns of stratification transf^ to a new organizational arena? Thus the central 

question for theory tying together the empirical research of this dissertation project is; 

why career stratification? This rather broad question is bounded here by the field of the 

life sciences during the last quarter of the 20th century in the United States, and by the 

significant and available data on individual characteristics. Within these parameters, the 

study looks at the organizational effects of change on careers by comparing them in 

organizations across types and sectors—from small intercormected biotech firms to staid 

academic hierarchies to international pharmaceutical conglomerates. 

In approaching the broad research goal of investigating the sources of variation 

among life scientists' careers, the choice of both theoretical background and empirical 

tools encompasses multiple concerns. One focus is the effects of social structure; Le., 

organizational characteristics as predictors of career trends, the reproduction of advantage 

among scientific PhDs, and the characteristics of employment for females in traditionally 

male-dominated professions. But the question of how new careers become legitimate 

brings in theory from a more idealist perspective. The project merges "material" and 

"ideal" theoretical perspectives to better illuminate the empirical results. A dual 

approach in methodology is also employed. Statistical analysis of a quantitative sample 

of young life science PhDs and qualitative analyses of interviews with scientists are both 

utilized. 

 ̂Educational badcground (in terms of the rank of PhD isograms) is closely related to success in science 
careers. As 7jiHfftrmaii (1977:96) afiSnns: "The social ties betn  ̂scteî c masters and apprentices 
are.-enduring and consequential, for it is in the course of apprenticeships that young scientists leam the 
scientific role." 
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Questions about v«4io enters biotechnology and when are best answered by a more 

generalizable quantitative sample, while questions about why and how biotech becomes 

an option for certain cat^ories of PhDs are best answered by io-depth qualitative 

analysis. The quantitative portion of the dissertation is based on data fix>m the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH), specifically from the National Institute of General Medical 

Sciences (NIGMS). The NIC^S is the government institute that funds the majority of 

institutional national research service awards for training pre-doctoral graduate studoits 

in the life sciences. University programs applying to renew these tndnmg grants are 

required to submit information to the NIH on all of their graduate students' careers for 

ten years after leaving the program. The number of years a scientist has had a PhD 

depends on when the university files its application. (For fiirther detail on the data, see 

Chapter 3). This information is not standardized across programs, and thus bad not, 

before this study, been systematically entered into a computer database. The categorical 

data are analyzed by loglinear models. Data analyses in the qualitative portion of the 

project rely on semi-structured interviews with PhD scientists at biotechnology firms and 

university departments. The quantitative and qualitative approaches to the research 

questions are meant to complement one another. The broader quantitative sample gives a 

generalizable estimate of who enters the new field first, and the deeper qualitative sample 

sheds light on the processes of how new fields and career tracks are given social 

legitimation. To better understand the context of the research questions and data, let us 

turn now to a short description of relevant aspects of the life sciences and the 

biotechnolo^ industry. 
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Research setting 

As the 20th century draws to a close, the natural sciences have had what might be 

called a "changing of the vanguard"—a shift in which disciplines gamer the most 

resources and attention, and are considered to have had the most profound advances. The 

life sciences have taken the spotlight from physics, as the cold war has been pronounced 

dead and the war for life at the molecular level has taken center stage.^ Of the total 

federal moneys dedicated to research between 1971 and 1992, the life sciences' share has 

risen by 10% (to 40% of the total), wiiile the proportion granted to physical sciences has 

remained the same (NSF 1992). The budget for the National Institutes of Health—a major 

funding source for life science research in academe and a prestigious fiind for biotech 

firms—rose by 30% in constant dollars during the 1980s, while other federal funding 

remained stable or declined. A dramatic demonstration of this funding trend is the denial 

by Congress of funds for the supercollider construction, as full support for the Human 

Genome Project to the tune of $200 million per year continues (NSF 1995) The trend 

toward the life sciences' funding is paralleled by the increasing proportion of natural 

scientists going into the biological sciences compared to the physical. Twice as many 

new biological PhDs (39,000) completed their educations in 1980s—the first fiill decade 

of biotech—as did in the 1960s. In contrast, the number of new physical science PhDs 

matriculating in the '80s (29,000) remained about the same as in the '60s (NSF 1993). 

 ̂The following description of the bioteciinology indnstiy and tbe life sdeooes is not meant to be a detailed 
histoiy, butratherasummaiyofhî iligbts. Infomiaticm about events is drawn fimnsnne of the many 
good histories available of scientific, technological, social and ecooomicdianges in die life sdenocs 
indnding Kevles and Hood 1992; Hall 1987; Kenn  ̂1986; Angier 1988; and Tettleman 1989. 
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The life sciences have garnered inoreasing attention largely because of the rapid 

scientific and organizational changes they have undergone in the past 20 years. The 

scientific and technical changes in the 1970s and 80s include a shift in drug £scovery 

emphasis from organic chemistry to molecular biology, the advent of recombinant DNA 

tedmiques, and the development of oncogenetics to study cancerous gooes. Other 

changes in the life sciences during this period might be considered more a mix of 

scientiiic and organizational innovation. Cloning of human interferon genes led to 

collaborations for big cancer application projects between biotech firms and large 

pharmaceuticals such as Genentech and Hofihian-LaRoche, and Biogen and Schoing-

Plough. The Iftmian Genome Project also represented both scientific and organizational 

changes in the life sciences. In the niid-1980s, academic sdetstists outlined the project 

and in the late 80's federal funding was organized by the Department of Energy and the 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) for the project. A national center for human genome 

research was headed by James Watson (of DNA &me). Funding of the human genome 

project was at first controversial not only firom a medical-ethical standpoint, but objected 

to by bioscientists concerned with their research autonomy and wanting to avoid physics> 

like large project coordination of resources into ''Big Science." 

Changes in the economics of funding research in the life sciences during the early 

years of the biotech industry probably effected perceptions even more profoundly than 

budgets; moreover, these perceptions certainly affected the environment of academic 

science, in particular. There was a fear of federal funding l£q)sing, although the NIH 

budget was rising as noted above. As the human genome project and mon^ dedicated to 
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AIDS research increased as a proportion of NIH's budget, however, thoe was a brief 

decline in the amount available for untargeted research for primary investigators (FIs). 

The cost of setting up a new assistant professor's molecular biology laboratory has risen 

to around half a million dollars, so university and federal funds cannot provide the 

resources to expand the number of new academic positions significantly. Also, the 

pressure of more PhDs without a parallel rise in the number of available academic jobs 

changed the dynamics of hiring such that not as many new PhDs are obtaining positions 

as academic Pi's proportionate to the total number, compared to the 1960s (National 

Research Council 1998). 

In addition to changes in the knowledge and organization of the life sciences, the 

conditions under which the biotechnology industry emerged and flourished included a 

favorable regulatory environment. For example, the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 allowed 

patents on ideas formulated with federal funding support to be held by the inventor. 

Thus, university scientists could take patents and form startups legally. This and other 

laws in the U.S. allowing more freedom of patenting, research manipulating DNA, and 

more liberal FDA approval for new drugs, along with readily available financing from 

venture capital, provided a relatively friendly environment for the fledgling 

biotechnology industry. 

The emergence of the biotechnology industry is a result of the applications of life 

science discoveries, a melding of the basic and applied sides of science to a greater extent 
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than previously done in other science organizations,^ and an organizational change in the 

formation of an industry of firms reliant on extensive collaboration for most activities. 

Companies are typically founded by academic scientists with venture capital backing. 

The biotechnology industry is populated by small firms, which for the most part have not 

been acquired by larger corporations, such as the giants of the pharmaceutical industry. 

Dedicated biotechnology firms (DBFs), the focus here and the core of the industry 

(Powell et al. 1996), may be defined as research-intensive organizations primarily 

concentrating on genetic engineering and molecular biology for human therapeutic and 

diagnostic applications. DBFs learn to be successful in networics. 

Given the expanding, knowledge-intensive industry that biotechnology is, 

organizational learning occurs in interorganizational networks rather than within single 

firms. Evidence of this network learning comes fi'om firms that have the most R&D 

collaborative experience and centrality in industry networics develop more ties and more 

diverse portfolios of collaboration, and are more likely to go public (Powdl et al. 1996). 

Koput and colleagues (1997) test whether interfirm relations in biotechnology are best 

explained by transaction cost economics, population ecological resource partitioning, or 

their learning argument. The data provide the most support for networks of learning-

more central firms are larger and have more diverse ties—and the least support for 

transaction costs—in which larger firms should be conducting more activity internally 

rather than relying on netwoiics. 

* Interaction with univeisities in formulating basic and ̂ qdied science projects led to a reshaping of 
university definitions of fundamental science activities in retum ̂ owell and Owen-Smith 1998). 
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The importance of sodal capital (network ties) ami intellectual capital (patents) in 

biotedinology is clarified by Snuth-Doerr et al. (1998). Firms with more network ties 

have more patents; and those with more patents are subsequently more central in industry 

networks. The social and intellectual capital relationship forms a kind of 'virtuous cycle' 

for networks of learning in biotech. Financial outcomes of interorganizational netwoik 

position are such that DBFs that are more central and have more R&D ties are less likely 

to exit the industry or fiuU have more non-operating income and sales. In other words, 

social capital leads to financial capital (Powell et al. 1998). Thus, at the mdustry level, 

rewards appear to come to firms that have extensive, diverse interorganizational 

connections—having many partners for difTerem functions (Le., R&D, distribution, etc.). 

Not only do successful firms create wd)s of relationships ao'oss and outside the industry, 

biotech scientists become linked to scientists in other companies and universities. As 

individual scientists leam to construct their careers on principles of interdependence, we 

see not only an alteration of the standard career path for scientists within industry but the 

increasing interpenetration of organizational forms—academia, biotechnology, 

pharmaceuticals, government—across career tr^ectories. 

While the macro backdrop for science career change—including the 

interorganizational networks of biotechnology—is not in the research spotlight for this 

project, indirect illumination of the wider field shift occurs through the inextricable 

linkages of careers to knowledge and organizations. Thus, rather than explicitly 

examining how and v^y changing institutions occur in biotech at the industry ami field 

level, this project looks at the effects of nuuTO changes desoibed above on structures of 
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careers. At the micro level, then, the how and questions of the changmg structures 

of careers are investigated. Thus institutional change questions are addressed, along with 

social stratification questions, in asking what the sources of differentiation in life science 

careers are, and how these are related to the evolving organizational landscape of the 

field. 

Until the last two decades^ researchers in the life sciences faced a fiurly static and 

irreversible choice between academia and industry, with the latter option oftoi viewed as 

less 'scientifically' desirable. The emergence of the biotechnology industry in the mid-

1970s dramatically changed this choice set, offering new opportunities to do visible 

science outside of academia. Previously, PhDs in the life sciences could woilc either in 

large pharmaceutical corporations or in academic jobs (broadly defined). Biotechnology, 

as a new career option, blends aspects of traditional industry and academic life science 

woric, but has a unique emphasis on interorganizational networks. In the biotech 

industry, the most successfiil firms form multiple ties with organizations of various kinds. 

In organization theory terms, biotedmology relies on a network form of governance. 

Organizational studies of networks most often focus on one level of analysis 

(either netwoiics of organizations or individuals), th^diy not fiilly utilizing the ability of 

netwoiic analysis to incorporate different types of actors. This project attempts to 

examine how network structures^ co-evolve at the organizational and individual career 

levels. For example, interorganizational biotech ties are often based on informal linkages 

' Data for rigorous networic anatysis 0.e., for dyadic idationsbip matnoes fw QAP modds) aie not 
available, bat this does not pfedude ea^yment of a netwoik logic to imdeistand tbe (Hgaiuzation of tbe 
field. For example, to undostand^  ̂biotech careers are scientifically l̂ itiniate,assuinptioiis about a 
collaborative intellecftial community are investigated in Chapter 6. 
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between scientists in different settings. Increased interaction among members of a 

variety of organizations—universities, pharmaceutical corporations, non-profit research 

institutes, government agencies—increases awareness of new career options. The 

networks of interorganizational ties connect not just individuals, but ways of thinking and 

interacting among the different types of organizations in which life science careers are 

made. Publication, for example, is an important activity linking reward structures of 

different science-based organizations. That is, rather than the scientific conununity 

legitimating just inter-university movement within academia, a researcher's career may 

cross over into biotechnology as well. Publication rates in biotech firms have helped to 

make this career movement possible. As one scientist explained to me about his 

acceptance of a position in a biotech firm: 

I went into the company because of a scientist I knew. I tmsted him. He's a good 
scientist. Also, it had been established in biotechnology that people could go 
back and forth between the university and the industry—as long as they published 
enough while they were in the company. 

Biotechnology seems to be seen as a site of legitimate science compared to other industry 

science in particular (see Chapter 6 for details on the problem of legitimacy of biotech 

careers). 

As an illustration of these differences between academic, large pharmaceutical, 

and biotechnology positions for PhDs, I list several recent (1997) job advertisements 

posted on Science and Nature websites (http://www.science.com; 

http://www.nature.com). A university with a Molecular Biology department among the 

top IS ranked programs requests: 

http://www.science.com
http://www.nature.com
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We invite applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor level 
from candidates investigating cellular and molecular mechanisms of development. 
The Group...is a consortium of &culty...with common research and teaching 
interests. (T]he successfiil applicant will be encouraged to participate in 
interdepartmental graduate programs. 

A large international pharmaceutical corporation outlines their expectations for potential 

employees; 

[T]o maximise the use of [our] database, we are now embarking on a planned, 
phased expansion and thovfore we have sevoal new exciting opportunities in key 
areas.... With a PhD or equivalent..you will be committed to practical bench 
science. All scientists are expected to work and conununicate effectively in a 
multi-disciplinary research environment. 

Note the emphasis on a planned course of practical research by the pharmaceutical 

corporation. In contrast, a recent ad aimed at young PhDs for a biotechnology project 

group leader reads; 

This post offers the opportunity to woiic with leading-edge technologies in a 
stimulating environment where high scientific standards, innovation and success 
are the norm. The company, which has collaborations with other biotechnology 
and pharmaceutical companies woridwide, is well financed and expanding 
rapi^y. In addition to woridng closely with scientists within the company, he/she 
will be responsible for setting up and monitoring projects involving in vivo 
models with extranal organizations. Candidates should possess; ...a PhD and, 
peiiiaps, some postdoctoral expoience in an academic or research institution. 
Personal qualities should include scientific credibility...and teamrplayer ^lls. 

In all three advertisements, interdisciplinary research is important, signaling the 

transformation of life science as a knowledge area. But in the biotech firm, there is a 

unique emphasis on interorganizational collaboration. General scientific credibility 

appears important in academic and biotech ads, Module specific skills are requested by the 

pharmaceutical corporation. The differences in organizational settings for scientific 
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careers, particularly the impact of the biotech industry, are explored in greater detail in 

Chapter 6 through reports from interviews with scientists. 

These examples of jobs show what histories of the recent scientific revohition in 

biomedical science have r^ularly assumed—that shifting career structures for scientists 

are part of the changing landscape (e.g., Kevles and Hood 1992; Cambrosio and Keating 

1995; Cook-Deegan 1994). But a ^stematic empirical study has yet to be conducted to 

verify and delineate this assumption. To that end, this project contributes evidence of the 

effects of this transformation in the life sciences on PhD scientists' careers. Not only are 

career patterns charted, but the social processes by which biotech has become a 

recognized field are also explored. 

Overview 

This study of employment of life science PhDs has implications for social theory 

beyond the immediate context of inquiry. For example, in investigating whether there 

appears to be more gender equality between scientists in particular organizational 

settings, the stratification processes analyzed can illuminate goieral theory concerned 

with inequality in the professions. Knowledge of v^rfio entered the new biotech field first-

-male or female PhDs—will provide evidence relevant for the idea in gender and labor 

studies that only when jobs are devalued are they considered "women's woric" while 

newly valued work usually means men take the job over. Whether there is an interaction 

between gender balance and legitimacy of careers should also be of interest to scholars in 

this area. And examination of how biotechnolo^ firms become referred to as a 

legitimate avenue for cutting edge science and for elite PhDs' career paths bears on 
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theories of the social coiistruction of careers and professional identities. This study of the 

composition and perception of careers in the life sciences since the emergence of the 

biotechnology industry draws on and contributes to multiple overlapping areas in the 

social sciences, which are explicitly laid out in the next chapter. 

This chapter has introduced the central questions of the project and the research 

setting—the biotechnology industry, and the life sciences more generally. Chapter Two 

reviews relevant scholarship on organizations, the natural sciences, gender, and woiic, 

with an eye toward formulating the questions and hypotheses of this project. Chapter 

Three describes the data and methods used, emphasizmg the connections between the 

quantitative and qualitative analyses. 

The empirical questions which form the foundations of chapters 4-6 are so 

arranged to permit a logical unfolding of the research project. First the question of 

whether continuity with extant literature on stratification of scientists—by eliteness of 

education and gender—exists in this sample must be answered. Then, the question of 

whether such stratification matters for who enters the new biotech industry first may be 

raised. These first two research questions assume that the biotech industry is a desirable 

employraem venue (which should affect who first enters biotech), the third empirical 

question explores that assumption by examining how biotedi became a l^itimate career 

path. Specifically, Chapter Four investigates stratification patterns among life scientists' 

careers, examining how organizational form, educational background, and gender affect 

career outcomes. Chapter Five addresses the question of who is likely to enter a new 

field—in this case, comparing male to female PhDs, and PhDs with different educational 
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backgrounds. Chapter Six explores the process of how a new career structure-biotech 

positions and interorganizational employment patterns—becomes l^itimate. Finally, 

Chapter Seven concludes the project with implications for social science theory and 

policy, and maps future avenues of research. 
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CHAPTER 2. ORGANIZATIONS, SCIENCE, GENDiat, AND WORK: 
RELEVANT SCHOLARSHIP, AND PREDICTIONS FOR CHANGING LIFE 
SCIENCE CAREERS® 

In this chapter, connections to prior research and hypotheses and questions for 

this empirical research project are presented. First, organization theory and stratification 

of science literatures are reviewed and mined for hypotheses about how educational 

background, organizational form, and gender continue to affect career placement of life 

science PhDs. Second, scholarship on gender and employment is surveyed alongside 

science studies of peripheral actors and innovation in order to formulate hypotheses about 

who will emer a new field first—by gender and prestige of education—and how the 

characteristics of biotech shape these predictions. Third, sociological theories of 

processes of legitimation and the institutionalization of organizational practices are 

examined for insight into posing questions about how new career paths become 

legitimate, and what effect established roles may have on this process. 

Continuity and chaaige in life science career stratification 

The Western history that underlies classic organization theory depicts a pre-

modem era characterized by household craftwork rapidly giving way to the modem 

industrial period of large hierarchical organizations (e.g., Weber 1978; Marx 1977). The 

study of how the changing organizational context affects the stratification and experience 

of work was central to an area of organization theory most strongly identified with the 

l^acy of Marx. Scholars argued that separating conception from execution of 

 ̂To darify, a career is tbe accumuiated woric experience of an individual, usually not neccssaiily) in 
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production in a hierarchical way leads to greater inequality in work in the modem period, 

compared to earlier eras reliant on craftwork (Bravennan 1974; Edwards 1979). More 

recent research descended from this Marxian line of inquiry has taken several routes: 

social psychological studies of the increasing alienation of work in modem corporate life 

(Hochschild 1983; Leidner 1992), a shift toward looking at the power of capitalists at the 

interorganizational level (i.e., studies of interlocking directorate ties, see Mizruchi (1996) 

for review), and historical studies of how technological change is related to the deskilling 

trend (Noble 1984; Hounshell 1984). Scientific and technical labor is skilled craftwork in 

that it cannot be automated, or even reduced to written procedure in many cases. The 

science worker is required to learn how to do science (and troubleshoot) in a particular 

context; this learning by doing is tacit knowledge. The occupational category of 

"technician" is one that requires tacit knowledge and that is growing at a faster rate than 

other jobs (Barley and Orr 1997).^ 

In addition to bringing in a concern for the separation of concqition and execution 

of work, organization theorists have greatly contributed to the study of employment 

inequality by moving toward a more nuanced consideration of the organizational context 

of work. Employment, aiter all, nearly always occurs in firms. Baron and Bielby (1980) 

originally critiqued status attainment studies (e.g., Blau and Duncan 1967) for lacking an 

organizational perspective. Organizations scholars studying work note (DiPrete 1993) 

positions of incrementally increasing authority within empkqring organizations. 
By selecting PhD level scientists as the population, this career anatysis is restricted to those in die pnmaiy 

labormarktt of the life sciences. Employinî  is s^mented so that those without PbOs, such as 
technicians, do not have access to job ladders leading to top scientific pQ6ition& bieqnality îHOcesses, 
however, can be profitably studied within the pnmaiy labor niariKt(DiPrele 1989). I stndjr m4io has access 
to poweriiil positions by gender and educatknial background, while hokfing d^ree obtained constant 
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that most studies of employment stratification continue to focus on the efifects of 

individual, rather than organizational, characteristics on career inequality. A plausible 

theoretical reason why so raai^ studies of stratif!cationr-in the sciences and other 

employment domains—have concentrated on individuals* characteristics is the assumption 

that some master statuses (sudi as gender, race, class) matter across organizations. While 

this is undoubtedly true, general societal prejudices are nearly always translated through 

an organization to become employment discrimination. A better understanding of the 

mechanisms by which constant social forces such as sexism, racism and other 

discrimination are enacted is thus important both to the stuify of stratification and 

organizations. Given that stratification of workers occurs within organizational 

structures, the next logical question is haw characteristics of organizations affect job 

opportunity. 

The link between organizations and work spans levels of analysis—from macro 

level studies of the American economy to individual careers within a firm's internal labor 

market. Baron and Bielby (1980: 738) cat^orize the organization of work into five 

levels: society/economy, industry, firm, job, and individual. Innovative organizations 

scholars have noted recently that a dynamic perspective of organizational change and 

employment opportunities has been lacking in the literature (Baron, ^^ttman and 

Newman 1991; Haveman and Cohen 1994; DiPrete 1993). Thus a conscious attempt is 

made here, in looking at research at the different levels of organizational analysis, to 

review studies that consider change, especially in light of the importance of the changing 

organizational environment to careers in tlM life sciences. 
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Comparing industries in the U.S., DiPrete (1993) finds that industry expansion 

leads to more within-industry job mobility. As the life sciences form an expanding field, 

within-field mobility might be expected, but mobility is likely across populations of 

organizations given the array of choice for life science PhD careers with overlapping 

professional norms for evaluation and promotion (i.e., academics, biotech industry). 

Focusing more at the level of the industry/population, Haveman and Cohen (1994) 

demonstrate that careers occur not only in organizations, but in populations of 

organizations. The founding and failure of firms affect the mobility of individuals in 

careers. They note that most studies of job mobility are rather static and do not consider 

the effects of changes in organizational populations. To move one more step up fix>m 

Haveman and Cohen to the macro-level of the organizational field, one must also 

consider that the populations in a field change—albeit less quickly. The birth of a new 

industry—a new population of organizations—means a profound impact on the structure of 

job opportunities in a field. 

Baron and Bielby's (1980) classification of the organization of work does not 

include a level between society and industry. A field is such a level of organizational 

environment, commonly employed in new institutional analysis (Powell and DiMaggio 

1991), that crosses industries but may be bounded by the societal economies level. Scott 

and colleagues (1999) define a field implementing practical knowledge: a field is a set of 

populations that are related in a recognized way. The life sciences comprise a field of 

populations in which a life scientist may have an occupational position (i.e., the 
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biotechnology industry, life science academic departments, the pharmaceutical industry, 

institutes engaging in life science research, etc.). 

Whether researchers study employment and career mobility in only one 

organization, one population of organizations, or a general societal sample, the implicit 

assumption is made that the effects of individual social capital are general, because the 

forms of economic organization in which careers are made are not measured. If there is 

no variation in organizational type (either because it is one organization, population, or 

simply not measured in studies that cross fields), then researchers are unable to compare 

how the relationship between individual social characteristics and career outcomes might 

differ by organizational form. While relationships between variables may hold up well in 

most traditional hierarchies where labor markets remained internal to one firm or one 

population, what happens when careers across these boundaries become more common? 

Specifically, what happens when careers can intersect hierarchical bureaucracies and 

non-bureaucratic organizational settings? This question is addressed in the context of the 

life sciences. 

Science is a craft (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Pickering 1992). Craftwork seldom 

occurs in bureaucratic organizations, but is instead administered through the socialization 

of craftspeople into a particular profession (Stinchcombe 1959). Abbott (1988, 1989) 

reminds us that the complex organization boundary around work has taken precedence 

over the well-defined structure of the guild which once managed tacit-knowledge labor.' 

In considering the organization of craftworic, then, we are left with some concq>tual 
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fuzziness. I submit that not only are craft jobs occurring in ncm-bureauaatic settings, i»it 

that there is an identifiable organizational form common to the administrati<m of these 

jobs. Rather than characterize life science craftwork as occurring in a quasi-guild, this 

pocket of increasing craftwoilc is administered through network forms of organization. I 

compare bureaucratic/hierarchical and netw(^ settii^ for their impact on work and 

careers of scientists. 

The network form of economic organization has been ccHitrasted to other forms— 

notably to market and hierarchies (Powdl 1990). Despite the claim of transaction costs 

economists (e.g., Williamson 198S, 1991) that markets and hierarchies constitute the only 

basic forms of economic govonance, organization scholars have made strong arguments 

for other types of economic organization. Network (Powell 1990), association (Streeck 

and Schmitter 1985) and joint venture (Campbell and Lindberg 1990) forms are more 

than just hybrid arrangements. They are economic forms in their own right, wiA their 

own of institutional logics. Netwc^k forms depoid (m trust between independent 

organizations (Powell and Smitb-Doerr 1994). Trust migfat be based on common kinship 

networks in Japanese keiretsu (Gerlach 1992X on common location and ethnic culture in 

production networks in the Third Italy (Piore and Sabd 1984^ or on common technology 

community in Silicon Valley (Saxenian 1994). The ind^)endence of firms in networks 

assures that they are more flodble than hierarchies, but the rdationsMps formed oeate 

more durability than market exdiai^es (Powell 1990). Stwfies of eccmomic organization 

have begun to look at the importance of forms other than hierarchies for productivity 

'hi as Abbott (1989) atgoes^oiganfrationsaie now iBoieiiaporta<tfianoccnpatinns to the stmctme and 
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(Sabd 1989; Spemier et aL 1998), econcHnic stability if not siwrt-tenn {ffofitability 

(Geriach 1992), firm visibility ^owell et ai. 1996), and intellectual capital (Snatb-Doar 

et al. 1998). The implications of this meso-levd organization or govonance for 

individuals' carets—such as the differences in opportunities for different sodal groups-

has gone largely unexplored, however. 

Network forms of organizing are fimdamentaliy different from hierarchical fcmns. 

Ifierarchies tend to follow Thompson's (1967) maxim that organizations buffer their core 

competencies &om the organizational environment. But network firms actually have 

collaborations and social capital as part of their core tedmol<^. A conq>etency and 

focus for organizational learning is forming collaborative agreements and becoming 

central in interorganizationai networics. If contingency theory were applied to n^woik 

forms, it could point out that netwoilc organizations are woridng under conditioiis of 

imcertainty from new technological developments or other environmental pressures. This 

consideration underscores that the network form is based on a differrait organizational 

logic than the hierarchical form. Thus a question posed in this research project is—how 

does the network form, compared to the Uerarducai form of economic organization, 

impact the stratification consistently found among careers? 

This is not to say that there has not been research on n^works and careers—dearly 

this continues to be a burgeoning literature (e.g., Granov^er 199S; Burt 1992,1997; 

Ibarra 1995; Podolny and Baron 1997). I want to reiterate the distinction b^ween 

networics as a logic of organizing and networks as a means of analysis (Powell and 

ondeistaiidnig of wink, then the fociisonwrakiiieqDdiqratthBmtenKgaaizatkHiallevclftdlowslogicaUjr. 
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Smith-Doerr 1994), however. When thinking about network forms of organizing, the 

emphasis is on a logic of organizational survival based on interorganizational networks. 

On the other hand, a perspective employing network measures of individuals' careers 

usually focuses on how actors make choices—i.e., by using weak ties (Granovetter 1995), 

or across structural holes (Burt 1992)--within hierarchical organizations. For instance, 

combining network analysis with stratification concerns, organization scholars have 

tracked the impact of organii^onal structures, generally traditional hierarchies, on 

inequalities in the career mobility of women and people of color (Ibarra 1995). 

Inequality within science-based organizations. Education and gender stratification 

consistently have been found to affect science careers. The effects of education on labor 

market outcomes for individuals in the U.S. have been widely studied in sociology. The 

familiar status attainment (e.g. Blau and Duncan 1967; Sewell and Hauser 1980) and 

social class reproduction (e.g., Bowles and Ginds 1976; Bourdioi 1977) research usually 

conceives of education as years of education (and l^ither's years of education), however. 

For this project, level of education is uniform; the important eSect of education on career 

derives from the ranking of one's PhD education. The ^ect of educational prestige on 

careers has usually not been attended to in general analyses of careers,' but has been 

considered in research on stratification in science. 

Sociologists of science note that for most scientists years of education is simply 

not as salient as the prestige of where and with whom one studied. Scientists, like other 

 ̂For exceptions see studies of higher education measuring the "quality" of education (Astin 1971; Nforgan 
and Duncan 1979: James etaL 1989). Most of these studies, however, show the relationships between 
where educational credentials were obtained and career oatcomes (mly for undergraduate education. 
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occupational groups, compare themselves to similar others, in contrast to general public 

opinion in which all scientists are considered members of a prestigious educational and 

occupational group (Cole and Cole 1973). Four out of five American Nobel laureates, 

members of the National Academy of Science, and those in top ten university professorial 

positions have received a PhD from a university department ranked among the top fifteen 

(Zuckerman 1977).'° Looking at a broader group of scientists, the reputation of the 

department in which one received his or her PhD is positively related to the prestige of 

one's first academic job (Crane 1969; Long and McGinnis 1981). 

Inequality among research scientists can be summed up by Robert Merton's 

"Matthew Effect" (1968): to those that have, more shall be given. Early access to 

important career resources—such as graduate training in a prestigious department, gives 

scientists a head start over their peers, by making it more likely that they work with a 

well-known scientist, perhaps publishing together. Scientific rewards can be transformed 

into further resources (i.e., widely read publications into prestigious career options). 

Initially small disparities can lead to larger differences over the long run of careers: as is 

particularly the case with gender in the natural sciences. One outcome of an advantaged 

background is a position in a more prestigious, or core organization. Hypotheses 

regarding the advantageous career outcomes for having a highly ranked PhD education 

follow this logic:'' 

In contrast, about half of aU natural science PhDs (bning ̂ ickeniian's time period received their FhDs 
from the top IS universities. Zudcemian (1977) notes Aat the concentration ofPhDs in general fiom those 
schools declines fix>m 1901 to 1972, white the percent ofthoseidio attain elite positions from top schools 
remains hî  
" Note that Iqrpothesesb în with the number oftbeciiapter in vridchth  ̂ate tested For example, the 
results addresing H.4. l.a. are iHcsented in Chapter 4. 
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Hypothesis 4.J.a. Having an elite PhD education will be positivefy related to obtaining a 
job in a core Itfe science organization. 

Hypothesis 4.2.a. Having an elite PhD education will be positively related to obtcamng a 
leadership level position. 

Gender inequality in careers has also been widely studied in sociological research. 

Inequality in the workplace^^ by gender has been demonstrated in the s^regation of men 

and women into separate jobs, with ''women's worl^ being devalued (Jacobs 1989; 

England 1992), and in the placement of women in positions of lesser authority with little 

chance of promotion past a certain point (Federal Glass Ceiling Commission 1995). 

Women who do make it into positions of higher authority or jobs in male-dominated 

fields f&ce the difficulties of being a token (Kanter 1977). 

The natural sciences, a traditionally male-dominated area, present no exception to 

the rule of gender inequality. Female PhDs spend more time stuck in postdoctoral, non

tenure track positions (Reskin 1978). Male PhDs are more likely than female PhDs to 

achieve higher academic ranks (Cole and Zuckerman 1984), and male scientists are found 

in higher proportion in research universities compared to other educational institutions 

(Fox 1996), across science disciplines and universities of all ranks. While the life 

sciences have a greater percent of female PhDs than physics or engineering, the 

stratification of females into less prestigious positions and organizations has been found 

in academia (National Research Council 1994). Limited differences for females—a lack 

of encouragement to apply for prestigious postdoctoral fellowships, a rqecdon instead of 

"revise and resubmit" on the first grant ^plication, family responsibilities taking up even 

Not to mention the gender imbalance in performance of unpaid woric as noted Hbchschild (1989). 
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just a little more time per week—add up to larger di£fereiices in the later career positions 

of male and female scientists (Cole and Singer 1991). Tte following hypotheses arise 

from the consistem findings in the literature on gender stratification among scientists and 

other professionals: 

Hypotlwsis 4. Lb. Male PhDs are more likely thanfemale PhDs to obtainjobs in core 
life science organizations. 

Hypothesis 4.2.b. Male PhDs are more likely than female PhDs to obtain leadership 
level positions. 

One explanation for the disparity between men's and women's careers is that 

differences in professional networks exist—with women having less social capital than 

men. Women's networks tend to be smaller (McPherson and Smitb-Lovin 1982), more 

tied to a particular sponsor (Burt 1997), and less likely to provide contacts between 

unconnected others (Burt 1992) than men's netwoilcs. \fost studies of gender ami 

employmem networks are made in the context of a hierarchical setting. The interest here 

is in what we can learn about the impact of contrasting organizational structures on 

careers, specifically a network form of organization to more hierarchical forms. Thus, 

this project, rather than examining the particular networks of male and female scientists, 

focuses on the form of organization in which an individual is employed. 

Form of economic organization and inequality. The form of economic organization— 

whether a PhD's career intersects with a hierarchical organization or a network 

organization—is expected to have different interactions with educational background and 

gender as predictors of career outcomes. Scientists with top ranked educations are more 

likely to land leadership positions quickly r^ardless of organizational form, thus 
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Hypothesis 4.2.a. states that elheness of PhD education will be positively related to 

leadership position. This relationship, however, is not expected to interact with the type 

of organization—educational background should affect PhDs similarly across hierarchical 

and network job promotion practices. Thus, 

Hypothesis 4.3.a. The effects of having an elite PhD education on obtaining a leader̂ tip 
position will not d̂ er by the form cf economic (̂ ganization. 

In general, studies that consider the effects of organizational features on gender 

inequality in employment focus on hierarchical forms. Whether the features are internal 

to an organization, such as corporate strat^y (Morgan and Knights 1991), amount of 

slack (Tolbert and Oberfield 1991), or external to the organization, such as job maiicet 

stability and legislative environment (Kulis and Miller-Loessi 1992), the assumption is 

that organizational features equal hierarchical features. On the other hand, studies of 

variation in forms of economic organization or governance do not look at how gender 

roles or gendered environments may differ among forms. When we consider feminist 

critiques of organization studies (Acker 1990; Milkman and Townsley 1994), it is 

peiiiaps not surprising that 'how gendered are different forms of economic organization?' 

is a question that has not been raised. But to understand the significance of the network 

form for gender equality, we must also consider the context. Gender diffmnces among 

scientific professionals are not well researched within the industrial sector (Rayman and 

Jackson 1996). And while numerous studies of gender inequality in academic science 

careers have been conducted (e.g., Rossiter 1982; Zuckerman, Cole and Breuer 1991; 

Pattatucci 1998), they have not been focused at the organizational level. This study 
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counters this trend by examining dififerences in what types of organizations and what 

level of positions male and female PhDs are likely to occupy. 

The effects of the network form of organization cannot be simply attributed to 

organizational inertia. Baron and colleagues (1991) foimd that some of the important 

organizational dynamics leading to greater gender int^ration inchided external pressure 

by outside organizations to int^rate, younger OTganizational age, smaller size, and 

integrated leadership. They interpreted lesser size and age as less organizational inertia. 

I argue, however, that the significant feature of biotech firms for gender equality is not 

simply their small size and relatively young age, but rather the features of their netwoiic 

form of organization—including a flexible core technology developed 

interorganizationally, and close connections with diverse types of oiganizations across 

different sectors.'̂  The principle of inertia (Stinchcombe 1965) for organizations is 

parallel to that of physics. Organizations, once in motion, tend to stay in motion; those at 

rest, stay at rest Small organizations are easier to put in motion/adapt, larger ones are 

harder to put in motion, but also harder to stop or change course once they get going. But 

atmosphere affects inertia, too. Objects in outer space that are put in motion keep going 

indefinitely; objects on the ground, in atmosph^e, oicounter more friction. 

Organizations likewise operate in an environment, rather than a vacuum. 

Here the organizational metaphor diverges from physical inertia. A network form 

of organization has a fondamentally different context from a traditional hierarchy. The 

interorganizational relationships for key organizatiorud activities allow network 
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organizations to have more ways of enacting motion than internally int^rated 

hierarchies. In other words, rather than being resource dependent for key organization 

functions, more links mean greater flexibility for network firms. Though this benefit of 

more linkages is not in the strict social exchange theory (see Emerson 1990) sense of 

more options mean more power at the expense of another. Network organizations exist 

in a positive network of generalized exchange and knowledge spillovers where multiple 

benefits exist rather than a zero-sum game (Smith-Doerr, Koput and Powell unpublished 

manuscript). Thus, if the network form must be conceptualized in terms of inertia, we 

might say that there continue to be more paths for motion, even after a firm ages. 

The fimdamental flexibility of the network form in contrast to the rigidity of 

gender roles among scientific professionals in traditional life science hierarchies leads to 

the expectation that gender inequality will be relatively less in network organizations. 

The few scholars who have looked at netwoiic-like organizations for gender equality have 

found opposite effects. Mcllwee and Robinson (1992) found that female engineers were 

disadvantaged in startups—which they argue are more network based, while Brinton 

(1993) found that women in Japan did better in subcontracting firms having more 

equitable network relations rather than those more dependent on parent corporations. 

However, systematic comparisons across organizational forms have not been made in the 

gender and organizations literature. It is hypothesized here that among life science 

organizations, networked biotech firms will display more gender equity than more 

hierarchical organizations; 

Further research with more organizationai information is expected to support the assumptions made here; 
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Hypothesis 4.3.b. Having a Job in a network organization, compared to hierarchical 
organizational affiliations, will increase the likelifmod of a female PhD obtaining a 
leadership level position. 

Who enters a new fieldfirst? 

Understanding gender inequality in life science organizations is important for 

addressing another question—who moves first into a new field—male or female PhDs? 

This question connects to the broader one of whether professionals from the core or on 

the periphery of their occupation are more likely to pioneer employment into new 

territories. In the sciences, females inhabit "the outer circle'" (Zuckerman et al. 1991), or 

periphery. Core scientists are those with educational privilege—PhDs from institutions 

with cutting-edge resources and research connections. When science studies takes up the 

question of core or periphery diffusion, the focus is on scientific knowledge rather than 

the movement of people into new social space. Individual scientists, however, are the 

carriers of knowledge and thus some of the abstract conceptualization of core-periphery 

diffusion may provide insight into careers. In this section, I first review scholarship 

considering the core-periphery diffusion of science. Then gender studies of male/female 

entrance into empty fields are taken into account. These literatures are examined in the 

light of the organizational characteristics of the focal research setting—the biotechnology 

industry—and hypotheses are formed about who is likely to enter the new arena first. 

Educational bacl̂ ound and the new industry. Do workers in the core or pmphery of 

their occupation first move into an open employment field? The core bastions of 

see Chapter 7 for discussion of fiirther research projects. 
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knowledge in the sciences—elite universities—produce the scientific professionals to 

whom credibility and l^itimacy are most often attributed. Scientists with greato-

educadonal privilege have access to cutting edge resources and research during their 

training. 

Given the stratified character of science in which a small minority of PhDs gamer 

the majority of widely-read publications, research grants, and prestigious awards 

(Zuckennan 1977), two basic ways to (x-edict the diffusion of iimovations emerge. One 

way is for innovations to move from the periphery of a field to the central core, a second 

reverses the predicted movement as flowing from the core to the periphery. The 

core/periphery distinction comes from an image of power in a social structure in vi^ch 

the powerful actors are the most central, or have connections to the most resources. If we 

imagine a more traditional vertical hierarchy of power, an alternative description of the 

dichotomy is: innovations can difiuse from the bottom up, or from the top down. 

Some theories of scientific and technological iimovation characterize the di£5jsion 

of new ideas as flowing from the periphery to the core of a field. In a text written 

between the worid wars and only discovered by science studies in the 1980s, Ludwik 

Fleck (1979) describes how the formation of new knowledge fields emerges from the 

intersecting peripheries (picture a Venn diagram) of what he terms "thought collectives," 

and what Kuhn (1970) might call groups with a shared paradigm. Thus for Fleck, new 

fields form where edges overlap, through peripheral ideas and people, rather than in the 

core of thought collectives. More well known is Kuhn's (1970) concept of scientific 

revolutions, which parallels Fleck's earlier discussion of innovative ideas. According to 
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Kuhn, once scientists are vested in a core paradigm they engage in normal science-

incremental accumulation of knowledge. Revolutionary ideas come only from those 

outside of the dominant paradigm, from the periphery. 

Other theories of scientific innovation take the oppose perspective, maintaining 

that ideas difRise from the core to the periphery (albeit with a somewhat different view of 

what constitutes the core and periphery). Goonatilake (1993) argues that cutting-edge 

science invariably originates in first world nations and only makes its way to the third 

world years later. A more avowedly Marxist perspective on difiusion would likely view 

innovations as emerging from the rational imerests of the ruling class, claiming that ideas 

benefit the core at the expense of the peripheral classes (e.g., Gramsci 1971; Gorz 

1981).'̂  The process of the accumulation of resources in science has more ofren been 

portrayed as a contingent feedback loop rather than conscious exploitation by powerfiil 

actors. Merton's "Matthew effect" (1968) recognizes that scientists with a name and 

prestigious position get more attention paid to their ideas, and more subsequent rewards. 

Latour (1988) and others portray a similar, if more active, picture through actor netwoiks; 

those in the core are more able to enroll others to the credit of their ideas. Leaving aside 

the issue of intentions, there seems to be an assemblage of scholars that believes 

scientific ideas move from the core to the periphery. This project, rather than focusing on 

the diffusion of abstract scientific knowledge, explores the difiKision of the acceptance of 

new career structures. 

' * For this project, the focus on life science PhDs means that those both in die "core" and "peiipheiy" are 
partof the same class, broadly speaking. 
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Another way of looking at how the core infhiences the poiphery comes from 

research on the formation of scientific disciplines. The diffusion of ideas and people 

from prestigious disciplines into new areas gives them l^itimacy. AAillins (1972) 

describes the flow of more prestigious physicists into molecular biology as the primary 

factor influencing the discipline's formation. Likewise, Ben-David and Collins (1966) 

attribute the reception of psychology as a science to the movement of physiologists into 

psychology. Academic disciplines considered to be the core of science seem to influence 

the emergence of new fields on the periphery. 

Similar to the preceding arguments in the scientific domain, in classic diffusion of 

knowledge theory, diffusion from central to peripheral actors is a common proposition. 

Innovations are said to need advocates. If the advocates are prestigious professionals, it 

bodes well for the general adoption of the innovation (Bamett 1953), because '̂ early 

adopters" of successful innovations are often seen as role models for others (Rogers 

1995). At the same time, however, Rogers (1995) notes instances of innovation that flow 

from peripheral subcultures and then to elites (e.g., wmidng class African Americans' 

influence on American popular culture). Thus, arguments for core to periphery or 

periphery to core can be made from both the scientific innovation literature and the 

general diffusion of innovation literature. 

The empirical question for this project is whether PhDs from the core or 

periphery of the life sciences are more likely to be the innovative early incumbents of 

new career positions. One might expect that PhDs educated in more peripheral 

departments would be likely to enter a new industry setting first because traditionally. 
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elhe-educated PhDs have been directed exchisivety toward academe. Industiy jobs have 

been thought of as more the domain of those who are "not scientists* scientists" 

(Komhauser 1962) or are even "mediocre" scientists (Whyte 1956). Thus, it may be the 

case that PhDs with non-elite educational backgrounds will be more likely than elite 

educated PhDs to enter biotechnology industry positions in the early period This 

statement follows from the arguments that innovation first occurs at the edges of a field, 

then moves to the center, here, to scientists fix>m elite universities. The biotechnology 

industry has been closely connected to universities fi'om its inception. Biotech firms are 

largely founded by academic scientists who are among the most prominent in their 

specialty areas in the life sciences (Zucker, Darby and Brewer 1994). Considering that 

most workers, including white collar professionals, end up in their jobs through the 

facilitation of netwodc ties, I expect that the networics of founders will connect them to 

elite-educated PhDs first. In other words, the new career arena of biotech is likely first to 

be filled with elite-educated scientists because of the legitimacy of star founders, and 

their connections to the core of the life sciences; 

Hypothesis 5.1. PhDs with elite educational backgrounds will be more likely to enter 
biotechnology industry positions b̂ ore non-elite educated PhDs. 

In stating Hypothesis 3.1., the possibility that there will be no difference in industry entry 

based on educational eliteness is not expected. Educational prestige is one of the most 

salient characteristics of professionals, especially for scientists early in their careers. To 

find a process of difiusing career trends that does not reflect differences in educational 

background seems unlikely. 
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Gender and the new industry. Dtrectiy addressing the question of who will enter a field, 

research on the gender composition of work commonly finds that a field opens to women 

after it has become devalued and men have left for other jobs. Reskin and Roos (1990) 

argue that job queuing is a fiindamentally gendered practice. Employers have ideas 

(which are often not explicit yet invariably guide actions) about how to fill jobs such that 

males are employed first, as the most valued type of applicant, before females are hired 

for the job. When jobs are devalued, they become feminized, because men no longer 

want the less desirable jobs, employers are led to hiring female workers. Historical 

examples of jobs in the U.S. that became devalued then feminized include clerical work, 

book editing, and pharmacy work (Reskin and Roos 1990). 

Relatedly, a new field may be open to women before it is seen as legitimate, then 

becomes "a job for a man." The early years of computer programming present a story of 

a new field comparable in some ways to biotechnology. A rapidly growing field in which 

no specific tradition of gender role inequality was firmly established characterizes both. 

But the hierarchical organizational setting of computer work meant that job placement 

decisions came from above, and thus rapid shifts in the gender composition of 

programming resulted (Donato 1990). Women were solicited for the very first 

programming jobs in the 1940s, because the work superficially resembled clerical tasks. 

Then, once it was recognized that the job demanded logical, mathematical, and electronic 

skills, men were hired as programmers. Later, when programming was parsed into 

skilled and deskilled woiic in the '60s, women were selected for the lower paying, less 

prestigious computer jobs (such as keypunching). 
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Like computer programming, novel writing started as an field open to females. 

Tuchman (1989) describes the masculim'zation of novel writing as an empty field 

phenomenon. When a "woman's job" comes to be seen as valuable, males view the field 

as "empty" because competition fi'om females is considered n^igible. In Victorian era 

England, females became novelists when the job was d^lass^. As the novel increased in 

readership and novelists were afiforded more visibility and royalties, men joined the ranks 

of novel writers and began to redefine the field. After the turn of the century, only 

"manly" realist novels were seen as high-culture representatives of the form, and men 

took over the job at that point, filling the "empty field" as it became prestigious 

(Tuchman 1989). 

From research of job queuing and empty fields, I draw the expectation that 

women will likely move into an open employment arena before it is legitimated and 

desired by male candidates. In other words, females, as more peripheral scientists, are 

more likely to enter a new field than male scientists. Female PhDs will be more likely 

to enter biotechnology industry positions before male PhDs Conversely it may be 

argued, that like elite-educated "core" scientists, males are more likely to be the first 

entrants into the new job arena. If men have netwoiks with greater access to the core 

actors in the field, the "stars," then because (male) scientific stars are usually the founders 

and board member of biotech firms (Zucker et al. 1994), men's connections will lead 

them imo the industry earlier. Because of such connections, males disproportionately 

have better access to information about the desirability of biotech jobs compared to 
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traditional industry jobs. Periiaps it is the case UtaXnudePhDs will be more likely to 

enter biotechnology industry positions bejbre female PhDs. 

An alternative to the gendered "core to periphery" or "periphery to core" diffusion 

of job entry is that there will be no difference in who enters the new arena by gend^. 

Based on the argument above for hypothesis 4.2.d., fewer gender differences in 

promotions in biotech firms should be related to fewer gender differences in early entry 

to biotechnology firms. The flexibility of biotech firms (compared to academic rigidity, 

for instance) may appeal to highly regarded female candidates who may also have access 

to star scientists in their elite networks. The historical context may also play a role. 

Biotechnology has been a predominantly U.S.-based industry. Because the second wave 

of the American women's movement occurred before the industry's emergence, there 

may be less inertia toward male-dominated bias in comparison to the gender bias 

entrenched in academe and the older pharmaceutical industry (in which firms were 

mostly founded prior to the 1960s). If women enter the industry very early, the model for 

what a "biotech scientist" looks like is not necessarily male, and may contribute to the 

flexibility of the DBFs' search for candidates. Even though biotech jobs may be small in 

number, there may be more diversity in whom firms search for. This will result in no 

significant gender differences in entry to the field: 

Hypothesis 5.2. There will be no significant gender differences fmr PhDs in the timing of 
their entry into biotechmlogy industry positions. 

One cannot, of course, consicter male/female entry into new arenas as a core/pcnphery argument without 
adcnowledging the patriardial sodetal context; this is assumed. 
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The above hypothesis should not be taken to mean that gender is not a salient 

characteristic anK>ng biotech scientists. The argument here is simply that a statistically 

significant difference in when men and women enter the field is not expected. The 

discussion around Hypothesis 5.2 assumes that biotechnology careers have been 

l^itimate from early in industry history, in the next section I pose the problem of the 

process of l^idniation of the new career explicitly. 

Processes of career legitimation 

Organizational and management studies have recently b^^n to acknowledge that 

major changes in the post-industrial world economy have profound implications for 

careers. In an earlier era, an American manager or professional could ecpect to spend his 

career within a single organization. Now, turbulent economies, including the downsizing 

of middle tier administrative jobs, the rise of small firms and decline of giant ones, have 

led to a majority of Americans holding organizationally "boundaryless" careers (Arthur 

and Rousseau 1996). Despite this change, Arthur and Rousseau (1996) found that a 

significant majority (75-90%) of management studies of careers assume that employment 

occurs in a stable, hierarchical, single-firm context How are these boundaryless careers 

accepted in professional circles? The questions (and analyses presented in chapter 6) of 

establishing legitimacy for biotech careers have increasingly general relevance for the 

dynamics of the work experience. 

Although the hypotheses 4 above focus on comparing stable forms of economic 

organization, it is important to acknowledge that scientific organizations are not static, 

but are based on dynamic institutions that emerge and change. Institutions are taken for 
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granted social practices. Th^ differ from the conception of "norms" in that institutions 

connote actions guided by social scripts, or unquestioned assumptions of procedures 

(DiMaggio and Powell 1991). Norms, while related, by classic sociological definition, 

are internalized "ought to's," more comparable to dictates followed because of social 

pressure rather than socially shaped patterns of thought leading to "logical" conclusions. 

A scientific norm, for ocample, is univCTsalism (Merton 1973): scienti^ should attend 

to the best research regardless of the social characteristics of the innovator. While 

scientists should practice universalism, evidence of bias (i.e., by gender, see Fox Keller 

1983; Zuckerman et al. 1991) and widespread, unpunished deviating from the 

universalism "norm" is readily apparent. In contrast, an example of a scientific 

institution (one undergoing change, as studied here) has been the automatic assumption 

that talented, "serious" scientists enter academic positions. Although institutions and 

norms differ in some respects, they belong to the same family of social phenomena-

social controls—and perhaps should be placed on a continuum rather than treated as 

differentiated categories. With norms toward the end of visible social niceties and 

institutions more toward the shaping thought processes end, the spectrum might look like 

Figure 2.1. 

[Figure 2.1 about here] 

The new institutionalism directs organizational analysis toward the question of 

why structures tend to look so similar within a field. Similarity among organizations 

often has as much to do with managers' and professionals' concern with appearing 

legitimate as with maximizing efficiency (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Powell and DiMaggio 
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1991). The focus on the role of legitiniacy in the mstitutionalization process has roots in 

Weber's theories of social organization. For Weber, l^jtimacy is k^: "|I]t is only the 

probability of orientation to the subjective belief in the validity of an order which 

constitutes the valid order itself. It is undeniable that...there is a causal relationship 

between this probability and the relevant course of economic action" (Weber 1978: 33). 

L^itimacy influences organizational behavior for Wd>er as well as for his new 

institutionalist progeny. The legitimation process provides the explanation and 

justification for social institutions, such as professions, which make them salient or "real" 

to us (Berger and Luckmann 1966). 

Institutionalists have not extensively focused on the legitimation of structures of 

careers, with but few exceptions. DiPrete (1989) takes an institutional ^proach to 

imemal labor maiicets in American civil service. He argues that institutionalized mobility 

patterns indicating who should be promoted are often contested because of multiple 

definitions of legitimate criteria for promotion (i.e., collie educational credentials vs. 

business experience). While the debate over legitimacy within one large organization is 

an important study, this project extends that research tnqectory toward looking at how the 

legitimacy of new careers—across organizational settings and sectors—is constructed and 

a potential source of conflict. 

In addressing this question of the legitimation process, the project moves beyond 

static comparisons of forms of economic organization to examine the legitimation of 

careers in biotech as emergent, reflecting changes in scientific institutions. To 

understand institutional change, scholarship on the changing practices is needed rather 
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than assuming effects of exogenous shocks, as Morrill (1999) demonstrates in mapping 

the emergence of the Intimation of ahemative l^al practices. In this project, I examine 

the micro processes by which career structures are legitimated, rather than assuming 

biotech careers are legitimate. 

The retroframing of careers. In a most promising development for our understanding of 

highly flexible workplaces like biotech firms, sociologists have begun to study work in a 

dynamic instead of static fashion (e.g.. Smith 1997; Leicht 1998; DiPrete 1993). Rather 

than assuming that the social organization of employment is the same in the last decside 

of the twentieth century as it was in the earlier post-W. W.n period, scholars have begun 

to examine contemporary changes more closely. Recent general trends in the changing 

conditions of work in the U.S."' also pertain to the biotechnology industry as a dynamic 

science and high technology based industry. The general growth in demand for skilled 

technical labor (Bariey and Orr 1997) also applies to biotechnology—where scientists are 

needed to research new knowledge frontiers in molecular biology and genomics 

technology promising various drug therapies and diagnostics for dealing with everything 

from disease epidemics such as AIDS to afflictions like obesity. 

The trend toward flexibility in employment means that increasing numbers of 

people are not holding traditional stable, long-term jobs in a single firm (Kallebeig and 

Schmidt 1996; Presser 1995; Applebaum and Batt 1994); and what constitutes a "good 

job" becomes problematized in a new way. This pattern holds in the biotech industry as 

But see Vallas and Bedc (1996) for an account of the contmuadcm of Fordist forms of woik organization 
in manufacturing. 
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well. Biotech diverges from the traditional industrial scientist n^otiadng a lifelong 

career ladder in a single large pharmaceutical corporation. But the rise in contingent 

labor, including for professionals, has not been evident in the biotech industry, at least 

not in scientific positions.'̂  Flexibility comes by way of biotech scientists moving back 

and forth between the academy and the industry. Usually these mobile PhDs remain fiilly 

participating members of the employing organizations, as tenure track Acuity or iiill time 

research scientists with benefits, rather than as part-time or task contracted contingent 

laborers. Another way biotech employees encounter conditions of flexibility is in 

working on a set of projects rather than continually working on the same task during their 

tenure in an organization (Powell forthcoming). 

While the research on changing working conditions and characteristics of 

employment proceeds apace, one lacunae in this growing dynamic focus on woric is the 

understanding of how professional work, including the identity of professionals in 

changing work conditions, becomes l^itimated (Leicht and Fennell 1997). This paper 

addresses the open question of how work comes to be seen as legitimate, in the context of 

natural science.Specifically, how do life scientists n^otiate the meaning of changing 

work conditions in their profession? 

The amount of contingent labor used in the biotech industiy is imdear. But tbe lelativety small number 
offiill time employees in biotech fimis(PowenetaL 1996) may indicate tfaattbeycommonfy use 
contingent labor for non-cote tasks such as maintaining the building fioUties. 
" hi consideiing the legitimatronfrf  ̂scientific wcHk, some featntesnuQr be q>ecial to the case. Abbott 
(1988) argues that scientific professions do not need to lesoit to dficiency claims for Ae legitimacy of their 
profession; science is assumed to be the hdglit of rati<Hialî  and thus legftimacy in the uKxlemeia. Also, 
sdentific positi<Mis tmH to be hî ily tanked as prestigious in geneial population survq  ̂so is legifimaqr a 
real problem? Legitimacy is a relative characteristia Scientists tend not to couipaie themselves to the 
general population but to their colleagues (Cole and Cole 1973X in sudi times as when are considering 
legitimate career moves. 
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Recent social studies of science have focused on a related problem—establishing 

scientific credibility. Notably, Latour and Woolgar (1979) desoibe the inscription 

process by which research is made into credible facts, and how a scientist's credibility 

accumulates like capital through rdnvestment in more publications. Chubin and Hackett 

(1990) connect the idea of credibility to resources: credible scientists have the authority 

to make research funding decisions. Shapin (1994) and Epstein (1996) relate CTedibility 

to social structural positions, for 17th century gentlemen and 20th century AIDS activists, 

respectively. While science studies looks at the construction of the credibility of 

knowledge, here I take a related but different focus on the construction of the l^itimacy 

of science careers. 

Credibility is a form of l^itimacy—it is believability. Another way to think of the 

construction of credibility among scientists is as a way that research and researchers are 

legitimated. Sciemists with more prestigious degrees, publications, and awards are 

usually regarded as more credible. But career paths are not credible, per se. The 

structure of a scientific career is a normative formation requiring less emphasis on 

gauging knowledge than "credibility" does, and is thus perhaps better captured by the 

broader concept of legitimacy." L^itimacy is used in institutional analyses of 

organizations to denote structures and practices that are widely difiused, and taken for 

granted as an appropriate way of doing things (Powell and DiMaggio 1991). But where 

legitimacy comes from and how it evolves as a practice has not been well conceptualized 

While Moton's (1973) focus on the social organization of sdence is relevant for thinking about careers, 
critiques (e.g., Bloor 1991) of the relevance of the four nonns (universalism, disinterestedness, 
comnuinalism, and oiganized skqiddsm) to q)ecific knowledg&^nodocing settings and Merton's own 
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by the new institutionalists. The concern with practices—such as the formation of 

credibility—fix>m science studies, and the new institutionalist concern with the social 

organization of legitimacy, are brought together in Gofiinan's (1974) concept of 

framing." 

According to GofiRnan (1974), a frame is a definition of a situation constructed 

according to the principles of organization governing social events. In other words, a 

frame is a way to organize perception. The social psychological theory of frames 

assumes that individuals act on the basis of perceptions, managed by frames. The 

meaningfiilness of an act comes from its frame (i.e., Gof&nan's example of a fight 

interaction which may be framed as play). Thus the frame concept links ideas and 

behavior, providing a usefril means to looking at the construction of career legitimacy—or 

abstractly, the construction of collective ideas about a structured path of behavior. A 

career consists of structured actions, from job searching to working to promotion. While 

career movement is dynamic action, it is also a form of social organization. Individuals 

tread the same career paths with regularity—paths that organizations structure by 

establishing authority relationships between positions. 

The linking of meaning and action is one reason why framing has been such a 

fertile perspective for the study of social movement organizations. Gofiman (1974) 

conceived of framing as a process to occur only in micro-interactional cont^s and 

specifically denied that social structures could be understood through framing. In 

lestiiction of these norms to academic science (1973: 275X demonstrate the need for a theoretical concept 
to ejqilain the negotiation of legitimaqr in changing scientific woric conditions outside the academy as well 
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contrast, movement scholars looidng at framing as a collective process have found the 

concept useful to describe the link between beliefs and social movement organizations' 

recruitment of participants (Snow et al. 1986), the ways that organizations signal 

legitimacy (Clemens 1996), and how social movements are erected on the success of 

prior movements (Snow and Benford 1992). Though social movements research 

conceptualizes frames as a precondition of organizational action, to look at framing 

retrospectively does not contradict the idea that movement mobilization framing is an 

ongoing process. Framing an emergent career path is also a "micromobilization" 

problem of convincing people to participate (Snow et al. 1986), in v^ch narratives about 

choices are discussed. And frames frequently tell participants where to mobilize their 

resources, as well as their participation (Morrill 1999). 

To distinguish between stages of frame activity (for which there may be different 

mechanisms to create collective meaning) here the framing of past social action is termed 

retroframing. '̂ Metaphorically speaking, frame activity is like a photographer organizing 

our experience of what we see. The photographer looking through her hands as they 

form an impromptu frame is like the preconditional framing, before action is taken. The 

same photographer editing her negatives, cutting and pasting, is like retroframing, 

making sense of what has been. Of course, social processes like framing are complicated 

by their collective aspect, in comparison to this metaphor. 

 ̂The use of symbolic interaction ideas to study sdence is not new (Clatke & Gerson 1990). However, tlie 
focal question of this study-how a new career path in science is fiamed as legitimate-iiiquiies about a 
different kind of construction than that of scientific knowledge, the Qrpical topic of science studies. 

To clarify, the focus of retrofiaming on past action is not rationalization. Rationalizaticm has the 
negative connotation of an individual covering up deviant behavior. Rrtrofiaming is a more value free 
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In some ways, the current usage of fi:ame as collective and persisting aoross 

situations, is like GofiKnan's (1983: 1) concept of "presupposition," a "state of affairs we 

take for granted in pursuing a course of action." But as fi'aming also implies a more 

dynamic social process than presupposition, the current usage of framing terminology is 

appropriate here. For instance. Snow and colleagues (1986) describe the process by 

which a presupposed frame is seen as requiring change, winch they term a "firame 

transformation of domain." To examine the transformation of the institution of science 

careers I ask the following question, with an eye toward consistencies in accounts of the 

microlevel processes of I^itimation of biotech careers: 

Question 6.1. How does a new career structure come to be seen as legithnate? 

Gender roles and career legitinuttion. An ancillary question to the career l^jtimation 

process is what part gender plays in the l^itimation of a new career. The dearth of 

women in scientific positions has been noted from primary school children's involvement 

in science education to the recipients of Nobel prizes. How might gender equality and 

legitimacy of science careers be parallel or reciprocal processes? In the literature on 

science education and gender socialization, one policy recommendation for achieving 

greater equality in gender representation in science is not so much pushing girls into math 

and science classes to force the numbers up, but to open up opportunities, and make sure 

that girls are able to see themselves as scientists (Matyas 1985). The lack of females in 

science is seen as a matter of increasing the l^itimacy of female scientists, of fi'aming 

temi. and covers a more coUective e3q)erieoce of undetstaiiding the formation of a social stracdne (le., 
career path). 
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the role difTorently, in order to produce gender equality in numbers of scientists. on 

the other hand, a scientist finds herself in an oiganizational situation of relative gender 

equality, is her retrofiaming activity in order to understand this situation tied to notions of 

career legitimacy? How is equality related to l^itimacy? 

A sense of &imess is important in American ideology generally; science in 

particular is normatively an unbiased meritocracy (Merton 1972). We might expect fiiom 

these ideas that highly legitimated careers in American science would be the more 

^alitarian. Yet another account might be that equality means less l^itimacy because 

less restriction implies non-eliteness and undervaluation. Put colloquially, if there is no 

old boys club, then who wants to join? As noted above, this devaluation of careers that 

have more open opportunities for women is central to the gender and work literature 

(Reskin and Roos 1990; Kanter 1977). A flexible networic structure may allow more 

bending of gender roles, so biotech firms may have greater gender equality (see H.4.2.d. 

above); how does the legitimation of biotech as a new career interact with this equality? 

The question for eq)loration; 

Question 6.2. Haw do gender roles interact with the career legitimation process? 

Summary of arguments 

In this chapter, I have argued that elite educational background will continue to 

produce stratification in the life sciences, but that biotech firms, as network 

organizations, create relatively less gender inequality among PhDs. Secondly, I maintain 

that biotechnology attained early legitimacy as a careo- so that we will see more elite 

educated PhDs enter the industry first. But there will not be gender differences in entry 
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to the industry because of the relatively greater equality. A third argument was made that 

the mechanisms by which a new career path become l^itimate can be understood 

through the retroframing process, and the relative equality in gender roles in biotech 

compared to other life science organizations actually helps to contribute to the l^itimacy 

of biotech careers. Hypotheses and questions presented in this chapter are listed in Table 

2.1. 

[Table 2.1 about here] 
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F^nrel.!. A spectrnm of internalized social controb 

Nonms 
I-

taugiit as rules 
moral behavior 
noticed 
"ought to do's" 

Iiadtutions 
-I 

taken for granted 
thought patterns 
implicit 
standard procedures 
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Table 2.1. Hypotheses and exploratory que«tioiif 
Hypothesis/Question hidcpendeat variable Dependent variable 
114. l.a 

H.4.2.a 
H.4.2.b 
H.4.3.a 

H.4.3.b 

H-5.1. 
R5.2. 

elheness of education 
gender 
eliteness of education 
gender 
eliteness of education by 
organizational form 
gender by organizational 
form 
eliteness of education 
no gender differences 

job in core organization 
job in core organization 
leadership position 
leadership position 
leadership position 

leadership position 

early entry into new arena 
early entfy into new arena 

Q.6.1 How does a new career structure come to be seen as legitimate? 

Q.6.2 How are gender roles related to the career legitimation process? 
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CHAPTER 3. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DATA AND METHODS 

The design of this study incorporates both quantitative and qualitative methods in 

order to address the questions and hypotheses about the effects of the biotechnology 

industry on PhD careers. In this chapter, the quantitative sample, measures, and 

statistical methods are described first. Next, the qualitative sample, interview schedule, 

and coding procedures are explicated. This chapter ends with a discussion of how 

quantitative and qualitative methods were combined. 

Quantitative sample 

Samples from the general population often do not include a sufficient number of 

individuals from the highest ranked collies nor enough with advanced degrees to make 

a good study of the elite educated (Morgan and Duncan 1979). Therefore, samples of 

PhDs are commonly used to study scientists and higher education. The quantitative 

sample of life science PhDs for this project was selected through their graduate or 

postdoctoral university program's participation in an institutional national research 

service award, granted by the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS). 

Among the 26 institutes in the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the NIGMS provides 

universities with the largest number of these institutional research service awards or 

training grants, as they are more commonly known. 

From a list of university programs awarded training grants in the areas of 

cellular/molecular biology and biotechnology, a random sample was drawn. 

Occasionally, a selected file would be missing from the stacks because it had been 
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checked out. The program directors I spoke with knew of no current systematic, large-

scale project that might bias which files were puHed. Thus I assumed that file removal 

was due to chance, and selected another program fi-om the list when one was not in the 

stacks. The cellular/molecular biology area was selected in consultation with NIH 

program directors as one of the broadest, covering many ^>ecialties. Molecular Biology 

training grants record students moving into more diverse careers than some of the more 

focused grants. Combining the more specific biotechnology area with the more goieral 

cellular/molecular biology training grants was an attempt to over-sample PhDs who 

might go into biotech firms, since the numbers are fairly small and a better picture of 

biotech employment is important to the project. Over-sampling when strata are of 

primary interest is a commonly accepted practice for quantitative research methods 

(Sudman 1976). Of course, this means that the data do not perfectly represent the general 

population of life scientists. The upper strata are likely somewhat over-represented 

(since I argue biotech firms are prime organizations, see measures section). The focus on 

comparing the legitimacy of biotech and academe means that a semi-stratified sample is 

appropriate. 

The NIGMS staff generously allowed information from training grant 

applications and renewals to be photocopied and transported fisr coding purposes. The 

information copied fi^om training grants was comprised of tables in which the university 

programs listed the faculty members' students, current and past, and the PhD student's 

current organizational position. All students in a university program are included in the 

grant ^plication information, not just those funded by the training grants. This practice 
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of reporting career positions began when the NIH instituted a "payback" policy for 

training grantees, at the inception of the grant agenda during the 1960s. The idea is that 

students fiinded by the grants are obligated to return as mai^ years back in scientific 

service to the country (broadly defined) as they had received in training. Although in 

practice service payback has proven onerous to calculate and enforce, the application 

renewal process continues to track trainees and other students. 

University programs are allowed to create their own formats for the table relating 

career information on students. This lack of standardization is likely the main reason 

why these data had not been placed in a computer database prior to this study.^ In the 

instructions to applicants for the training grants, the directions for submitting the 

information are as follows (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 199S; V-4): 

In a table, for each faculty member participating in this application, list all past 
and current students for whom the Acuity member has served, or is serving, as 
thesis advisor or sponsor (limit to past 10 years). For each student listed, indicate: 
(1) the training level, either predoctoral or postdoctoral; (2) the training period; 
(3) the institution and d^ree received prior to entry into training, including date; 
(4) title of the research project; and (5) for past students, their current positions 
and for current students, their source of support 

The entire group of past doctoral and current and past postdoctoral students for each 

university program were coded into the database. Thus, rather than sampling within the 

programs, the population of students with PhDs is recorded. Six university programs and 

° NIGMS program directors were skeptical when I expressed my desire to photocopy career infimnation 
from training grant tables. Thqr did not think it was practical to sort out the infimnation from among the 
reams of material sent to their oCBce (one muversity program tyincally has multiple folders diat are six 
inches thidc). I found that in the applications random  ̂selected, all cf the schools presented the career 
material in tables, even though directs who review these grants said that the practice of repotting career 
information in paragraph form was conmion. Kfy years of data coding experience were helpiiil for locating 
presentation patterns in the marwri^i 
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3,395 PhD careers have been coded. The university programs vary in prestige of school 

and r^onal location. Furthermore, the addition of career information from postdocs 

educated at universities all over the globe adds diversity to the eliteness of education 

variable. Even though only six universities are in the database, the information from 

those schools generates data for PhDs from over 100 different U.S. universities (out of a 

population of not quite 200 ranked programs). 

Information in the NIGMS training grant applications is submitted by all fiiculty 

with students in the relevant program, which may span departmental lines, coordinated by 

a project director whose name is on the training grant Since the object of submitting this 

information is to obtain grants, I suspect information on students who drop out of the 

programs may be underreported, therefore only students who actually complete the PhD 

are included in the database. Incentive to retain an NIH training grant is high, both for 

financial and prestige benefits; thus, information on former students' careers is mostly 

complete. NOrl program directors supervising all the grants further reduce missing data 

in the (re-)applications by asking for further information during site visits and other 

communications with the university project directors. Thus, relatively few entries are 

mailced unknown. 

Access to the NIGMS training grant data was made possible by a written request 

and presentation of a research proposal to the Chief of the NIGMS OfSce of Program 

Analysis and Evaluation, who in turn received approval from a superior at the NHL The 

Freedom of Information Act provides legal justification for access to successfiil fedoal 

grant recipients, but rejected grant applications are not available. Data woe collected at 
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the NIGMS archives in Bethesda, Maryland in 1996. Two large boxes containing 

photocopies of career information were sent back to Tucson to be coded. 

The sample is limited to PhDs primarily because of data availability, rather than 

the conviction that only PhDs comprise the population of scientists. Recent social studies 

of science have noted that the emphasis on PhDs neglects important actors in the creative 

scientific process, notably technicians (Shaping 1989; Barley and Becky 1994). In this 

study of professionals concerned with the legitimation of a career trajectory, setting the 

minimum academic credential at the doctoral level is perhaps more justified. The less 

formal, contextual knowledge of technicians means that they are less likely than PhDs to 

gamer credibility and legitimacy as scientists in knowledge production and career 

positioning.^ Thus the choice of emphasis on PhDs is linked to theoretical concerns 

about the socially accepted requirements for wdio determines career legitimacy in the 

sciences. 

Another data driven delimitation of the sample is the inclusion only of young 

PhDs. Here doctoral scientists are considered young by having completed their degree 

recently; calendar age is not available. Specifically, PhDs in the sample are those that 

have been affiliated with sampled university programs in the ten years prior to the 

application, either as doctoral or postdoctoral students. (As evident from the excerpt 

from the training grant instructions quoted above, the NIH only requires information 

from universities on students to the past 10 years before application). 

 ̂However, as semi-outsiders to PhD career concems, I found technicians ofifered helpful observations and 
an interesting perspective on the field. 
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From the theoretical interests of this study, the emphasis on career beginnings is 

beneficial in some ways. A more detailed analysis of postdoctoral and first positions 

taken out of graduate school and/or postdoctoral training can be made, since other career 

events have not yet eclipsed this earlier period. Careers of young PhDs periuq)S show 

best the effects of the eliteness of doctoral education. Scientists are still likely to be 

connected to doctoral departments, and thus one's education is more socially meaningful 

in both prestige and network contacts to potential job positions than later in a PhD career. 

Because the effect of eliteness of education is a primary concern, the focus on early 

career positions seems more appropriate than not. Furthermore, eariy career tnyectories 

are often good indicators of future ones (Cole and Cole 1973; Merton 1973; Zuckennan 

1977), so any differences found here are only likely to be exacerbated by career 

advancement. As Cole and Zuckennan (1984: 222) explain: "We know from studies of 

scientific careers that scientists' standing in the stratification system is fairly well set by 

the end of their first decade of woiic..[and] provide[s] a good basis for predicting their 

futures." In other words, sociology of science recognizes that the eliteness of one's 

education is important to early career positions, and that early career positions are 

important to later career achievements. Thus, although the data are not available, one 

might assume that my findings based on origins of graduate training and early job 

placement is likely generalizable to later career prospects of this sample of PhDs. 

Quantitative measures 

The eliteness of education classification is derived fi'om a ranking published by 

the National Research Council (1994) on PhD programs. Specifically, rankings of 
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biochemistry and molecular biology departments are utilized as the disciplinary division 

most closely aligned with the NIGMS grant categories analyzed here—cellular and 

molecular biology, and biotechnology. Universities are ranked from 1 ("most effective") 

to 200. Ties in ranking do occur. The 1994 scores are attributed to university programs 

at all time points in the analysis because the 1984 NRC ranking did not include molecular 

biology programs, another indication of how relatively new this scientific area is. 

Because department rankings are relatively stable over time, with 80% and above 

reliability, using the available year's ranking seems a judicious measure of eliteness. 

Eliteness of education is collapsed into three categories for loglinear analyses. A score of 

3 is given to the most "elite" category, schools ranked 1-10, so that a higher score is 

interpreted as "more elite." Other elite-educated ranks are categorized as follows; rank 

11-SO score of 2, rank 51 and more score of 1. These categories match scientists' 

discussion of "top" schools, "B-level" schools, and "other." The reversal of categories 

(i.e., l-IO given highest score) is performed so that greater eliteness will produce a 

positive rather than negative effect on other variables. 

Data recorded on individual PhDs is summarized in Table 3.1. 

[Table 3.1 about here] 

Geographical location data comes from postal zip codes. Gender is coded from first 

names. For postdoctoral students listed in the data source, the ranking and zip code of 

their PhD granting university is recorded. While the relationship of advisor gender to 

student gender would be interesting to enter into regression equations, at least as a 

control, the amount of missing data on advisors is problematic at this point in time. 
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Nearly all programs list &culty advisors by first initials only, even i^en students' first 

names are listed, which does not allow &culty gender to be coded. Perhaps this practice 

reflects conventions for listing references in the natural sciences, or pediaps NIH 

directors are assumed to know the &cutty listed, or perhaps it is an indication that the 

majority of &culty advisors are male, and revealing first names would make this gender 

imbalance more obvious. For whatever reason, this variable needs fiirther cleaning 

before it can be analyzed. 

The exclusion of race as a variable is due to a data limitation on two levels. One, 

the lack of people of color in the natural sciences in the U.S. is widely noted. Race is 

often not studied statistically because of this lack of variation among scientists. 

Additionally, the small numbers problem is compounded when one wants to look at race 

and gender simultaneously. If one wants to study women of color in science, and further 

restrict that small group to the life sciences, the numbers unfortunately become minuscule 

(Clewell and Ginorio 1996). The modest number of non-white foreign women compared 

to men and declining number of Afiican American men in higher education, let alone 

science (Maicom 1993), also make for very small and even non-existeiit data cells. Di a 

study such as this, which emphasizes types of organizational affiliations, there is an even 

more significant problem with small mmibers (i.e., attempting to compare Afiican 

American men in biotech and the academy). A second data deficiency is specific to my 

stucfy—race of students is not indicated on most grant applications. At the one place that 

did note racial minority status, a school notably successful at recruiting minority studoits, 

the numbers of nonwhite students were small (only about 6%). If this imiversity is 
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indeed an outstanding success at creating racial diversity among Amoican students, then 

the comparison of racial groups among PhD life sdentists would be difficult, even if 

information was available. Unfortunately, data on race are not widely available ho'e. 

Foreign students are much more likely to enter American universities than 

American-bom minority students. At a later date, some analyses of the foreign educated 

compared to U.S. educated students is planned. Some data issues need to be solved first 

Data on the country in which students received their PhD is available. If a foreign-bora 

postdoctoral student received a PhD in the U.S., however, he or she would not be labeled 

as a non-American citizen.Likewise, an American who received a doctoral d^ee 

abroad would be indistinguishable from a foreign-bom postdoc. For now, nationality, as 

well as race, is not measured. The emphasis in this project on entry imo biotechnology, a 

predominately American industry (Powell et al. 1996), makes the lack of good nationality 

data perhaps somewhat less problematic than a study primarily interested in large 

pharmac^ical corporations, for example. In coding the data on foreign educated 

students, I noticed a trend toward scientists returning to the nation in which their PhD 

was received, after completing a stint as a postdoc in the U.S. (through which the student 

enters the database). 

Hierarchical level of job position is shown by ordered values in Table 3.2. A 

higher placemem in ordering is associated with greater power in organizational 

hierarchies. 

[Table 3.2 about here] 

 ̂This is e^)ecialty problematic consideiiiigtliat an estiiiiatedQaeqnaitBr(NRC 1998)toonetbiid 
(Burgess 1997) of American doctoral degrees are awarded to nonpU.S. citizens, 
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Level of position int^rates academic, industry and government settings into one ordered 

scale. This scale was developed in consultation with bioscientists in the public and 

private sectors; triangulation contributes to its validity. In order to create a dichotomous 

variable out of positions, levels 1-S are given a score of 0, and 6-10 are scored as 1. The 

cut-point of assistant professor delineates the relatively more stable and long-term 

positions fix)m those less so. 

The leadership level variable is dichotomized at the natural early career 

bottleneck for natural scientists—the postdoctoral period. When a scientist has completed 

one or several postdoc/research associate positions and has finally obtained management 

of his or her 'own lab,' it is a significant career step. In academe, this step is usually 

represented by the assistant professor position, and in industry by the "senior scientist" or 

"research group leader^ moniker. This measure of position also fits nicely with the data 

available, since the young scientists who have achieved leadership positions are usually 

not at the top (level 10) positions. Thus, the distribution of people in jobs along the 

ordered path in Table 3.2 fi'om student in another discipline to President/CEO is such that 

most individuals in this sample are clustered right above and below the leadership line 

(i.e., postdocs and staff scientists or assistant professors and research team leaders). The 

dichotomous leadership measurement provides a significant boundary in the real world, 

and in the available data. 

The types of organizational affiliations are listed in Table 3.3. 

[Table 3.3. about here] 
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Dedicated biotechnology firm (DBF) is operadonalized at the abstract levd as described 

in Chapter 1, and at the practical level, is defined by the population of DBFs coded in 

collaboration with Powell and Koput (Powdl et al. 1996; Koput et al. 1997; Smith-Doerr 

et al. 1999). Organizational affiliation is further categorized into a dichotomy of prime, 

or core, and non-core organizations. If a PhD has a position in a top ten university or in 

a dedicated biotechnology firm, they are considered to have membership in a core 

organization. Collapsing organization type into core/not core rather than more refined 

cat^ories allows a cleaner analysis^ of how the top academic and biotech jobs are 

distributed, compared to all others. 

Organizations are treated as interchangeable within types. Data are not readily 

available on the organizational level to compare characteristics such as size and age. For 

example I assume that pharmaceutical corporations are largely similar to one other, and 

that DBFs are more similar to each other than to organizations of otho* types. 

Universities are treated as differing by prestige, however. Universities are the most 

conunon organization type to show up in the data, not surprising among PhD careers. 

Prestige is perhaps the distinguishing feature among universities at the (Wganizational 

level, as is evident fix>m all the different rankings made by the popular press as well as 

academic researchers. 

Even though I treat employing organizations, for the most part, as members of a 

type, this level of detail on type of organization joined is still better data than the m^ority 

 ̂Th  ̂analygffg wgm alcn nm Mpararing taggniTatinn fsilggnrias intn fay acariginir, rfedicBrted bkltedl firm 
andodier. The iesults<Bd not differ signMkantl ,̂ thus die cMefaot core distmctioa seems valid. An 
example can be viewed in TAieS.l in Chapter 5, where the cfiects of edncatioii and gender arc shown (ri 
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of career research in which only individual level data is used. As discussed in the 

literature review, organizational level data of any type is often not available in studies of 

individual mobility—broad occupational code is often the only recorded employment 

context. Even when nearly flawless oi]ganizational level data is used, as by Haveman and 

Cohen (1994), the authors are studying careers in organizations in only one population. 

My examination of jobs in organizations in different populations within one field means 

that the data on the organizational level are less detailed, perhaps necessarily, to fit within 

the confines of one project. An advantage of focusing on careers in one field and 

profession rather than an entire national economy is that the major technical and 

scientific changes apply across organization types and the education level is constant, 

allowing for the assessment of other effects on career outcomes such as ranking of 

education and gender. 

Quantitative methods 

While standard panel data cannot be extracted fi'om this data source, some over

time elements of careers are recorded. Panel or time-series methods cannot be utilized 

because the university programs do not have a universal deadline for applications and 

renewals, thus materials follow different chronologies for different programs. Also, 

career Hata for students are not recorded by dates, instead the current position at the time 

of application is simply noted. Thus position data are available more as cross-sections 

than ova* time, as some interim positions may be missing. But the ordering of positions 

entiy into biotechnolo  ̂firms only. The results are the same as wlieaooieoigam7atfi(wis(fnchKKng top 
universities as well as biotech firms) are the outcome vandile in Table 4.1. 
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is noted, so that multiple career positions reported are sequentially ordered in the 

database. The quantitative data consist of a laige number of PhD careers, the majority 

measured at one time point. Some PhDs have career data recorded at 2 to 4 time points, 

but th^ make up only about 10% of the sample. Thus, cross-sectional forms of analysis 

constitute the statistical methods reported. 

Because of the different levels of variables measured for quantitative analysis, 

different statistical tests are employed to examine hypotheses. See Table 3.4 below for a 

listing of the types of variables. Years since d^ree is a continuous, or ratio-level, 

variable because it is based on a true zero point. Organizatiorud positions are placed in 

hierarchical order, but are not interval level. For instance, one could argue the distance 

between postdoc and staff scientist is not as great as the distance between middle-level 

management and CEO; thus the categorical label. As discussed under measures, core and 

non-core affiliation is a dichotomous variable created from the organizational affiliation 

variable, and level of position has been dichotomized for the analyses as well. 

[Table 3.4. about here] 

Table 3 .S shows the correlations^ between key explanatory independent 

variables. 

[Table 3.5 about here] 

Additionally, the correlation between dependent variables core organization and leader is 

 ̂Strictly speaking Pearson's correlations assume continuous vari^les and these violate that assumption, 
but the coefBdents serve to estimate the lack of multicollinearity among independent variables. 
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-.1868. This negative correlation between core organization and leadership position is 

due to the "postdoc efifect." Many of these young PliDs are held up for years in 

postdoctoral positions without leading their own laboratory. The universities with the 

most resources, and postdoctoral positions, are represented in the core organization 

category. Thus, there is a minor trend in the data towards non-leader postdocs at core top 

ten universities (and leaders in non-core organizations). 

Linear r^ession models assume that pairs of error terms are independent. But in 

the models for this project, the researcher is estimating discrete dependent variables. As 

such, error terms are not independent of exogenous variables, and are thus correlated. To 

estimate that the probability of y = 1, the effects of x must &I1 between 0 and 1. This 

means that the relationship between x and y is likely to be nonlinear at the boundaries, 

that is, more distant from the linear estimates at low and high values of x. So error is not 

independent of x values. For example, if x is prestige of education, then the estimates 

will be more "ofT for the most and least prestigious educated. The common solution for 

this problem, adopted here, is to employ loglinear models to estimate relationships 

between variables. 

Another assumption of linear models, and of logit models, is that x values are 

fixed. For example, a researcher may sample on gender as an independent variable. In 

this research project, the sample was gatho^ by university programs, i^ch means x 

(Le., gender) is not fixed. For example, there may be varying numbers of men and 

women in different university programs. Thus, the {^)propriate statistical tool would be 

general loglinear models (GLMs). In CRMs, unlike logit models, there is no requirement 
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to specify variables as independent' or 'dependent' in order to look at the rdationships 

between them (Goodman 1978). In practice, however, which variables are exogenous 

and which predicted can be assumed based on the researcher's theory. Thus, in general 

loglinear models, it is not necessary to assume that x values are fixed because 'x values' 

are formally unspecified. However, general loglinear models are not commonly used and 

are more difficult to interpret than logit models. So an examination of the distributions 

by gender between different university programs was made. The university programs 

ranged between graduating 27 to 35 percent female students. Since tha« was not a large 

difference between programs, the fixed x assumption does not appear to be violated to a 

great extent, thus logit models are presented. The more statistically appropriate GLMs 

were also run, and the results are essentially the same. Specifically, logistic regression 

(and general loglinear) models were run with the use of SPSS-windows 6.1 software. 

Qualitative sample 

Fieldwork and interviews with scientists were conducted by the author between 

1992 and 1998 in various settings, including biotechnology firms, university life science 

departments, a non-profit research institute, and government agencies that grant money 

for scientific research. Interview data specific to dissertation questions were collected 

fi-om PhDs in biotechnology firms and research universities affiliated with biotech firms. 

Two American cities among the most active in biotechnology industry were two of the 

three focal sites of inquiry. Table 3.6 shows the top ten biotech cities by the mmiber of 

DBFs with phone numbers in relevant area codes. Data for the table were compiled fix}m 
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Bioscan̂  and include outlying suburban areas as well as city-centers in the metropolitan 

locations. For international contrast, the most active foreign countries are also presented, 

showing the strong U.S. basis of the industry. 

[Table 3.6 about here] 

Note that some American cities have twice as many dedicated biotechnology firms as 

other entire industrialized nations. This table shows that the greater part of biotech is 

located in the United States, on its coasts in particular. 

The qualitative sample is generally described in Table 3.7. In order to preserve 

the identity of informants, specific organizational settings, as well as individuals, are not 

identified by name. While qualitative research informants are normally made anonymous 

in studies of "streetcomers" and other public or semi-public places, the confidentiality for 

private settings is perhaps even more important to gaining the cooperation of 

interlocutors. Particularly in the case of cutting-edge science and technology, where 

information is potentially valuable, the issues of gaining access and maintaining secrecy 

of proprietary information present critical tasks for the ethnographer. 

[Table 3.7 about here] 

Beyond the general issues of ethical research behavior and maintaining bridges to 

settings (rather than burning them for the next researcher), a concern particularly for 

social scientists studying natural scientists qualitatively is the problem of "studying up." 

Natural science has had more prestige in American academia than social science during 

 ̂ More extensive analyses ofthese data may be fiHmd in POwdletaL (1996) and KopotetaL (1997); 
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the modern and even postmodern period (Ben-David 1971; The Economist 1997). 

Because of this difference in how "scientific'* a discipline purports to be, the social 

scientist studying the practices of natural scientists has some different status hurdles than 

the social scientists studying working class people on the streetcoraer, or a tribe of 

indigenous people in their village. One way to gain access and adjust to a setting is to 

take on a pre-established role. Among scientists, as a relatively young female, I found it 

easy to fall into the role of student. As asking for information is k^ to being a student, 

this had some benefits. But to also be respected as an expert in my own right on the 

organization of life science careers, part of the interview process was devoted to giving as 

well as taking in information. I summarized some of the research I have conducted on 

the biotech industry to encourage PhDs to feel like they were gaining something in return 

for their valuable time. Thus, in managing interview role performance, I attempted to 

appear at least as a well-informed and curious student, rather than a completely naive 

one. 

Qualitative measures 

Interview schedules were developed primarily by the author, but in consultation 

with experts in qualitative research; Morrill (e.g., 1995X Powejl (e.g., 1985X Qemens 

(e.g., 1997). Also, pilot interviews were conducted to evaluate the clarity, directness, and 

relevance of questions to PhDs in the life sciences. See Appendix A for a sample 

interview schedule. The questions listed for interviewing were used to generate, rather 

our definidoQ of the biotechnology industcy is in some ways a relatively nanow slice of biotechnology but 
acentralcoe. See Giapter 1 for details on what constitiites the industfy population. 
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than confine discussion surrounding the major issues of the I^itimation of biotech and 

interorganizational careers, the timing of the legitimation process, and the gendered 

environments of different science organizations. Interviews were approached with the 

goal of maximum information, rather than strict reproducibility, thus the designation of 

the interviews as 'semi-structured.' When promising topics, if somewhat tangential to 

questions, arose in interviews, these avenues were pursued. Tte skills required for 

designing and completing the qualitative portion of the dissertation were developed 

through my research experience on the master's paper (Smith-Doerr 1994). 

Qualitative methods 

Data were collected by two means simultaneously, to make the record as 

complete as possible. Written notes and tape recordings of interviews and field 

observations were both made whenever feasible. Notes and tapes were transcribed into 

elaborated field notes as soon as possible after time spent in the field, for maximal data 

retention. The qualitative data generated inductive theory, and also served to verify some 

specific questions (see Q.6 in Chapter 2) through structured interview queries. Thus data 

are coded both into emergent themes, and certain proposed areas of focus. 

Preliminary conclusions fi'om interviews and observations were subject to 

member checks with PhDs—some involved and others not involved as interlocutors for 

the study. Overall, the phases of the qualitative research were: construction of mterview 

questions, pilot interviews, reconstruction of interview questions, interviewing and 

elaborating field notes, coding field notes, preliminary results, member check against 

conclusions and closure, final results. This list shows the importance of intospo^g 
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immersion in the field with stepping back for analysis to the practice of qualitative 

research. 

Combhmg quantitative and qualitative methods 

At first glance, it may seem contradictory to combine quantitative and qualitative 

methods, because of their bases in different logics. Often at least ideally, quantitative 

research designs are based on deductive reasoning, moving firom a theory to examining 

variables that support one's deductions. Qualitative research, on the other hand, usually 

relies on induction, developing more general concepts fi-om empirical observations. 

Induction and deduction may appear mutually occlusive, particularly if one attends to 

conflicts between social scientists who absolutely believe that theory must (trecede data 

collection or vice versa. 

When different research logics are combined in one study, deduction allows for 

confirmation of hypotheses connected to a priori theory, v^le induction allows for 

development of theory grounded in a real world context with interlocutors. In order to 

combine theory testing and theory building, the inclusion of both deductive and inductive 

reasoning is here viewed as complementary instead of contradictory. Admittedly, this 

requires the reader to set aside the ideas that; 1) any theory developed in the field is 

useless because of bias firom the particular setting observed, 2) no theory can ever be 

supported since all data is interpreted through the researcher's own world view. While 

both of these critiques have some validity, the hope in combining methods is to mitigate 

rather than exacerbate divisions between research strat^es. By studying more than one 

particular setting, application to more genoal populations is possible, and by observing a 
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small number of individuals and organizations in-dqith, other voices besides the 

researcher's are heard. 

As many social science researchers will admit when not engaged m methodology 

wars, the best method of research depends on the cpiesticms asked. For analyzing 

relationships between variables to be generalized to a larger population, quantitative 

analysis is usually most appropriate. To study meanings of socially derived concepts and 

the unfolding of complex interactions, qualitative research is usually the appropriate tool. 

Because this study encompasses questions with different foci, methodological pluralism 

is adopted. 

Hypotheses stated in Chapter 2 concern the relationships between quantifiable 

variables measured in a large sample of PhDs. The exploratory questions, on the other 

hand, require a contextual knowledge of relevant organizations, and first hand 

observations of scientists' impressions of and behavior surrounding the process of 

legitimating new life science career structures. Rather than conceive of these sets of 

questions as two different projects—one quantitative and one qualitative—they are 

combined to better understand the research setting and to allow for a richer discourse 

with theoiy through examining multiple sides of the subject field. 

Specifically, using a dual research design means that not only will the dynamics 

of an emergent career structure be evaluated for educational and gender stratification, but 

how that stratification plays out in the work environment and how the legitimation 

process unfolds in a new area will be studied. These questions answered in a ^ecific 

setting have relevance for social science theory: models of change in stratification, and 
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mechanisms of Intimacy are general concepts that may inform studies of other changing 

organizational landscapes. If only one set of questions or research methods were 

employed, the understanding of when, by whom, how and why a new career pattern takes 

shape would not be as complete. The following example of how quantitative and 

qualitative methods are combined in this project comes from chapter 4. To address the 

question of whether gender affects attainment of leadership positions differentially within 

network forms of organization and hierarchical forms, quantitative data are employed. I 

used interview and observational qualitative data to understand why biotech firms, 

representing the network form of organization, would permit greater gender equality in 

top positions. 

To illustrate how qualitative and quantitative research are generally two sides of 

the same coin. Table 3.8 lists examples of how the strengths of one complement the 

weaknesses of the other, and how this study exploits this methodological 

complementarity. 

[Table 3.8 about here] 

The diagonals of the first two columns of Table 3.8 show how the strengths of qualitative 

research shore up the weaknesses of quantitative research, and vice versa. Quantitative 

generalizability and qualitative depth in combination mitigate quantitative oversight of 

information important to interiocutors, and qualitative limitation to small numbers. 

While it is often not practical for researchers to attempt two methods of research 

in one data collection effort (and certainly difRcuh to report in one journal article), one 

possibility is to ahemate qualitative and quantitative methods on subsequent projects 
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addressing the same research area. Or a perfaaq)s even better sohition is to practice 

research collaboration in which qualitative and quantitative researchers specialize in 

different aspects of a project Of course, this research agoida would require laying down 

arms between qualitative and quantitative camps, but I think the payoffin benefits to 

understanding social institutions and developing theory that can resuh from moging 

methods of research make the efforts wortlmdiile. 
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Table 3.1. Information recorded on each PhD career 
University ranking 
Lhiivmity zip code 
Date of grant application 
Individual identification 
Gender 
Year entered program 
Degree at entry 
Source of funding for training 
Faculty advisor identification 
Advisor's gender 
Year completed PhD 
Current position/title 
Current organizational affiliation 
Additionally: if university affiliated, ranking; if biotechnology affiliated, firm ID 
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T«Me3  ̂ PhD positions and hiCTarchical order 
Positioii OrdCT 
Studoit in another discipline 1 
Research assistant, tecfanician, intern 2 
Postdoctoral fellow 3 
Visiting scientist, advanced postdoc 4 
Non-tenure track staf^ research scientist 5 
Assistant professor 6 
Research team director, independent scientist 7 
Associate professor 8 
Research department/section head 9 
Full professor 10 
Mid-level research administration 
Upper management, dean 
Board of directors, science advisor 
CEO, president 

Noo-ordo'ed po^ons inchide; 
Non-science position 0 
Non-employ^ not seeking employment 
Unemployed 
Unknown, deceased 
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Table 33. Categories for organiaitionjd •fliiiatioa 
University 
Other higher educational organization 
Government agency 
Noiqirofit research institute 
Ho^ital 
Dedicated biotechnology firm focused on human therapoitics 
Otho" biotechnological firm (i.e., instruments, agricultural, unspecified biotech) 
Pharmaceutical or chemical corporation 
Other technical/scientific organizational affiliation 
Venture capital or law firm supporting biotech 
No organizational affiliation (i.e., private practice) 
Unknown, deceased 
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Table 3.4. Types of variables measured for statistical malysis 
Type of variable Variables Range 
ratio, continuous years since PhD 0-29 
ordered^ categorical eliteness of education 1-200 
(collapsed categories) 1-3 
ordered, categorical hierarchical position 1-14 
(dichotomized) 0,1 
nominal, categorical organizational affiliation 1-12 
(dichotomized as core/not) 0,1 
dichotomous, categorical gender 0,1 
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Table 3 .̂ Pearson's correlation coefficients for relationships between main 
mdependent variables 

Biotech affiliation Education rank Gender 
Biotech affiliation 
Education rank .0968 
Gender .0028 .0443 
Years since PhD .0271 -.2746 -.0660 
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TaUe3.6. Top ten U.Sw metropolitan areas in nnmbar of dedicated biotechnology 
firms, 1997 (including other top national totals for comparison) 
Greato- Metropolitan Area 
[omationl 

Area Codes Number of DBFs 

1. San Francisco Bay area 415, 510,408,916 56 

2. Boston area 617, 508 44 

3. San Diego area 619 41 

4. Greater Philadelphia area 610, 215, 609, 908 23 

S. (tie) Washington D.C. area 301,410, 703 20 

5. (tie) New York City area 914, 201, 516,212 20 

[Canada (entire nation) all 20] 

7. Houston area 713, 281 11 

8. Seattle area 206 10 

[United Kingdom (entire nation) all 10] 

9. Los Angeles area 714,805,213,310 9 

10. Chapel Hill, NC area 919 5 

[France (entire nation) aU 51 
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Table 3.7. Qoalitotive date docription 
Formal interviews, and semi-structured intoviews over the period 1992-1998. 

14 Female, 27 Male Life Scientists in: 
4 universities 
5 biotechnology firms 
1 pharmaceutical corporation 
2 government institutes 

*Note that informant names in the text have been chained to protect confidentiality. 
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Table 3.8. Compieiiieiitaiy strragths and weaknesses of quantitative and qoalitative 
methods 
Method Strengths Weaknesses Examples from this 

study 
Quantitative generalizable to 

population, allow 
group comparison/ 
variable analysis 

context of response 
unclear ^e., 
standard responses 
may be irrelevant) 

clarify how eliteness 
of education and 
gender afifect trends 
in careers 

Qualitative understanding 
complex processes, 
details of interaction 

not generalizable to 
broader population 

understand how 
careers are 
lQ;itimated 
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CHAPTER 4. THE ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES AND CONDITIONS OF 
CAREER STRATIFICATION 

In this chapter, two research questions are addressed: 1) does traditional science 

career stratification continue when a new industry and career option emerges?, and 2) 

does employment in a network form of organization (compared to more hierarchical 

forms) affect scientists' ability to achieve leadership level positions, taking imo account 

their educational background and gender? The chapter opens by statistically describing 

the variables that are used to answer the above questions. Next, the relevant arguments 

and hypotheses laid out in Chapter 2 are restated in summary form, and the 

accompanying loglinear models and results of regression analyses are presented. A 

summation of findings concludes the chapter. 

Summary description of sample 

The methods for gathering and analyzing the data are discussed in the preceding 

chapter, here a brief statistical description of the distribution of the quantitative sample is 

presented. Variables used in statistical analyses are described below. Table 4.0 presents 

the percentage of PhDs in categories of nominal variables, and presents the mean and 

standard deviation for the continuous variable "years since PhD." The sample varies on 

the eliteness of where PhD was obtained, but a majority of PhDs are fi^m schools ranked 

in the top SO. The gender ratio is proportionate to other national samples of PhDs in the 

biological sciences (Fox 1996; Davis et al. 1996; National Research Council 1994). This 

sample of PhDs is relatively young in career terms, however. On average these scientists 

are only about S years out of graduate school, and the majority hold non-leadership 
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po^ons (i.e., postdoctoral training). Years since PhD is used as a continuous control 

variable. 

[Table 4.0 about here] 

Employment in a biotechnology firm is used as a variable in two different ways in 

this chapter. As an independent variable, biotech affiliation rqiresents the effects of 

employment in a network form of organization. As a dependent variable, being in a 

dedicated biotechnology firm is part of the core organization cat^ory (along with top ten 

university positions). Note that biotech employment is not used as an independent and 

dependent variable in the same models. The role of a position in a biotech firm functions 

as an independent or dependent variable depending on the research question at hand. 

When considering the organization as an outcome—top choice organizations versus 

others—then biotech is part of the dependent variable, core organizatioa If instead, level 

of position attained is the career outcome in question, and the effects of different forms of 

economic organization on leadership attainment, then biotech is an independent variable 

(interacted with gender and education) as will be shown in models below. The smaller 

proportion in biotech does not preclude comparing position level attained in biotech 

compared to other organizations in loglinear modeb. Let us now turn from description to 

explanation through analysis of relationships between variables. 

Continuity of strattfication 

Early advantages translate to lata* career advantages in science, a process labeled 

accumulation of advantage by Zuckerman (1988) and Merton (1977). Accumulation of 

advantage focuses on the very strong influence of early access to resources. The more 
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time a scientist has to accumulate advantage, the fiurther he or she ends in the long nm. 

Education is a key indicator of advantage precisely because it occurs early in a career. 

When everyone has the same years of education, the most salient feature of one's PhD 

education is where one was educated. The department of origin signals what types of 

scientific resources and netwoiics a PhD has access to during training. Association with a 

prestigious PhD program should augur fiiture career success. By way of example 

demonstrating early advantage accumulation, observe the following biographical snippets 

from an interview with Henry, now an eminent scientist; 

I spent time working in a lab at UCSD in high school, which is why I majored in 
science.... I was able to do research as an undergrad at Stanford.... I went on to 
grad school in Seattle, at the University of Washington.... I was a postdoc, again 
back at Stanford and UCSD.... My first job was at Berkeley as an Assistant 
Professor of Biochemistry. 

While Henry stayed on the west coast, all of the universities where he received training 

are ranked among the top 15 in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the U.S. 

Incidentally, Henry's next job was working in a well-known dedicated biotechnology 

firm, and subsequently went back to a top five university, demonstrating the strong link 

between core academic and biotech organizations. For the quantitative analysis of the 

more general sample, success is employment in a core organization (biotech firm or top 

ten university) or attainment of a leadership position (management of a laboratory, 

department, or organization). 

Gender is a socially salient characteristic in a variety of settings. Despite 

meritocratic claims fi)r science, gender has been found to have at least as strong 

difiTerential effects as educational background on scientists' successfiil career outcomes. 
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The data are not available to distinguish which particular gender roles are leading to 

women being disadvantaged in science careers. For instance, it may be that sexism 

surrounding female scientists in their &mily roles is more harmful than sexism in their 

scientific roles. Literature that does have &mily data available, however, indicates that 

married women scientists do at least as well as single women, although child bearing may 

have a slight drag on productivity (Xie and Shauman 1998). In this study, based on 

interviews with scientists in multiple employment settings, it is assumed that the pressure 

of &mily roles is relatively constant (and high) across the organizational categories 

studied here. Stratification by gender is a very reliable result across many studies (see 

chapter 2 for review). Women are disadvantaged in speed and level of promotion; 

although most comparisons are made only between male and female academic scientists. 

Often, arguments about why women are disadvantaged in academic science invoke 

features of the university that are related to its hierarchical organization, such as the 

tenure promotion system (National Research Council 1983). Here gend^ effects on 

scientific careers across sectors are explicitly examined—core industry jobs in biotech and 

core academic jobs in top ten universities compared to non-core jobs, and leadership/non-

leadership roles across hierarchical and network organizations. 

Predicting mobility into core organizations. Model 4.1 ecamines the effects of the 

ranking of doctoral program and gender on whether an individual will arrive at a position 

in a top ten university or a dedicated biotechnolo^ firm rather than a non-core 

organization. 
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Hypothesis 4.1. a. Having an elite PhD education will be positively related to obtcamnga 
job in a care life scietwe organization. 

Hypothesis 4.1.b. Male PhDs are more likely thanfemale PhDs to obtcanjobs in core 
life science organizations. 

The general form of the logistic regression equation to model Hypotheses 4.1 is; Prob 

(affiliation = core) = l/l+e"^, where z = constant + education + gender.^ The resuhs of 

this model can be found in Table 4.1 below, in the first few columns. The logistic 

regression coefiRcients are then converted into odds, to assess the change in odds of being 

in a core organization due to each predictor, as shown in the last column. For example, 

by increasing the value of education background rank 11-SO firom 0 to 1, we de(7ease the 

log odds by about .81, the value of the coefficient for Education rank 11-SO. By having a 

middle ranked education in comparison to a top ranked background, the odds of being in 

a core organization decrease by a fector of about .4. The change in odds is computed by 

subtracting .4 from 1 and muhiplying by 100, demonstrating that there is a 55% decrease 

in odds of core organization affiliation for having a middle ranked PhD education. 

[Table 4.1 about here] 

Table 4.1 shows the results of loglinear regressions analyzing the effects of 

educational prestige, or ranking of PhD education, and gender on organizational 

affiliation. Core organization affiliation is a dichotomous variable in which 'core' is 

measured by attaining a job in a university ranked in the top ten or in a dedicated biotech 

firm. The core organizations are considered the most prestigious places to hold academic 

 ̂Because the focus here is on which organizatkn scientists eater at any point daring tfaor cai eer, ladicr 
than on what position they hold, years since PhD is not a mpswiingfiil cootroL In a previous, imrepratednm 
of this model that did include years since PhD as a coatroi, not much difference in the cocfficicnts 
appeared. Thus the term was exchided from the model, as it lacks any theoretical or statistical signtfiranrff 
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and industry jobs (see Chapto* 6 for qualitative evidence). In general loglinear models 

dividing the core into biotech and university components, the effects presented on 

core/not core in Table 4.1 were very similar to the effects on the three eatery variable 

of top academic/DBF/other. In order to more concisely parallel the literature looking at 

which PhDs enter top academic positions yet consider top positions across sectors, the 

choice academic and industry jobs are combined as the core organization dependent 

variable above. Compared to those with the most elite educational backgrounds, the odds 

that PhDs from programs ranked past 50 will be in a core organization decrease by 47%. 

And even those from middle ranked universities, when compared to scientists from top 

ten schools, have their odds of landing a job in a core organization decrease SS%. In 

other words, young scientists with elite educational backgrounds are more likely to enta" 

either prestigious academic or biotech jobs than others. 

Gender is not a significant predictor of placement in a top university or dedicated 

biotech firm. In other studies of men and women in tenure track positions, there is a 

gender difference such than men are more likely to be in top universities (Fox 1996). In 

this sample which includes many postdoctoral fellows as well, women are just as likely 

as men to be in core organizations. Also, in a model interacting gender and education, 

there was not a significant efiTect (i.e., such that it might matter more for women than men 

to have a higher ranked education), nor did the interaction much change the coefficients 

presented in model 4.1 above. Regardless of educational background, women may enter 

prime organizations, but be stuck in postdoctoral positions. As Dorothy frankly phrased 

her assessment of a postdoctoral experience in a top ranked lab: "It was bullshit... I was 
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like being a permanent slave, or maybe not a slave, more like a feudal relationship, like a 

serf. It can be either good or not, but I didn't like...not having control." Although gender 

s^^ation into dififerent types of organization does not appear, the question of whetho-

there may be gender differences in the levd of po^ons attained clearly is not precluded. 

Predicting mobility into leadership positions. Model 4.2 tests whether the origin of PhD 

education or gender affects a life scientist's chances of attaining a position with 

supervisory responsibilities. The number of years since doctoral d^ree was obtained is 

controlled for in the model. 

Hypothesis 4.2.a. Having an elite PhD education will be positively related to obtaining a 
leadership level position. 

Hypothesis 4.2.b. Male PhDs are more likely than female PhDs to obtain leadership 
level positions. 

The general form of model 4.2 can be described by the following equation for the logistic 

regression: Prob (position = leader) = l/l+e"®, wha« z = constant + education + gendar 

+ years since PhD. The results of the logistic r^ession model are presented in Table 

4.2. below. Again, the log odds results are mathematically transformed into percent 

change in odds (see the last column of Table 4.2). 

[Table 4.2 about hoe] 

Logistic regression model 4.2 analyzes the effects of gender and educational background 

on position. Controlling for the number of years since the PhD was granted, who is more 

likely to achieve leadership positions in science-intensive organizations? Those fibom the 

lowest ranked departments do not significantly differ from highest ranked, but the middle 

ranked seem less likely to become leaders. Thus, hypothesis 4.2.a. is somewhat 
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supported in that those from the most dite departments are more likely to gain leadership 

positions than those fix>m the middle rank. But given that the most elite do not 

significantly differ fit>m the least elite educated in their chances for leadership, the 

hypothesis does not have much support from the analysis. 

Periiaps those fix>m middle ranked universities are less likely to attain lead»ship 

positions because those from top places gain leadership rcries in core organizations, and 

those from less prestigious places take leadership roles in organizations that PhDs from 

middle ranked universities do not consider for onployment. Stuart's position provides an 

example of an ambitious young scientist from a middle ranked educational background. 

Stuart is currently in a non-leado^hip academic position at a top university. "The head of 

our program basically told me that tha« are no opening for tenure track in-house right 

now." My field notes reveal his struggle to gain a leadership roles in a core OTganization, 

and concurrent reluctance to take any job in a lower ranked setting; 

Stuart spoke in a somewhat oivious tone of a fiiend with "lots of scientific 
resources" who helped to start up a biotech firm and also had a position at 
Stanford as an assistant professor. He seemed a bit defensive about it v^ien he 
declared that he would only go into an established biotech firm himself... I 
noticed that his aspirations fisr a tenure trade job were at places just below the 
very elite including Baylor and University of Washington. He waai't sure where 
he would be able to get a job next, but seemed only willing to "go v^iere good 
research programs are." For universities he would not consider moving outside of 
where he considered a geographical research center, or to lower ranked 
institutions. "There's no way I'd do that," was his reaction. 

Stuart's opinion that non-leadership work in an elite organization is preferable to leading 

in one with low standing may be held by other sdentists with middle-ranked educational 

backgrounds, leading to the resuh found in Table 4.2. 
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Gender is related to leadership position, so that males are more likely to become 

leaders. A change from the category of male to female results in a 32% dearease of one's 

odds of being in a leadership position. Years since PhD is, not surprisingly, positively 

related to attaining a leadership position. Consistent with other studies of stratification in 

academic science: males are generally more likely to have leadership positions than 

females. The next question that arises is whether these results for leadership will differ 

by employment in different organizational forms. Will education and gender still have 

the same effects when comparing network to hierarchical organizations? 

Organizational form as context for strat̂ cation 

An elite education should fiirther a PhD's career, no matter what organizational 

form employs them. Although the mechanisms may differ in network organizations and 

hierarchies (i.e., informal connections from placement in an elite department may matter 

more in a network organization, while the formal prestige of the name of the place and its 

legitimacy value may matter more in a traditional hierarchy), the outcome may still be 

quite similar. Specifically, education in a top ranked program enhances PhD 

performance by: 1) training students to have specific research skills, 2) making available 

advice and references from academics central to their specialties, 3) imparting know-how 

about the publication and grant writing process, and 4) socializing students to behave in a 

professional manner. All of these advantages translate across the organizational forms 

within the field of the life sciences. Currently head of a lab in a dedicated biotechnology 

firm, James indicates the importance of his elite education in preparing him to be a 

skilled, professional, publishing scientist ISs educational advantage crosses over for 
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employment in biotech as well as the academy: "We [at the biotech finn] are encouraged 

to publish in the best journals, go to meetings, and basically have visibility in our field. I 

could go other places—including academia—in my career as a scientist because it's what I 

was trained to do." Those with elite educations wfll be more likely to land leadership 

positions, with no intervening effect of organization form. 

Hypothesis 4.3.0. êcts of having tm elite PhD education on obtaining a leadership 
position will not d̂ er by the farm cf ecommric organixation. 

While many studies of gender and employment have shown various aspects of 

female disadvantage in employing organizations, effects of organizational form have not 

been well examined in studies of gender inequality at woric The network form, with 

flexibility and core technologies managed irterorganizationally, is a type of organization 

in which gender inequality is less likely to be established. Women are more likely to 

have mobility opportunities (it is assumed that female candidates are as available and as 

qualified as males), and thus to be leaders in network organizations. 

Hypothesis 4.3.b. Having a job in a network organization, conqKO'ed to hierarchical 
organiziOional affiliations, will increase the likelihood of afenude PhD obtaining a 
leadership level position relative to a male. 

Model 4.3 combines the hypotheses about the effects of education and gender on 

leadership by form of organization. The logistic regression equation in general form is: 

Prob (position = leader) = I/l+e"^ where z = constant + education + gender + biotech + 

years since PhD + education * biotech gender • biotech. The results of the logistic 

regression procedure are presented in Table 4.3 below, as well as the calculated percent 

change in odds. 

[Table 4.3 about here] 
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Table 4.3 presents the results of a logistic regression analysis examining the 

effects of educational prestige, gender, and whether the job is in a biotech firm or not, on 

the level of position achieved. Years since PhD, the control variable, is positively related 

to attaining a leadership position. Prestige of PhD education (in organizations other than 

biotech firms, because of the interaction term) is not related to position here. Educational 

rank does not significantly affect leadership when it is interacted with being in a biotech 

firm or not; having a top ranked education does not matter more for leadership in biotech 

firms than for other types of organizations. 

Again, gender is related to leadership position. A change from the category of 

male to female results in a 60% decrease of one's odds of being in a leadership position 

in a non-biotech organization. However, the significant interaction of gender with biotech 

affiliation indicates that the difference between the effect of gender in netwoilc and 

hierarchical forms is significant. Females are more likely to become leaders when 

employed in biotech firms. Let us examine this interesting finding more closely. 

The reason for women doing better in networic organizations is not simply due to 

either more females or more leadership positions in biotech compared to other 

organizations. Although the loglinear model protects against this by controlling for the 

marginals on biotech and gender, the percentages are illustrative. Those in the network 

organizations—biotech firms—have similar gender and leader distributions as other 

organizations. In this sample, the percem female for PhDs in the biotechnology industry 

is 28.7%, nearly the same as all other organizations at 28.3%. The percentage of PhDs 
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that are leaders in the biotech industry is 18.4%, compared to 29.4% at other employing 

organizations. If anything, biotech firms have proportionally fewer people in leadership 

roles, probably because they tend to have flatter job laddm than hierarchical forms. 

There are two related questions to be asked about the interaction between gender 

and organizational form. First, if you are female, does it advantage you to be in a 

network organization rather than a hierarchy? Second, if there is an advantage, are you 

actually better off being female than male in a network organization? 

In order to address the first question of the benefit of the networic form for female 

PhDs, the same logistic regression model was run, but with the gender code reversed so 

that male = 1. The new coefficient for biotech revealed the effect of being in a network 

form for females: 2.0687 (.4435 S£.), with a significance level of .0001. 

Exponentiating the coefficient clarifies that female PhDs in biotech firms are nearly 8 

times as likely to be in leadership positions than female PhDs in other, more hierarchical, 

organizations. The answer to the first question is: being in a network form means 

females are much more likely to attain leadership roles. To compare the results for 

females to those for males, being in a network form for male PhDs makes no significant 

difference in their leadership chances, as demonstrated from the original model's non

significant biotech coefficient in Table 4.3 above. Males are neither more nor less likely 

to attain leadership positions in biotech firms. 

Employment in biotechnology firms benefits females, but the next question is: is 

it better to be female than male for your chances of leadership in biotech? To explore 

this question, the biotech variable code was reversed so that non-biotech afiiliation = 1, 
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and the logistic regression model 4.3 was re-run on SPSS. The new gender coefficient 

shows the effect of being female in a biotech firm—.4910—with a standard error of .6502 

is not significant. The answer to the question posed above is that being female rather 

than male in a network organization does not help your leadership chances—but it does 

not hurt them, either. Apparently, being female does not improve one's leadership 

chances, thus there is no 'reverse discrimination* effect in biotech; men and women seem 

to compete on an equal footing for leadership positions. 

Another way of thinking about the gender by organizational form result is to 

compare the effects of being a woman in the different organizational forms. The 

following coefRcients describe the effect of being a woman on leadership odds: in a 

netwoiic form = .4910 (not a significant increase in leadership odds); in a hierarchy = -

.9178 (significantly decreases odds of leadership). In a network form it neither hurts nor 

helps you to be female. But in the more hierarchical organizations, being female 

significantly decreases your odds of leadership. 

Possible expUmatiom of relative gender equcdity in biotechnology firms 

The quantitative data show that employment in a biotechnology firm has some 

benefit for female PhDs' careers, but does not tell us why that might be the case. Various 

sociological theories may help explain why female PhDs are more likely to be in 

leadership positions in biotech firms than in other organizations, some at the 

organizational structure level, others at a more micro level. Applying organizational 

ecology explanations to employment turns on the assumption that young organizations 

operate in a fundamentally different competitive space than older organizations 
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(Stinchcombe 1965; Hannan and Freeman 1989). A relevant explanation for biotech 

gender equality derived from organizational ecology might be that the rdatively younger 

biotech organizations have less developed authority structures because they lack the 

organizational inertia of older companies. In observations of biotechnology firms 

ranging from 2 to 20 years old, however, differences by organizational age in the use of 

the network form or female leadership were not detected. Another organization age 

argument might be that young firms find greater difficulty in competing with older ones 

for the most talented candidates, so are forced to hire less qualified female scientists. The 

previously presented findings that PhDs with top educations enter biotech firms and top 

universities give He to this explanation; biotech firms have an easier time hiring good 

candidates than many other older organizations (see Chapter 6 for further qualitative 

evidence).^ 

An argument more strongly based on the quantitative findings above is that 

because biotech firms are network organizational forms (Powell 1990; Powell et al. 

1996), the organizational characteristics of the form contribute to relative gender 

equality. Having a network form means that biotech firms are more fiedble throughout 

their lifespans, and perhaps more able to shift towards less discriminatory practices. 

Inflexibilities built into hierarchical life science organizations, the tenure clock in 

academe for instance, may contribute to female disadvantage. The &ct that network 

 ̂CXie odier explanation for gender equality being related to orpnizatioiiai age mig  ̂be that the biotech 
indust̂  develqied personnel systems at a time when gender equality was more salient, due to Affinnative 
Action policies of the 1970s, and did not have the inertia ofestablished male hierarchies to overcome. This 
is an intere^g idea, but unfintunatefy cannot be addressed by data available here. Such a test would 
require comparisons of other industries fimned at the same time as biotech or later, preferably also 
involving new technoio .̂ 
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organizations are characterized by neither short term nor long term economic 

relationships, in comparison to markets or hio^rchies; may contribute to the fledbility 

advantage for employees. For example, if a female PhD in a biotech firm is woridng with 

a male chauvinist from another organization on one project, she can avoid working with 

him in the future. Whereas in a hierarchy, she would be more likely to be stuck working 

with the chauvinist in her organization—or spending nmch time and energy having him 

removed. On the other hand, if biotech leaders find great sciemists through collaboration 

who treat them with respect, they can often form a long term relationship that goes 

beyond a spot contract. N^woiic organizations have projects that more routinely span 

organizational boundaries, heightening variability in working relationships—allowing for 

multiple modes of organizing work. Also the orientation in biotech toward knowledge-

based project outcomes rather than mass production and rule-following may make 

meritocratic firms more visibly successful, providing the opportunity for greater equality. 

A possible explanation for the gender equality in biotech at the individual level is 

that gender socialization (e.g., Gilligan 1982) contributes to women preferring to work in 

a networic form rather than a hierarchical organization, making a larger pool of women 

receptive to leading research in biotech. The idea is that the interorganizational 

collaborations utilized in core technologies of network organizations may especially 

appeal to scientists who have been socialized to prefer cooperative rather than 

individually competitive work (i.e., women). What seems a more likely explanation is 

that there are different structural hurdles and opportunities for women in dififerent types 

of oiganizations. The biotech industry presents an opportunity to woik on exciting basic 
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science-without many of the hurdles to be &ced in academe. Opportunities to do 

challenging research work with fewer hurdles (i.e., tenure clock) for non-traditional 

scientists appeals to women, thus increasing the pool of well-qualified female PhDs 

available to biotech firms. Put colloquially, the combined "carrot" (biotech as good 

science opportunity) and "stick" (i.e., discriminatory academic politics) attracts females 

with leadership potential to biotech firms, compared to other organizations. Also it may 

be the case that once recruitment networks for the biotech industry extensively include 

women, the hiring and promotion of female PhDs is self-perpetuating—and a mixed 

gender network becomes the norm. 

To begin to understand the meaning behind this relationship between form of 

economic organization and gender for scientists, I turn to my qualitative data.^° I spoke 

to a number of scientists in different settings—some in the conversations during 

ethnographic observation, and some in more formally scheduled interviews (see Chapter 

3 for data details). 

The most qualitative support for the different explanations of relative equality 

falls on the flexible network forms explanation. In talking to scientists about the working 

environment of biotech firms, I discovered a common perception of more open 

opportunities for groups of people traditionally disadvantaged in science, especially 

women. Miles, a white male academic who had experience woiidng in a biotech firm, 

conmiented on how he thought the flexibility would especially help women and people of 

color to move up job ladders: 
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I think there are more opportunities in biotechnology. There, titles are fluid, and if 
the parson is gung-ho and has the ddlls they can move more quidcly into 
positions of responsibility. Academia is limited, there tends to be this tunnel 
vision. The idea is that you go the way your mentor did, and that's the only 
measure of success. There are good opportunities in industry. Especially in 
biotechnology. At [a multinational pharmaceutical corporation], industry is closer 
to academic roles—more rigidly defined. If you start as a technician, there's a 
stigma for moving up to more senior positions. 

Flexibility of work roles in a network form contributes to gender equality by allowing the 

old molds to be broken. 

Martin, a department head in a small biotech startup, argued that having a more 

diverse group of scientists goes hand in hand with the flexibility and speed required in 

biotech; "In biotech, the speed of change is very &st, project management flexibility is 

incredibly important, so what I look for when hiring is good people, and as far as hiring 

women—diversity is good. Good comes from mixed backgrounds." Additionally, 

Dorothy, a PhD who had been one of the first postdocs in biotechnology, noted that the 

flexibility of the biotech firm was responsible for her being able to shift her career fbcus 

substantially in taking on an extra-scientific leadership role; "at [a biotech firm] they 

were quickly developing research and the board wanted a patent expert in-house. I was 

interested; even though I was a scientist, they knew I was bright and so they paid me to 

become a patent agent." The network form explanation for equality appears quite 

plausible; women in particular seem to benefit from the more flexible scientific roles. 

Although there was less evidence for the gender socialization perspective, some 

scientists talked about the collaborative nature of biotech work appealing to female PhDs, 

 ̂Of course it would be wonderful to have quantitative data to assess these competing explanations, and 
sodi research is planned in the futurcL In the meantime, however, the extensive fieldworic and interview 
data can be utilized to assess whether ornot the various explanations are plausible. 
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and women being betto* at teamwork science. In Henry's words; '̂ omen are team 

players and generally get along better, so th^ have an easier time moving into biotech 

firms." This explanation seemed less plausible, especially since none of the women 

scientists I spoke with really seemed to buy it. 

On the other hand, the idea of there being fewer hurdles for female basic scientists 

in biotech firms than in academic settings apparently rings true. Sara, a white female 

PhD currently in a biotech firm describes her first hand experience with discrimination in 

a university, and compares it to being in biotech; 

[In academia] it's hard for women. If you're a man it's not the same way. I had an 
interview at [a research universi^] with the chair of [a] department who was talking 
to one of his colleagues about me, when I was right there, saying 'I have a little girl 
here from England.' He thought he was being nice, but he wouldn't have said if I 
was a man, 'I have a little boy here from England.'....I havent experienced 
discrimination here, and before I got here, the Vice President of Research, the 
highest position for a scientist, was offered to a woman. 

Like the proverbial workhorse with the carrot and stick, biotech firms present a "carrot" 

of opportunity to do basic science to highly trained women like Sara, who had prestigious 

postdoc training. At the same time, university hierarchies may be, however subtly, 

applying discriminatory "sticks" to women who could be potential leaders in academe. 

George's perception of academia and biotech, after spending substantial time in both 

settings, echoes that of Sara; "In biotechnology, there's more flexibility in terms of hours, 

it's more difficult to accommodate a family in academia, e^)ecially with the tenure 

clock." Likewise, Amanda's experience of not being able to gain tenure in academia, and 

then going on to accomplishing much and making a name for herself in biotechnology 

supports Sara—the younger scientist's—wariness of academe. Amanda claims: "In 
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biotech the niles are clearer, in the university there are more political decisions, you have 

to 'do things right' as well as do good research." 

A summary of supporting evidence from interviews for the different ejq^lanations 

is presented in Table 4.4 below. Tentatively, from the qualitative data, the more plausible 

explanations for why gender equality in biotech appear to be the flexibility of the netwoiic 

form and fewer hurdles/more opportunities explanations rather than organizational age, 

gender socialization, or hiring networks ones. 

[Table 4.4 about here] 

Summary of results 

In combining quantitative and qualitative analyses, I have found that stratification in 

science careers holds while considering organizational afBliation as well as position level. 

Hypotheses 4.1 .a and 4.2.b were supported: having a core organizational affiliation is 

dependent on educational background, and leadership position is dependent cm gender. As 

predicted in Hypotheses 4.3, the dq)endence of position on education is not affected by 

being in a dedicated biotechnology firm, but females are more likdy to be in higher level 

positions in a netwoHc form of oiganization such as a biotech firm. In studying why relative 

gender equality might occur in biotech firms, qualitative analyses provided evidence for 

plausible explanations. The flexibility of biotech as a network organization and the 

opportunities it allows females for doing science without jumping many of the patriarchal 

hurdles of academe are common themes in interviews. As Dorothy, a member of the baby-

boom generation expressed, rather than the concurrent timing of the biotech industry with 
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the women's movemenu she felt the flexibility of sdoidfic work in the biotech firm 

&dlitated her career success^ The last word belongs to her 

I fed like I was misled by the women's movement fiH* years. There was no support 
for us in the academic workplace. Being a woman and a scientist is like trying to 
climb a tree with your hands tied bdiind your bade Biotech is different in that it 
supports exciting sdence; encourages publication, you are allowed to see something 
ai^ try it That view, I feel, respects me as a sdoitist Also, everybody knows 
everybody, it's important to know people in other omipanies. It's eaaer here to go 
out and do your diing, there's room for it It's not ahniistic, the function is to learn 
more about being competitive. The company gains by you doing the next thing, by 
oicouraging publications and presentations. 

The combined research methodology on the biotechnology industry as a career option for 

life sdentists illustrates organizational change processes at both aggr^ate and interactional 

levels in this chapter. 
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Table 4.0. Statisticai dcscriptioii of vamblcs used ia logistic rqp-ession analyses 
Vcaiable Mhnmum-Maxanum 

Vabte 
Percent in category or 
mean(s.d.) 

AT" 

Gender 0=Male 71.7% 2214 
l=Feinale 28.3% 

Rank of PhD Education 1=50-200 33.3% 3395 
2=11-50 43.9% 
3=1-10 22.9% 

Biotech affiliation 0=Non-biotech 93.7% 3388 
I=Biotech 6.3% 

Years since PhD 0-39 years 5.30 (4.50) 3225 

dependent variables 
Core organizational 0=Non-core 78.0% 3388 
affiliation l=Core 22.0% 

Leadership position 0=Non-leader 71.3% 3388 
l=Leader 28.7% 

 ̂The total ntmiber of individiials coded is 339S. Kfissing data lead to diflfaeiitvahiesafNI  ̂variables. 
The most common missing variable is gender because certain and even an entile ̂ iplication in one 
case, list initials ladier than first names. In diagnostic analyses, compaiaMepropwtions fig other 
variables were found among those with gender data and those missing gender data 0.6.. the same 
proportion in ecfaicationcat̂ Dries). I assume that missing gender data is not significantly biased (Lei, 
thoK missing are aO one gender). Seven individuals \i4io were listed as deceased also appear as missing on 
career variables. 
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Table 4.1. Effects of educational background and gender on mobilHy into core* 
organizations; Results of logistic regression analyro 
Variable Logistic 

coefficient 
SJ:. df Signif. 

level 
% change in 
odds 

Constant -.2724 .1066 1 

Education rank 1 l-SO** -.8065 .1118 1 .0001 55% decrease 

Education rank below 
50** 

-.6345 .1171 1 .0001 47% decrease 

Gender (F) -.1301 .1036 1 .2092 ILS. 

"Core organizations are top ten universities or dedicated biotecbnoiogy finns focused on buman 
therapeutics. 
*^0(0 tbat the relevant comparison is to education in PhO program ranked in the t<9 ten. 
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Table 4.2. EfTects of educational background and gender on mobility into 
leadership positions; Results of logistic regression Mamfysis 
Variable Logistic 

coefficient 
S.E. df Signif. 

level 
% change in 
odds 

Constant -2.1387 .1447 1 

Education rank 11-50* -.2988 .1296 1 .0212 26% decrease 

Education rank below 
50" 

-.1064 .1370 1 .4375 n.s. 

Gender (F) -.3837 .1225 1 .0017 32% decrease 

Years since PhD .2340 .0159 1 .0001 26% increase 
"Note that the relevant comparison is to education in PhD piogtam ranked in the top ten. 
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Table 4 .̂ Effects of edncational backgroand and gender on mobility into 
leadership positions by form of economic organization: Results of logistic 
regression anafysfa 
Variable Coefficient SJL df Signif. % change in odds 
Constant -2.7914 .4879 1 

Education rank 11-50^ .3991 .5048 1 .4292 n.s. 

Education rank below SO' .6624 .5740 1 .2485 n.s. 

Gender (F) - .9178 .4506 1 .0417 60% decrease 

Years since PhD .2504 .0165 1 .0001 28% increase 

Biotech affiliation .6600 .4999 1 .1867 n.s. 

Educ rank 11-50* * Biotech -.7912 .5221 1 .1297 n.s. 

Educ rank < 50* * Biotech - .9134 .5902 1 .1217 n.s. 

Gender (F) * Biotech 1.4087 .4688 1 .0027 significant increase 
"Note that the relevant comparison is to education in PhD piogiam ranked in the top ten. 
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Table 4.4. Explanatioiis of relative gender equality in biotechnology firms: 
Qualitative evidence 

Network Form/ 
Flexibility 

Employed in biotech Employed outside biotech 
Network Form/ 
Flexibility 

In biotech, the speed of change is 
very fast, project management 
flexibility is incredibly important 
So what I look for when hiring is 
good people, and as &r as hiring 
women—diversity is good Good 
comes from mixed backgrounds" 
(Martin). 
"At [biotech firm] they were 
quickly developing research and the 
board wanted a patent expert. I was 
interested even though I was a 
scientist, they knew I was bright 
and paid me to become a patent 
agent" (Dorothy). 

There are more opportunities 
in biotechnology. There, titles 
are fluid, and if the person is 
gung-ho and has the skills they 
can move quickly into positions 
of responsibility" (Miles). 

Gender 
Socialization 

"Collaboration is fundamental 
in biotech. Women are team 
players and generally get along 
better, so they have an easier 
time moving into biotech firms" 
(Henry). 

Fewer Hurdles 
"I haven't experienced 
discrimination here" (Sara). 
"In biotech the rules are clearer, in 
the university there are more 
political decisions, you have to 'do 
things right' as well as do good 
research" (Amanda). 

"In biotechnology, there's more 
flexibility in terms of hours, it's 
more difficult to accommodate 
a family in academia, especially 
with the tenure clock" 
(George). 
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CHAPTERS. WHO ENTERS A NEW FIELD FIRST? EFFECTSOF 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND GENDER ON ENTRY INTO A NEW 
INDUSTRY 

In this chapter, the question of how educational background and gendo* predict 

who will move into a new field is addressed. The conceptual problem is whether 

individuals in the core or from the periphery of a field are more likely to move into a new 

area. Considering biotechnology a new industry in the life sciences, which scientists 

were the first to enter the biotech arena? The l^itimacy of a new area affects the 

expectations about who will join; because dedicated biotechnology firms have been 

shown in the previous chapter to be choice organizations, this is reflected in the 

hypotheses about entry into the industry. First, the formal hypotheses relevant to this 

research question are restated. Then the results of analyses are presented in tabular form 

and discussed in the text. 

Predicting entry into a new area 

Taking various theories into account (see Chapter 2), there are two basic 

«planations under consideration for predicting entry into a new area. One argument is 

that those with the most resources, prestige, and centrality—core'̂  actors—will be more 

likely to have access to a new arena of work or scientific knowledge. The second 

explanation is the opposite of the first: that those on the fiinges—peripheral actors—will 

be most likely to move into new areas because their interests are not vested in established 

 ̂Note that the use ofcore" m this chapter differs fiomtbe *^0010 organizatioii" meastne in the previous 
chapter. The dependent variable of "core organization''means attaining a position in a top univetsity or 
biotechfirm. In this chapter, core actors are conceptualized at the individual level Ose PhDs are those 
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arenas. In order to examine these abstract ideas in the context of the life sciences, the 

new area is the biotechnology industry, and the more peripheral scientists are measured 

by PhDs from less highly ranked doctoral programs, and all female PhDs. First the 

hypotheses pertaining to educational background are presented, then the gendered field 

entry is hypothesized. Of the different arguments about the relationship between 

core/peripheral PhDs and entrance to a new area, the predicted ones will be emphasized 

by hypotheses although alternative arguments will also be discussed. 

Because industry jobs in science are traditionally viewed as the domain of non-

elite scientists, it may be the case that initially the biotech industry was seen as a place for 

PhDs with less prestigious educational credemials, while elites remained firmly vested in 

academia. Thus, one might argue that PhDs with non-elite educational backgrounds will 

generally be more likely to enter biotechnology industry positions in the early period of 

the industry than will elite educated PhDs Yet biotech firms differ from traditional 

industry jobs available to life scientists in that many firms were founded by leading 

scientists in their specialties, who maintained rigorous intellectual standards and valued 

publication. As a result, the biotech industry may be more likely seen as an open 

opportunity for elite educated PhDs, who will have the high profile contacts to enter the 

new industry. From this argument it follows: 

Hypothesis 5.1 PhDs with elite educational backgrounds will be more tikeiy to enter 
biotechnology industry positions in the early period of the industry than will non-elite 
educated PhDs. 

with sodal diaiacteristics that make them more central to the field (Le., moce ranked education, 
male gender) in contrast to more peripheial actors. 
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In stating hypothesis 5.1, the possibility that there will be no differences in industry entry 

based on educational eliteness is not expected, and not hypothesized. Educational 

prestige is one of the most salient characteristics of professionals, especially for scientists 

early in their careers. To find a process of diffusing career trends which does not reflect 

differences in educational privilege seems unlikely. The expectation for this project is 

that innovation in career selection will move from the core to periphery. Elite educated 

PhDs should be more likely to be among the first movers into the biotechnology industry. 

Support for RS. 1 is thus expected, but the object of stating the opposite is to fiilly 

explore the possibility of the reverse movement of career innovation from periphery to 

core. 

Similar to the educational background hypotheses, gender is a predictor variable 

that can be conceptualized in terms of core or peripheral PhDs in the natural sciences. 

Men have been found to be more likely to advance more rapidly and end up in higher 

positions in science careers, how will this finding map onto the question of who enters a 

new field first? It may be that women, as peripheral scientists, were more likely to move 

into the new biotech industry because of the lack of opportunity in academe. One 

possible expectation is: Female PhDs will genercdly be more likely to enter 

biotechnology industry positions in the early period than will male PhDs. Conversely it 

may be argued, that like elite-educated "core" scientists, males are more likely to be the 

first entrants into the new job arena. If men have netwoilcs with greater access to the core 

actors in the field, because of these connections, males disproportionately have better 

access to information about the desirability of biotech jobs compared to traditional 
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industry jobs. It then follows: Male PhDs will generaify be more likely to enter 

biotechnology industry positions in the early industry period than "will female PhDs 

An alternative to the gendered "core to periphery^ or "periphery to core" dififiision 

of job entry is that there will be no difference in who enters the new arena by gender. 

Based on the findings in the previous chapter of fewer gender differences in promotions 

in biotech firms, this may be related to fewer gender differences in early entry to 

biotechnology firms. Once women enter the industry very early, the model for what a 

"biotech scientist" looks like is not necessarily male, and may contribute to the flexibility 

of biotech firms' search for candidates. Even though biotech jobs may be small in 

number, perhaps there has always been more diversity in who they search for, which 

results in no significant gender differences in entry to the field: 

Hypothesis 5.2. There will be no sign̂ cant gander d̂ erences for PhDs in the timing of 
their entry into biotechnology industry positions. 

The argument behind the above hypothesis is not that th^e will be no gender differences, 

but that they will not show up as statistically significant differences in when men and 

women enter the field. The expectation is that hypothesis 5.2. will be supported, 

although there is literature that could argue for males or females entering, on average, 

before the other group, and so these propositions are developed as well. 

One caveat that must be mentioned is that because Hypothesis 5.2. is stated 

negatively rather than positively, the test of this hypothesis is exploratory rather than 

definitive. As H.5.2. is more in the form of a null hypothesis, the results do not constitute 

a strong test of the hypothesis. To support H.5.2., the results must be stated in the more 

provisional terms that there may not be sufiicient data to rqect H.5.2. Rather than testing 
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whether the data sustain an hypothesis, supportive resuhs will be demonstrating that as 

far as these data show H.5.2. cannot be rgected. 

Results of analyses 

In this section, first the period effect variable is described, then the models 

examining the effects of educational background and goider on timing of entry into the 

biotechnology industry are presented. Period is a dichotomous dependent variable in 

which a value of "1" indicates the date is early in the history of the biotechnology 

industry, and "0" is later.^ The percent of PhDs with data from the early period is 

38.4%, and those whose career is measured in the later period is 61.6%. The question, 

from the above hypotheses, is whether who goes into biotech differs by industry period. 

Before presenting the model to test the hypotheses of this chapter, model 5.1 is 

presented without interacting the independent variables with the industry period. This 

model allows for the assessment of the main effects of the variables. 

The general form of the logistic regression equation for model S.l is: Prob (affiliation = 

biotech) = I/l+e*'', where z = constant + education + gender + period. The results of this 

model can be found in Table S. 1 below. The log odds resulting from the model are 

transformed into percent change in odds in the last column of the table. 

[Table S.l about here] 

 ̂The eariy period is measured prior to 1989, while the decade of the 1990s is regarded as later in 
biotechnology industry history. One indicator that the biotech industry had reached viability, and some 
level of maturation, after 1988 is that at that time an independent press (Oryx) began recortfing and selling 
information on biotech firm activity in a volume with monthly so^ements caOed BioScan. An industry 
publicaticm sudi as this (marketed toward venture rapitaliiBig and other interested investors) signals a 
legitimacy and certain s îlity that a compendium of information on the industry is viable. Thus, the time 
prior to such a trade publication is considered to be the eariy years of the iiuhistry (circa 1975-1988). 
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Table 5.1 demonstrates the results of the logistic r^ression model of the effects 

of PhD granting department, gender, and period in biotedinology industry history on the 

probability of a PhD's entrance into a biotech firm. The results for this noodel parallel the 

findings fi^m a similar one in diapter 4. In table 4.1, it was found that educational 

background significantly predicts entry into a core orgamzation—measured by 

membership in a biotechnology firm or top ten university. This table, 5.1, shows once 

again that entry imo the biotechnology industry is affected by educational background. 

Here, however, the model controls for the time period in which the data are recorded. 

Controlling for period, those with a middle-ranked education, in comparison to the elite 

educated, have their odds of entering biotech decrease by 32 po'cent PhDs fi'om the 

least prestigious departments, compared to those from top ranked schools, have their odds 

of entering the biotech industry decrease by 58 percent. Gender is not a significant 

predictor of entering the biotech arena. 

The key concern for the hypotheses generated in this chapter, however, is whether 

the effects of education and gender differ by time period. Thus, tte model of interest 

includes interaction terms for education by period and gender by period. The general 

form of the logistic regression model 5.2, used to test Hypotheses 5.1 and 5.2, may be 

specified as follows: Prob (affiliation = biotechnolo^) = 1/1+e*^, where z = education+ 

gender + period + education*period + gender*periQd. The interaction terms will be 

examined to answer the question of whether the effects of educational badcground and 

gender differ in the early period of the biotech industry compared to later. Table 5.2 
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below presents the results of this model including the interaction terms, as well as the 

main effects seen in model S. 1. Percent change in odds due to eadi coefficient is also 

^wn in the table. 

(Table 5.2 about here] 

The results of model 5.2, in Table 5.2, show that the non-interactive independent 

variables have nearly the same effects as in table 5.1 above. In comparison to those 

educated in a top ten department, PhDs with degrees from departments ranked lower than 

50 have their odds of going into the biotech industry decrease by 62 percent. PhDs with 

middle ranked educations have only a marginally significant chance of decreased odds of 

ending up in biotech, compared to the elite educated, in this model. There is no 

significant difference between the middle and top departments for industry entry here, but 

that is likely due to the loss of degrees of freedom to non-significant coefficients, in 

comparison to model 5.1 above. All things considered, the main effects of education are 

very similar in Table 5.2 as in 5.1. Likewise, neither gender nor period are significant 

predictors of taking a biotechnology job here, as was the case in Table 5.1. 

According to Hypothesis 5.1, elite educated PhDs should be more likely to enter 

the biotechnology industry during the early period than other PhDs, and this effect should 

be more profound in the early period than later in the industry lifespatL The variables in 

Td)le 5.2 interacting departmental ranking with time period, however, do not bear this 

hypothesis out. It appears the data do not support Hypothesis 5.1. The prestige effect 

occurs—PhDs with more elite educations are more likely to enter biotechnology than 
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other scientists—but it does not vary by industry period. The lack of significant 

difference between periods indicates that where a scientist received his or her PhD, 

continues to matter across the industry timeline. 

The lack of significance for the interaction between gender and time period, 

however, bodes well for Hypothesis 5.2. It was hypothesized that gender would not 

significantly predict entiy into biotechnology differently by time period. Female 

scientists would not be more likely to gain access to the industry in the early period or 

later period; gender equality in entry is constant in the industry. Table 5.2 shows that the 

interaction between gender and period is indeed not significant here. Based on these 

data. Hypothesis 5.2 is plausible. While a negative hypothesis caimot be definitively 

tested, it appears that there is provisional evidence that gender does not {H'edict when 

PhDs are likely to enter the biotechnology industry. 

Discussion 

In this chapter, it was hypothesized that PhDs' educational background w(Mild 

predict when they would enter the biotechnology industry, and that gender would not 

determine entry. I found that educational background was an important predictor of entry 

into biotechnology firms; indeed, elite educated PhDs are more likely to enter biotech at 

all stages of the industry's lifespan. Or to put it anotho- way, PhDs with more peripheral 

educations were less likely to enter biotech in the later years as well as the early years of 

the industry. Although educational background did not have the hypothesized effect, the 

lack of variation by period is an interesting finding in itself. Rather than core to 

periphery (or vice versa) adjustment of biotech Intimacy overtime, the constant influx 
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of elite educated PhDs signals the stable "core-ness" ofbiotech jobs, much in the same 

way that the top universities retain their graduates as professors.^ Note that this finding 

endorses the inclusion ofbiotech firms along with top ten departments in the core 

organization measure used in chapter 4. 

There was support found for the gender hypothesis that male and female scientists 

are equally likely to enter biotech across the entire time fi-ame. While female scientists 

are often treated as peripheral, the early entry of females into biotech alongside males 

marks the industry as an interesting case. Rather than a subsequent feminization or 

masculinization of the arena, we have learned fi'om the analyses in this chapter that male 

and female sciemists are at all times equally likely to work in biotech firms. Some of the 

reasons for women doing better in the biotech industry than in other life science 

organizations are explored in the previous chapter. 

The constant, rather than time-variam effect of educational background on entry 

into the biotechnology industry may have different interpretations. One explanation is 

that the data simply do not have the specificity to measure the effects of time. Because 

the data are recorded at a certain cross-sectional period (when the application was 

submitted, see chapter 3 for data details), the length of tenure in a position is unknown. 

Perhaps the precise date of entry into the industry, rather than the period in which the 

data are recorded, interacted with education might better predict the different effects of 

educational background by time. Another explanation, based on substantive rather than 

 ̂Although the results in this chapter indicate that biotech industiy innovators cx»ne from the core, this 
does not tefiite the imponanceafinnovatian originating firom the periidieiy in other fidds. For instance; 
institutional innovation in tadio (LAIebid, Salandk, Copay and King 1991) and ahemative legal practice 
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measurement argumentation, is that even with more specific time data, the lack of period 

efifect would hold because the importance of educational background is so significant 

the biotechnology industry has always been seen as a desirable arena for scientific talent, 

then it is not surprising that the most elite educated PhDs are more likely to obtain 

biotech positions. And if the supply of elite PhDs remains sufficient to the demands of 

the biotech industry, the importance of educational background and corresponding lack of 

variation by period is likely to continue. A recent NRC (1998) survey of life science 

PhDs found that the number of life science PhDs has grown 42% in the last ten years. 

Commentary on the study summarizes the extent of readily available candidates; "the 

supply of newly minted PhDs in the life sciences vastly outstrips the availability of 

desirable jobs" (Holden 1998; 1S84). Given such employment trends, the likelihood of 

continued attraction of elite educated PhDs into the biotech industry seems quite good. 

A key lesson from this chapter is that despite the continuing importance of elite 

educational credentials, biotech seems equally open to male and female scientists. The 

findings hold across time; elite educated PhDs are more likely to attain jobs in biotech 

firms, but there is no gender difference in who enters biotech. In other words, although 

the difference between core and peripheral PhDs did not predict the timing a{ entry into a 

new arena, the educational core seems to have first choice. This chapter has assumed 

that biotechnology careers have been legitimate from early in industry history and are 

(Morrill 1999) came fiom the peripiwiy. The biotediindustiy is a case in whidi features ofthe life sdence 
core have resonated with the indusdy's l̂ timadoii. See ch^Xer 6 fiir details of the fiannng process. 

Although, recall fiom the chapter 4 results, it does not seem that elite educated PhDs are more likely to 
attain leadership positions than others. 
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thus attractive to elite PhDs. In the next chapter the problem of the process of 

leghimation of the new biotech career path is posed explicitly. 

( 
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Table 5.1. Effects of educational background, gender and period on entry into the 
biotechnology industry; Results of logistic regression analysis 
Variable Logistic 

coeffndent 
S.E. df Signif. 

level 
% change in 
odds 

Constatit -2.2312 .2103 1 

Education rank 11-SO* -.3819 .1741 1 .0282 32% decrease 

Education rank below 50' -.8652 .2136 1 .0001 58% decrease 

Gender (F) .0182 .1726 1 .9161 n.s-

Period Oater) .2497 .1673 1 .1356 ILS. 

*Note tbat the relevant comparison is to education in PhD program ranked in the top ten. 
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Table 5.2. Effects of educational backgroand and gender on entry into the 
bioteciinoiogy industry i»y period: Results of logistic regression analysis 
Variable Coefficient S.E. df Signif. % change in odds 
Constant -2.4052 .3257 I 

Education rank 11-50* -.4607 .3053 I .1313 n.s. 

Education rank below 50* -.9655 .3737 1 .0098 62% decrease 

Gender (F) .2880 .3264 1 .3777 n.s. 

Period (later) .5008 .3839 1 .1920 n.s. 

Educ rank 11-50* * Period .1088 .3717 1 .7697 n.s. 

Educ rank < 50* • Period .1409 .4554 1 .7570 n.s. 

Gender (F) * Period -.3860 .3854 1 .3165 n.s. 
"Note that the relevant comparison is to education in PhD program ranked in the top ten. 
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CHAPTER 6. RETROFRAMING CAREERS: HOW LIFE SCIENTISTS 
LEGITIMATE WORK IN THE BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY 

The research question motivating this cht^>ter is: how does a career path come to 

be seen as legitimate? First, the theoretical and methodological approach to this question 

will be reiterated briefly. Next, the results of qualitative analyses informing a response to 

the question of career legitimation will be presented in detail. Finally, the chapter 

concludes with a summary of the findings. 

The retroframmg argument in brief 

The emergence of a new industry into an already established field with well-

trodden career paths provides an ideal setting to stucfy the legitimation process for 

emergent employment patterns. In the life sciences, the appearance of the biotechnology 

industry on the menu of employment opportunities for scientists provides a dish that is 

neither fish nor fowl; it does not fold neatly into the traditional dichotomy of large 

pharmaceutical industry or basic science academic career. Scientists involved in 

biotechnology frequently move across organization and sector boundaries, going back-

and-forth between universities, research institutes, and biotech firms. This chapter 

provides answers to how these varied employment tnyectories in this new and different 

arena became legitimated. The methodology employed to study the problem of 

legitimacy is qualitative. Both unstructured narratives from ethnographic observation 

and more structured interview data were analyzed to interpret the l^itimadon process. 

Analyses of interview and observational data of scientists in different 

organizations within and outside of the biotech industry provide the basis for the 
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development of an inductive theoretical explanation for the process of career 

legitimation. Goffinan's (1974) concept of framing and Snow et al.'s (1986) frame 

alignment expansion suggested a fruitful perspective. Goffinan (1974) describes the 

activity of framing as one in which an individuals asks ''what is it that's going on here" 

about an experience. Once an understanding of "what's going on" (a frame) is formed, 

people match their behavior to it. Thus, what really matters for action is the 

"convincingness," or legitimacy, of a frame. While GofiBnan explicitly restricts his view 

of framing to the level of the individual, social movements scholars, in particular, have 

taken up the concept and applied it to agreed upon understandings for collective action 

(Snow, Rochford, Worden and Benford 1986; Clemens 1996; McAdam, McCarthy and 

Zald 1996). 

At the same time that frame activity is acknowledged to be "retrospective" 

(Goffinan 1974: 8) and an ongoing, often re-negotiated process (Snow et al. 1986: 467), 

the use of "frame" has largely been restricted to understanding situations of the present or 

future, rather than past action. Here I focus on how scientists ask not so much "what's 

going on?" as to organize frames that help them understand "what happened?" The 

puzzle is what made the biotechnology industry a more Intimate career site than other 

science jobs in the private sector, to scientists who may previously have only considered 

academic science legitimate. 1 emphasize the part of the framing process that organizes 

past action, rather than future action. Frames are necessary for making sense of the past 

as well as pre-conditions of future behavior. To differentiate between the stages of the 

framing process, I call the more past-focused frame activity retroframing. Unlike 
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rationalization, which connotes an account made by an individual of his or her own 

behavior, retroframing is a collective way of organizing perception of a social 

phenomenon—such as an event or the origins of a social structure. Li this chapter, 

scientists retroframe the emergent legitimacy of a new career structure in 

biotechnology.^^ 

Findings from qualitative amtlyses 

In the analysis of fieldwork data, three basic frames consistently emerged for 

organizing scientists' comments about biotechnology careers. The l^itimacy of biotech 

as a distinct career option for life scientists appears to be constructed principally on 

resource, social network, and analogic frames. 

Resources. An obvious factor in explaining how biotechnology became an acceptable 

career route is the abundant availability of resources in many science-based firms. Both 

the greater difficulty in obtaining academic support and the increasing amount of 

resources for biotechnology are themes that scientists discuss as part of the attraction of 

biotech. But a simple resource story based on financial rewards or research budgets 

would actually favor large, established pharmaceutical corporations with billion dollar 

drug markets over small, start up, high risk biotech firms. Yet, as argued above, biotech 

provides a scientific legitimacy that differs from pharma positions. Thus, there is more to 

the resource story than dollars. Specifically, scientists assert that biotechnology allows a 

 ̂A career as a structure may be conceived of as a complex set of routiiiized bebaviors which need to be 
fiamed, or given meaning, by a group of pe(vle. 
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greater opportunity for access to resources needed for research and publication at the 

same time that academia is less generously able to provide research resources. 

Scientists are generally concerned with the changes in fiuiding for academic 

science in the post Cold-War era. Hackett (1990: 272) quotes a scientist who expresses 

the sentimem of many others in saying that no longer does "easy money" in academia 

exist, as perhaps it once did. Likewise, the life scientists I talked to seem to feel a sense 

of restriction surrounding academic positions. Sal, a PhD scientist at BioNow, focused 

on the competition for university jobs: 

Well, of my cohort from graduate school no one I knew got an academic position. 
It used to be 20 or 30 people would compete for one spot, but now it is extremely 
competitive and hundreds of people 24)ply for one po^on. It is good for the 
industry because all these basic scientists are flooding in. 

Miles also describes the trend toward appreciating biotechnology jobs as concomitant 

with declining academic openings: 

You also have to realize that there was a crash in the academic market in about 
1970. Opportunities looked a lot less. As academia was going down (he motions 
with right hand a downward tr '̂ectory), industry was rising (raises left hand 
slowly at an angle). 

A dearth of positions is part of the academic deficit, but other resources are also lacking 

according to Rob. 

Rob, known as a "super PhD" because of his postdoctoral training at a leading 

research university, was employed as a scientist at BioNow. But he also had experience 

collaborating with an elite biotech firm (one of the most well connected organizational 

"players" in this highly networked field) as a postdoc. Rob describes his interest in 

taking a biotechnology job partially in response to a lack of resources in academia: 
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My interest in biotech industry had to do with decline in support for biological 
research in academia. This comes from a couple of directions. The number ofPhiys 
in the hard sciences is up. This means the pool is larger for competing for NIH and 
NSF grants. State governments are short on flmds. Although positions are opening 
up they are not being filled. [State universities] cant afford spendmg X (follars for 
initial lab expenditures a new gtculty position requires. So there's a hiring freeze. I 
decided that the academic environment was not for me. A lot of things added up. 
So I looked at industry jobs. 

Rob further elaborates that the time constraints on academic scientists decrease their ability 

to do research: 

A PI [principal investigator]... carries the weight of the world on their dioulders. 
They are responsible for making smart dedsions about the direction of research-
will this line of work pay ofi^ gettii^ students jobs, etc. It's a tremendous load of 
responsibility. In industry you do not have to scrounge up mon^. It is a team 
effort. Scientists can rely on administration to get funding, administrators can rely 
on scientists to produce. The lines are more distinct, mcxe specialized in industry. I 
had academic opportunities. But I wanted to focus on research rather than writing 
grants and recruiting students. 

Ironically, he argues that more science can be done outside of academia, v^ere "pure 

research" has traditionally been one of the only purported goals, along with training 

students.^^ 

Richard, a BioNow technician, had another perspective of academic resource 

scarcity in working at the bench: 

At the university everything is funded by grants so you have to worry where 
money is coming from since everyone is paid off the grant. Funding is such a 
problem that even getting equipment is a problem—if you want an enzyme you 
cant just order one when you need it you have to go borrow one. It slows down 
the process. The person I woilced for did good research, but it wasnt in a hot 
topic area so it was harder to get money. Science has fads, so you have to tie your 
research to what's fashionable, like AIDS research is now. 

Although, see Etzkowitz and Wd)Ster (1996) and Powell and Owen-Smith (1998) for how onivecsity 
goals for science are becoming harder to distingoî  fiom industry sdence focL 
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Perii^s because of the commonality of materialist discourse in popular culture, scientists 

seemed to find it easy to tell resource stories about the emergence of biotech careers. But 

the struggle for academic support is not the whole picture within the resource frame. 

The resources that biotechnolo^ has to offer are not just financial. Rather than 

academia simply "pushing" scientists away, biotechnolo^ creates a "puir by offering 

opportunities for research and publication. Rob made the non-pecuniary attractions of 

biotech clear when I asked him about the draw of monetary compensation: 'It's more that 

biotechnology has a greater visibility and people believe it will be intellectually 

stimulating." While many popular science writers stress the race to get rich in 

biotechnology (Teitelman 1989; Werth 1994), the senior scientists I spoke with tended to 

focus, like Rob, on the intellectual stimulation and publication of findings in biotech 

firms. Publication is possible in for-profit biotechnology companies, if not to the extent 

required in academe. Miles was quite direct; 

LSD: Did you publish when you were in the biotech industry? 
Miles: Yes, I did—I was the head of a research group in the firm. 
LSD: About how many papers a year? 
Miles: About 5 papers a year. 
LSD: Do you think you'd have published more if you'd been in an acadenoic 
position? 
Miles: It would have been double in an academic job. 

Luther notes that not only are publications common to academia and industry, but patents 

also are a resource important to both settings: 

LSD: Are you publishing more or less here? 
Luther Less. From the last six months ofwork I have nothing publishable. I 
usually have about three publications a year. It's because we're perfecting a 
technology. When it's done the results will be publishable. 
LSD: Th^ is there more patenting in industry? 
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Luther No, it's the same in the university. Universities have patent lawyers, too. 
Everyone is patenting everything, especially in my field, because you never know 
whatll be useful. So it's worth patenting. 

The discussion of resources is a complex portrait in which scientists are both concerned 

about what they see as declining academic resources, and gratified by the research resources 

(including values) available in biotechnology, particularly compared to other industry 

settings. 

One way to classify the different resource stories used to fi:ame biotechnolo^ 

legitimacy is to say that scientists seem concerned with the availability of resources used for 

a variety of ends. Rather than centering all of their attention on monetary resources for 

personal individual consumption, scientists tell of resources for their science. This is not to 

say that self-interest is not an important part of the story, but that the resource fiame is 

multiplex rather than a simple economic narrative. As a final example of this variegated 

resource firame, note Antonia's list of resources she appreciates access to in her biotech firm 

position; 

The bonuses and raises are good. Patentable ideas are rewarded with stodc 
options.... Mainly Fm excited about my work and the environment [at the biotech 
finn]. It is a new space, close to other top notch labs, and funding is secure. Also, 
25% of our time is set aside for discretionary research. We are not 
compartmentalized in that I have access to good scientists in lots of different areas. 
Tha« are many /Kvi-financial considerations for w)^ I like being here. 

Networks. Another factor in the process of firaming legitimate careers is the role of social 

networks. Network connections predict the acquisition of good jobs (Granovetter 1995). 

Granovetter notes that because most of the best professional jobs are not advertised, 

information gathered through personal network ties proves invaluable in obtaining 
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portions. Information gained through friends and acquaintances is trusted more than job 

ads for candidates or resumes for employers. 

Networks are not only conveyers of information, but serve as frames for discussing 

job choice. Luther's account of the major reason why he took tlie BioNow position fits 

Granovetter's weak-tie hypothesis well: 1 went into the company because of [a] scientist I 

knew. Itiustedhim. He's a good scientist" Rob found his w^ into the biotechnology 

industry, and to BioNow in particular, also through network connections that helped to 

frame biotechnology firms as locations of as legitimate sdence: 

I did my last post-doc at MIT. I woiked with someone who had a connection at 
EliteBio so I worked there too. BioNow was promising I had my intdlectual eye 
on it I talked to people in biotechnology—people I knew at EliteBio, and talked to 
people here about the game plan to see if it fit in the biotechnology community. 
People told me it had a sound research basis. 

Note that scientific networics serve to legitimate the biotech industry at the same time 

they provide information on job availability. 

It is perhaps not surprising that in an industry rife with interorganizational 

collaboration (Powell et al. 1996), chronicles of biotech firm foundings are headlined by 

personal networks. Frank, one of the founders of BioNow, identifies himself primarily as 

an academic. He describes the importance of network connections to starting up the firm: 

[The basis of starting up the firm] was a concept first, an idea I brought up myself. I 
got Ethan M(Master to help me set iq) a lab to test it We proved that the [vocess 
works and had to disclose it to the university because ofrules about patents. The 
university's consultant on patents said they weren't interested. So we did some more 
tests and came back, but the university stfll wasnt interested so the patent was 
allowed to go back to me, the inventor. I and fellow researchers put up a small 
amount of money. Ethan McMaster's ties with venture capitalists and financiers 
wereused. The fituuicier put us through vigorous tests with wdl known scientists to 
see if it would be profitable. 
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The description Miles gives of the b^nnings of the biotechnology industry, and his 

personal relationships with scientists like the founder of an important start-up, clarifies 

some of the grounds for his early entry into the fledgling industry; 

Yes, NewTech was the first [biotech firm]. I actually have a good anecdote about 
this. I was there when NewTech was first conceived. Alan Stewart—that's the 
guy who started NewTech—his first venture was an environmental consulting 
business which he started in 1969. It only lasted for two years. I was in the living 
room when he was looking for ideas for a new venture. NewTech did well. It 
had more money than EliteBio, but didn't focus—it had too many irons in the fire. 
Life Co was the third—it b^an in 1979. There were thirty employees when I 
joined. 

Clearly networks play a critical role in spreading news about opportunities, and access to 

these opportunities fiirthers the propensity to frame biotechnolo^ jobs as I^itimate. The 

industry gained legitimacy by association with credible scientists who played a key role in 

the origins of the field (Zudcer et al. 1994). 

Analogic frames. Resources and networks were discussed by scientists in rather concrete 

terms. Life scientists also had more symbolic means of expressing the legitimacy of 

biotech. Here discussions of "quality," "endorsement," and "interaction" come up that 

seem somewhat more difficult to explain than funding or connections, but are 

nevertheless given importance. This set of accounts I call analogic fi'ames. An analogy 

is a comparison of similarity, in some respects, between otherwise dissimilar objects. In 

conversations, I began to notice comparison/contrast patterns in how scientists 

constructed a rhetoric of biotechnology as a good venue for life science research. On the 

one hand, biotech research was compared to the well-established l^idmacy of academic 

science. On the other hand, biotechnology was framed as a new, exciting place to do 
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cutdng-edge work. Scientists framed the l^itimacy of biotech as analogous to academe: 

noting how the work settings are similar, yet how dissimilarity limits the comparability of 

the two. Let us turn to the scientists to explore these somewhat contradictory frames. 

Rob made a straightforward comparison between academic and biotech research to 

justify his decision to enter the industry: "I woriced there [HiteBio] in the labs but not on 

corporate projects. I saw how biotechnology operates. My brief introduction showed me 

that it was not that different from academia." Luther still maintains some role in academia, 

along with his full time biotechnolo^ careen 

Something that is very impcntam is my association with EU ("Eastern University^-
I hold an adjimct appointment at EU. An Adjunct doesnt mean much but I still go 
out there every three wedcs or so to supervise research. It's important to me and it's 
nice to go out there every three weeks. 

Luther, in his BioNow position, connects to academic legitimacy by carrying the title of 

Adjunct Professor, ^files states his comparison of research in the academy and biotech 

firm a bit more defensively: 

In biotech you can do research you're interested in. But it's a firm, and you have 
to fit your research input into appropriate forms. Thoe's a bottom line—that's the 
first requirement. But you can get excited about projects that still benefit the 
bottom line, it's not hard. Scientists in academia are not the only people that care 
about their research, you can care about your research in industry, too. But there 
is this attitude [in ac^emia], that if you're not doing curiosity driven research that 
you're being co-opted, and the work is low quality. That is totally false! The 
woiic being done in industry is at least equivalent to the quality of research in 
academia. 

Some of Miles' fellow scientists must agree that biotech research is on the same quality 

level as that in academe. As Frank explains, BioNow's research has successfltlly 

competed for peer-reviewed federal grants for basic research frmds: 
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LSD: How has the recent Nd grant BioNow received [3.1 mil] infhtenced the 
firm? 
Frank; It is really just a small amount Adrc^inthebudcet Okay, maybe several 
drops in the bucket. But more importantly, tte grant fit>m NCI showed that th^ 
accept the method, it was an endorsement. 
L; So it's mainly important for scientific prestige? 
F; Yes. Another type of agreement we have more for endorsement is with NTH and 
[aiK)ther biotechnology firm]. 

Note that Frank is arguing strongly that the grant money is more important as a symbol of 

scientific legitimacy, or ''endorsemenf in his words, than as a financial resource. Also, 

Frank reveals that coUaboration with other biotechnology firms, not just with universities, 

can be an important indicator of scientific credibility. 

In contrast to these connections and comparisons to academic legitimacy, biotech 

scientists also frame their industry as new and exciting, separate from any other way of 

organizing science. A particular theme in expressing the excitement of biotechnology 

that came up repeatedly was collaboration. The scientists constructed a fi'ame that says 

biotech leads to greater collaboration in research, more so than large pharmaceuticals, 

and more so than universities. Miles describes the excitement of biotech science over 

pharma: 

LSD: Do you see any differences between woiidng in a biotech firm and a 
pharmaceutical company? 
Miles: Yes—in your ability to initiate projects. And to acquire resources, sudi as 
venture capital. In biotech a scientist has direct influence with top management in 
research projects. There's also a difference in the fluidity of projects—in biotech 
you can jump from project to project, depending on your interests. Also because 
the firms are small, you see more team efforts, rather than being stuck in small 
labs with no outside contact like in pharmaceutical corporations. 
LSD: So what led you to looking at positions in the biotechnology industry? 
Miles: It was more exciting. 
LSD: More ecciting than working in a pharmacoitical company? 
Miles: I was being recruited by many places, including big phannaceutical and 
chemical corporations like DuPont. From these interviews, from talking to 
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scientists in the companies, and from descriptions of \diat the job was like, I knew 
biotech offered more fl&dbility. 
LSD: What is it that was exciting about biotech? 
Miles: Since the companies are small, their firte is linked to your ideas, in a way 
it's not in a larger company. As a scientist you have more weight, more say. 
People matter more in a small company—and there are people there to get excited 
about your research. Also, I noticed that the environment in small firms is more 
informal, maybe because there are more academics than businesspeople. 

Note the key attractions of biotech for Miles: research initiative, project flexibility and 

the influence of one's ideas on the entire organization. Luther also compares both 

pharmaceutical and academic organization of science unfavorably to biotech, where the 

hierarchy is flatter than big pharma and collaboration is ironically more 'coll^al' than 

academe. 

When I woiked at the large pharmaceutical company, being critical there was a 
problem, there was more emphasis on getting along. At BioNow, we cant afford to 
do that, we are more concerned with efficiency. The decisions are demooatic. 
Every two wedcs we have a research meeting and decide together.^^... Another 
advantage of BioNow and woiking in the industry is that rm isolated. In 
academia you're isolated from the people working down the hall. Here we're 
directed to the same goal. There's a greater will to get things done. Things happen 
faster. 

Sara notes the ^citement of collaboration in a new firm in a new field, contrasted to 

academia: 

Here everything is new, everyone is excited and we're working together on a 
common goal. You dont see the type of political fights that go on in the 
university. I think they are unnecessary. Thoe is more competition in the 
university. 

Rob turns to a metaphor to explain the difference between academic and biotech research. 

He comments on the ease of collaborating at BioNow: 

 ̂Note that below in the excerpt from my notes on one of these meetings, Luther is certainty critical, but 
the decision seems to be somewhat less than perfectly democratic. 
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It's not that way in academia. You have to wony about who gets their names on 
papers. As science has progressed the need for collaborators has risen but if s harder 
in academia. Let me m^e an analogy of bead stringers and polishers. In academia 
you have to worry about how much time you polish as comiMffed to stringers and 
who gets their name on the paper, and W1K> gets to write what in their grant since 
they cant submit the same grants. But you have to have collabOTators send a letter 
saying that they can do what you need Aem to do in your grant [proposal. Inindustry 
they can hire expert bead polishers and stringers to work at the same firm. Hereth^ 
can hire collections of pre-assembled teams. I know cellular biology at tiie 
molecular level but nothing about chemistry. In academm there are problems with 
who gets credit, personal acclaim, and grants that prevent spontaneous collaboration 
like we have here. 

Rob's bead stringing metaphor points out the centrality of teamwork to the unicpie ethos of 

the biotechnology industry. 

George is currently a faculty member, but has extensive experience in biotech, 

working at one of the early firms and recently founcfing his own firm. His perspective on 

the analogy of biotech to academe is that a good scientist might be successfiil in either 

academia or biotech (note the connection to academic l^itimacy). But Geoige also notes 

that a traditional, ^o-centric academic would be less likely to succeed in biotech because of 

the coll^rative spirit required for research in biotech firms; 

To be a &culty you have to be independent, and take care of yourself basically, 
and really have enough fire to generate your own research fimding and build your 
own lab, attract students and postdocs and to promote yourself really, in 
academia. And in biotech, a person like that could also probably flourish. So the 
same kind of character might go either way, depending on their personal interests. 
In biotech, there are also opportunities for people can be part of a team, and 
don't see their whole ego ti^ up in particular projects and are more flexible. 

The analogic fi'aming of biotechnology involves connecting to the legitimacy of 

the academy, yet also includes outlining differences from other settings including the 

university. This conflict of firaming was not nplidtty talked about (at least not in my 

presence) but I observed some of the consequences of the tension between competing 
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frames. In one research meeting, the underlying question of "are we like academia or 

not?" seemed clear. In this meeting, Luther wanted to publish, a common enough 

practice in biotechnology. Gabriel, an administrative PhD fresh from a large 

pharmaceutical corporation, defended why biotechnology publishing rules were not the 

same as in academe. I recorded their exchange; 

Luther: The other issue is when to go public with this. 
Gabriel; Not for a long time. 
Luther; Well, we should publish something. 
Gabriel: We don't have anything to gain at BioNow right now by publishing. I 
don't think we should. 
Luther: Dont you think it would impress investors? 
Gabriel; But I dont think we're at that point. We already tell investors we're 
successful, but dont say with what. Thi^ have accepted this; they're satisfied. It 
will not give us any more success to publish. If you reveal too much, you give it 
to the competition. Like you look in "BioWorlcP [a publication] and NIH 
advertises their findings—why would anyone license them? Anyone can figure it 
out. You dont want to give away your lead structure—you give away ever3^thing. 
That's the basis of the whole pharmaceutical industry.... But it is harder if it's in 
vivo than in vitro; you cant break a patent. But we can't write a patent on this to 
cover all the possibilities. Once you've gone through optimization then you can 
patent and publish. We just know nothing at this point. 
[He pauses while Luther crosses arms across chest, intakes breath and puts on 
skeptical facial expression]. 
Itll probably be publishable sooner than the stuff with Small Inc. [another new 
biotechnology firm with which BioNow is collaborating]. They're either dead or 
not, so they're not anxious to publish squat. Itll mean a lot more to Collab Co 
[BioNow's collaborator on the project being discussed in this meeting] and us in a 
year or so. 
[Later in the meeting]... 
Gabriel; The »cciting thing is [describes a result]. We're not sure, but it's a 
hypothesis. We werent even sure it could get close. 
Luther; If we show [a result], we should publish. 
Gabriel; Write it up, and we'll see. 
Luther: [smiling and chuckling, says in stage whisper] Then I'll see how I could 
sneak it out of here [to publish]! 
[There is general group laughter, Gabriel smiles and shakes his head]. 
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The tension between organized perspectives or frames was clear in the laughter in the 

room. But the humorous moment also allowed L4ither and Gabriel a way to bring the 

whole group together again to that sense of collaboration the scientists talk about at 

BioNow. For the moment, at least, the tension between analogic frames is eased and 

everyone seems to perceive that publishing is good, but relationships with collaborators 

are even more important in biotechnology. 

Gender and the legitimation process 

Another emergent a^ect of the retroframing process is the connection between 

gender roles and the framing of biotech as a legitimate career. Both male and female 

scientists often referred to relatively greater gender equality in biotech firms-in the form of 

opportunities for female scientists-in contrast to conditions in academia. In other words, 

the connection to gender roles appears to be an additional side to the analogic frame. Sara 

describes clear instances of gender discrimination in the university (also see Chapter 4), 

while she reports no different treatment at BioNow based on gender. At one time she was 

the only female PhD at BioNow, a kind of unspoken difference that may have been 

uncomfortable, but is not the same level of blatant sexism Sara experienced in academia. 

She talked about the difficulties of being a woman in natural science: 

It's obvious that there are not very many successfiil women scientists. It's difScult 
to have a family, to take time out and try to come back in. It's hard for women. You 
have to make a decision. Ifyou'reamanit'snotthesame way. During an 
interview at the State Univosity someone who was interviewing me for the position 
asked me why I moved to America. It came out that I had an American boyfriend I 
met in Ei^and, who was moving bade here. He adced me my motives for coming 
to the U.S. It's illegal to do that, though I don't especially mind tdling why. But 
then he told me I was well qualified for the job and he'd like to have me w^ in his 
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lab, however the only reason I came here was n^ bqyfrioid, so he couldnt hire me. 
What relevance did that have to the job? I haven't experienced anything like that 
here [at the biotech firm]. 

Sara's experience of greater Of^rtunity in biotech perhaps is not an isolated one. The 

results on the timing of women's entry into the industry from Charter 5 indicate that 

biotechnology has had a more equal gender representation than other science-based 

organizations from the earliest days of the industry. 

Amanda is a female PhD who was hired into one of the first biotech firms. She also 

desaribes discrimination in the academy, and points out that in her later role as human 

resource director in the biotech firm, she could use the greater collaboration and open 

opportunities feature to recruit scientists: 

At [elite university] where I was a postdoc, everyone was in competition. 
Postdocs were pitted against each other, and you would hope the competition 
would make a mistake. As a female sciendst, I found that I was professionally 
lonely in academe. I had a very negative experience [at another elite university] 
there were many political decisions. I was the first female faculty in molecular 
biology, as an assistant professor. I did good work but was not mentored. So I 
didn't do things right, like get invited to the right meetings. A male in the 
department at the same time did things right Even though my research was just 
as good and important, he was promoted to tenure and I was not. In biotech it is 
much less competitive, there is more cooperation. You are less likely to be 
competing with someone down the hall. Rather than vying fr)r tenure, you can 
cooperate on getting the research out. As someone who saw the human resource 
side in biotech, I could see that in recruiting this made positions attractive-
collaborative teamwork, and more opportunities including for women. 

The connection of greater gender equality to the l^itimacy of biotech is related to the 

Mertonian ideal of universalism in science (Merton 1974). The old idea that science 

should be blind to particularistic features of scientists like their gender is now being 

applied to the legitimacy of employment in the biotech industry. 
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Men as well as women r^arded the more inchisive gender roles in biotech as 

contributing to the industry's legitimacy. My field notes during an imerview with 

Martin, a Senior Scientist newly hired imo a biotech firm from an academic position, 

demonstrate this. 

Martin motioned me to stay seated in his office while he talked on the phone. I 
could hear that it was a female voice on the otho- aid.... After he hung up, he 
said. That was a job candidate on the phone. The fact that biotech is a differem 
culture has not sunk through to her yet." 

Later on in the interview, Martin described part of what constitutes biotech industry 

culture and makes it appealing to him is the greater diversity of scientists by gender, for 

instance. 

Women are definitely underrepresented in science, unfortunately. We don't have 
formal diversity targets here, no one's going to tap me on the shoulder and say, 
'We need so many of such and such.' My personal view is that this firm recruits 
good people, and who we have is a reflection of who has the education. I like that 
we have great women scientists in this company. Diversity is good.... I think, 
just from what I've seen as an observer, that in academia women have very little 
breathing room. The idea that academia is always the right job is crap. 

Further study employing a survey instrument on a wider sample could determine the 

generality of the correlation between gender equality and the l^itimacy of biotechnology 

work. 

Discussion 

It was found that scientists constructed a three part process of filming 

biotechnology careers as Intimate. The three broad fiames, summarized in Table 6.1, 

used materials, people, and analogies in order to legitimate biotech work. The analogic 

fiame included a merging of conflicting accounts: 1) similarity to the more established 
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legitimacy of academia, and 2) a construction of biotechnology as a new, different, 

exciting field where collaboration and flexibility moved beyond academic roles that were 

perceived as more rigid. Additionally, the relative gender equality in biotech was 

connected to the analogic frame, in that the contrast was often made to discrimination 

found in academe. The ironic juxtaposition of the two sides of the analogic finame did not 

register as cognitive dissonance for scientists. Instead, scientists simply borrowed ideas 

from different frames and constructed them together in a bricolage fashion (Douglas 

1986; Levi-Strauss 1966; Clemens 1996). 

[insert Table 6.1 about here] 

In describing the scientists as bricoleurs, however, I do not intend to give an 

overly rationalistic impression of their framing. In some ways scientists are attempting to 

shape their careers and the perceptions of their field, but rather than approaching a 

"maximizing" of legitimacy, they are pulling together different fi'ames in a rather 

spontaneous way. Take, for example, the variety of frames used by Rob to l^itimate 

biotech. In the previous pages, I quote him describing biotech woric as being desirable 

because; 1) of the "decline in support for biological research in academia," 2) of the 

"greater visibility" of biotech, 3) "I talked to people in biotechnology," 4) biotech "was 

not that dififerent from academia," and S) academia's "problems with who gets credit, 

personal acclaim, and grants prevent spontaneous collaboration" like in biotech. Rob 

cobbles together a variety of accounts, some of which fit together neatiy (i.e., academia 

as individually competitive, biotech as collaborative) and others which do not (i.e., also 

stating that biotech is not different from academe). This framing bricolage seems to 
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provide an overall l^himacy for biotedi as a career, but is not always completely 

successful in particular interactions, as shown in the excerpt from the rather tense 

research meeting. 

The intentionality of frame activity is arguable; individuals may be more or less 

cognizant of framing at different times. During periods of institutional change, 

individuals may become more aware of taken-for-granted structures, and use talk to work 

on frames perhaps more than at other times. While constructing collective meanings, 

individuals, (because they are working to convince themselves and others) may believe 

more strongly than during relatively quiescent periods. They may argue more forcefully 

that "that's the way its always been," and now the criteria for judgment is just being 

applied to a new situation. For instance, a frame that tells scientists "this is what a 

prestigious scientist does in a career," may be taken even more seriously when a new 

career is being framed. Among the scientists I spoke with, there seemed to be an 

underlying argument that the criteria for good science remain the same, and that biotech 

is just another application in which the criteria hold. However, note that in retroframing 

biotech industry woiic, the scientists have also brought up new criteria as well, in contrast 

to what academics consider part of a prestigious career (i.e., not having to deal with 

^plying for grants constantly). Again, the concept of casual bricolage seems more 

appropriate than strict rational intention to understanding the retroframing process here. 

An obvious caveat of my effort at analyzing scientists' words and accounts, and 

summarizing them in a typology, is that not all accounts fit neatly. For instance, the 

divide between narratives about resources for publication and how scientists symbolize 
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their connection to academia is a narrow one. But the interesting perspective that these 

industrial scientists have on material resources for publishing purposes would be lost if 

these ideas were lumped with more symbolic connections to academe. The boundaries 

between the three frames are drawn to outline emergent themes in the career legitimation 

process. 

Another caveat lector arises from my selection of scientists in or connected to 

biotechnology firms, which means I am looking at a particular sample of life scientists. 

The importance of interorganizational networks in biotechnology may mean that those 

involved in the industry are likely to have more extensive network connections, and thus a 

different perspective from others. It might be ecpected, for example, that scientists more 

peripheral to core life science networks would be less likely to view biotech as a legitimate 

option, periiaps might not see it as separate from other "industry jobs." Scientists with 

restricted access to fluid labor mark^s—those who do not have the social capital to naove 

back and forth between sectors—might have a dififeroit perspective. By focusing on those 

who largely r^ard biotech as legitimate science, I do not have empirical evidence that 

speaks to this supposition. The difiference in frames by scientific strata would be an 

interesting avenue to pursue. More generally, however, other comparable fields in which 

the flexibility of professional employment includes ease of movement across 

organizations—in full time positions, rather than as contingent laboro^-may employ 

modes of retroframing similar to I found in the life sciences. 

Despite the numerical limitations of my sample, the frames resonate with many 

scientists. Paul Rabinow's (1996) interviews with Cetus scientists demonstrate that what 
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I call the network j&ame was widely used to l^;itiinate the career choice of entering a 

biotech firm by the scientists at that company. Rabinow's sdoitists, employed in one of 

the first biotech firms, also retrofiame dieir choice as l^itimate by referring to dieh-

reliance on ties with credible scientists to make the dedsion: "the people I respected said 

I should take the job at Cetus" (43); "I had known one of die fiMmders" (56); "I met some 

of the people...and I was impressed with the scientific credentialsi" (73). The results fiom 

the previous chapter of this dissertation indicate that emphasis on hiring top PhDs into 

biotechnology, one measure of endorsement, is ccmstant over the lifespan of die industry. 

Those results suggest that the retrofiaming activity presented in this chapter (^n^ch come 

fi-om data collected in the 1990s) might look similar to the fixuning of biotech careers that 

occurred in the early years of the industry. 
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Table 6.1. SmniBary of the retrofnuniag process for legitimating biotechnology 
indostiy work 
Frame Contoit of Frame 

Resource 1). Competitiveness of academic funding. 
2). Publishing rewarded in biotechnology. 
3). Abundant resources for researdi in biotech. 

N^work 1). Trust information from colleagues for jobs. 
2). Important to founding of biotedmology firms. 

Analogic 1). Similarity: connection to academic l^itimacy. 
2). Dissimilarity: biotech as exciting and different 
3). Tension between similarity and dissimilarity. 
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CHAPTER?. DISCUSSION AND IMPUCATIONS 

This concluding chapter of the dissertation b^ns by discussing the results from 

the empirical chapters 4-6. Next, the implications of the findings of this dissertation for 

social science theory and social policy are explored. The chapter ends with suggestions 

for further research. 

Discussion of results 

In examining the career paths of life science PhDs, I found that educational 

bad^round—the ranking of the department where one earned a doctoral degree—and 

gender had significant efifects on difTerent career outcomes reported in Chapter 4. '̂ PhD 

education, as hypothesized, predicted mobility of scientists into top academic and biotech 

industry organizations. Educational background did not lead as clearly toward leadership 

po^ons; only those from middle ranked departmoits were less likely to end up in 

leadership positions when compared to those from the highest and lowest ranked 

universities. Gender, while not a significant predictor of movement into core 

organizations, did affect the probability of mobility into leadership level positions, as 

expected. Female PhDs were less likely than males to move up into leadership positions, 

controlling for years since doctoral degree. When considering the effect of 

organizational form—network organizations versus hierarchies—on leado^hip, howevra; 

the hypothesized relationships were supported. That the efifect of educational background 

did not diffo' by organizational form was expected (although the lack of education 
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background effect on leadership was not). As hypothesized, the efifect of gender on 

leadership interacted with organizational form significantly. Female PhDs are less likely 

to attain leadership positions in hierarchical organizations, but are just as likely as male 

PhDs to be leaders in network organizations (biotechnology firms). 

The effects of educational background and gender on the timing of when life 

science PhDs were likely to enter the new biotechnolo^ industry, investigated in 

Chapter 5, are less straightforward. Educational background did predict who was likely 

to enter the biotechnology industry, but that efifect did not vary by time period. As 

expected from the negatively stated lqq)othesis of the gender by period effect, the data 

appear to support the idea that gender did not affect when PhDs entered the biotech 

industry. Male and female PhDs appear to be equally likely to enter biotechnology firms, 

and this finding does not vary across the early and later industry years. 

In answer to the question of how biotech careers came to be seen as l^itimate 

avenues for serious scientists, the retroframing process was developed in Chapter 6. 

Retroframing is a retrospective rendition of GofiRnan's (1974) concept of framing. 

Observations of and interviews with scientists in different organizations revealed 

common usage of three frames: resources, networks, and analogies to academic work. 

The analogic frame merges conflicting accounts: 1) similarity to the more established 

legitimacy of academia, and 2) biotechnolo^ as a different, exciting field where 

collaboration provides more flexibility than academic roles. The juxtaposition of these 

 ̂Note that there was no interaction found between educational badcgromid and gender, and thus an 
interaction term between these variables was not inchided in the results presented in the disseitatkin. 
Having a more elite education did not matter more for females than males or vice versa. 
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two simultaneous accounts demonstrates the lack of strict rationality in retroframing; 

scientists borrow ideas from different frames and put them together in bricolage &shion. 

In any investigation, curiosity about findings that only partially support, or even 

fail to support, the stated hypotheses is natural. One contra-indicated result was that 

gender did not predict mobility into core organizations (top universities and biotech 

firms). The explanation for this non-finding may be that, parallel to studies of sex 

s^egation in occupations, looking at gender differences in a broader area masks what 

may be going on when specific jobs are examined. For instance, males and females may 

be just as likely to be in the broad area of computer opoation, but males will have the 

more autonomous, better paying programming jobs while females have data entry 

positions. In this study of the life sciences, males and females were just as likely to go 

into prestigious organizations, but at the elite universities males were found to have 

greater odds of being in positions of authority, while female PhDs were more likely to 

have supporting research roles. When the findings for the effects of gender on entry into 

core organizations are combined with the results for leadership positions, the contra 

hypothesized results make sense. 

Another result that only partially supported the &q)ected hypotheses regards the 

relationship found between educational background and leadership level position. The 

PhDs from the most elite and least elite universities did not significantly differ in their 

chances for attaining a leadership position. Those PhDs fiom middle ranked schools, 

however, were less likely to be leaders.^ The education effect on leadership finding 

 ̂Also, the educaticm effect (or ladc diereof) did not differ across organizatioiial forms, as was cqiected. 
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difiered, in part, from the hypothesis that elite educated PhDs would be more likely than 

all others to move into leadership positions. One possible explanation for this high and 

low ranks' likelihood of leadership result is that the middle ranks may fall through the 

cracks. The elite educated likely have the recognized aspects of the Matthew effect 

(Merton 1968) working for them (i.e., prestigious publications). Perhaps PhDs from 

lower ranked programs are likely to have otho- forms of social capital very different from 

elites—more administrative experience, etc.—that resuh in leadership positions. 

Meanwhile, the middle ranks may be less likely to attain leadership roles because of not 

having the best access to either elite or non-elite social resources. A test of this 

explanation is beyond the scope of the available data, but provides an interesting 

hypothesis for future study. Another possible explanation of this split educational 

background result may be that mid-level institutions employ elite scientists as leaders, 

while lower-level organizations are unable to attract more prestigious employees, and 

have a different set of candidates—those from lesser ranked schools. 

The lack of a significant period effect on the entry into the biotechnology industry 

is another empirical puzzle from the results. It was hypothesized that the effect of 

educational background would differ by industry period—that elite educated PhDs would 

be more likely to enter biotech in the early years because of their connections to star 

founders of firms, but that this difference by eliteness and knowledge of the industry 

would abate in later years as the legitimacy of biotech careers spread. Instead, it was 

found that eliteness of PhD education significantly predicted entry into the biotech 

industry constantly across time. As discussed in Chapter 5, this lack of period effect may 
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be due to the measurement of period in the available data. If more specific data on the 

tenure of PhDs in biotech jobs were available for longitudinal analysis, rather than the 

cross-sectional information given, periuq)s a period efifect by educational background 

would appear. The strengths of this study lie in the fiicilitation of examining the 

connections between individuals' careers and organization types within a particular field 

ratho* than measurement of time in positions. 

Notice that the findings in this dissertation indicate that even with new career 

options (like biotechnology) there is continuity of stratification by individual social 

characteristics—namely educational background and gender. Years of education has been 

a key variable in the traditional stratification literature to predict occupational mobility, 

here it is constant. Even when an investigation looks only at the PhD educated level, we 

find that people continue to use education as a means for differentiation, but some notion 

of **quality" or ranking begins to matter rather than years of education. Gender continues 

to be a significant predictor of career outcomes. Organizational form, however, modifies 

gender inequality, so that it is relatively less in a network form of organization. 

Flexibility of the form may allow marginalized professionals to move around career 

hurdles. 

While career stratification by individual characteristics continues, this project 

demonstrates the importance of considering the organizational contexts of work. Without 

examining the form of organization, the fidl effect of gender on moving into leadership 

positions would not have been shown. The more macro organization context, the field 

context (here, the life sciences), is also important to understanding who will take different 
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career paths. For example, the relationship between educational background and career 

stratification is best understood when examining variation in organizations employing 

PhDs. Sociology of science literature has shown that the department in which a scientist 

receives his or her PhD is important to later productivity, tenure and major awards (e.g.. 

Cole and Cole 1973; Zuckerman 1977), but has only looked at scientists in academic 

settings. By looking across industrial and academic sectors, I have found that PhDs with 

more highly ranked educational backgrounds are statistically likely not only to gain top 

university positions, but also to enter biotech industry jobs rather than other employment. 

In interviews, scientists' educational training ground shows up as an important source of 

information and netwoilc ties that leads to employment in biotech jobs. If I had focused 

only on academics and not »camined how educational background affects entry into 

different organizations, the full impact of education on stratification in science could not 

have been seen. 

The legitimation of the biotech path is related to, yet in tension with, the academic 

route in the narratives of scientists. Because of this dis/connection to academe, the 

importance of PhD education and relative lack of importance of gender to biotech 

industry research workers becomes more comprehensible. The words of Claud, a fiill 

professor and now research director at a biotech firm, illustrate both the educational 

significance and gender role comparison between biotech and academe; 

A similarity of biotech firms with the university is that the science has to be good 
This means top academic training, and having a basic science b ackground—for 
part of your expertise is to understand what you're doing. But in academia you're 
concerned with your own fame and what you can do for yourself. In the biotech 
industry your project is part of the team working together, it is more civilized.... 
Academia is difficult, there are few opportunities. There are more opportunities 
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for women in biotech. Gender is not a &ctor in industry, they look at your 
performance and if you do well, the company does well. 

To fully understand how stratification by individual characteristics plays out, 

organizational context is key. 

ImpHcatians cf this project 

The implications of this dissertation project for social science theory speak most 

cogently to scholarship concerned with «q)laining organizations, stratification of 

scientists, and gender inequality in employment. Organizations scholars who have 

heeded Baron and Bielby's (1980) call to look at how the organizational context affects 

individuals' career success have generally focused on the social networks of individuals 

within one organization. The results of this study presented in Chapter 4, however, 

demonstrate the importance of examining the interorganizational network context and not 

just the personal networks of individuals for understanding career outcomes. For 

instance, Kanter (1977) found that "old bo/* networks in a large corporation 

disadvantaged women's mobility. In this dissertation, I found that the proliferation of 

interorganizational networks in the biotechnology industry was associated with greater 

opportunities for women moving into positions of authority. 

The variation in the effects of networks at the intra- and inter-organizational 

levels on women's upward mobility suggests that there are key differences in the basis 

for trust and interdependence in networks within versus between organizations. Cliques 

within organizations are often based on homogeneity of appearance where tokens-

dependent on those within the organization—as Kanter (1977) found, stand out as being 
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untrustworthy because th^ are "not like us." In biotech firms, PhDs seem to be more 

likely judged on educational background, and both women and men form netwoik 

relationships with scientists outside the firm as well as colleagues inside the firm. 1 am 

not trying to suggest that biotech firms operate with complete gender equality. But the 

more deeply embedded discrimination found in other, hierarchical life science 

organizations appears to be mitigated in biotech firms by the trust in a broader scientific 

community (Powell and Smith-Doerr 1994). The autonomy fi-om cliques purely internal 

to one organization, because of the reliance on ties outside firms, may contribute to 

relative power for individual scientists in biotech. In sum, the findings firom this project 

indicate that the interorganizational network context is just as important to study as 

netwoiks within the employing organization to understanding the organizational context 

of stratification. 

The implications of observing the effects of interorgam*zational networks in this 

study also speak to scholarship on economic forms of organization. The difference 

between network organizations and hierarchical organizations is significant for the career 

paths taken by professionals. This study shows the value of examining the effects of 

organizational form on individuals, and moving beyond the looking only at 

interorganizational or organizational characteristics when studying different forms of 

economic governance. For instance, rather than looking only at the significance of a 

network form of organization for biotechnology firms (e.g., Powell et al., 1996), this 

project has shown the importance of biotech firms as netwraic organizations on the careo* 

paths of life science PhDs. 
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This study also has implications for the institutioiialist branch of orgamzation 

theory. Institutional theory has a well formulated analysis of wl^ organizations look so 

similar in a given field. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) explain the mechanisms of this 

isomorphism, theorizing the different social pressures shaping the structure of 

organizations into legitimate forms. A current example of institutional research finding 

similarity among organizations in a given field is Scott et al.'s (1999) study of American 

healthcare. Scott and colleagues found that medical care organizations were structured 

according to legitimate rhetoric in the field \^ch varied by time period: the early post-

W.W.n period's professional physician focus is different fix)m the market/profit speak 

popular in healthcare now. 

My study advances institutional analysis in two w^s. One is to look at the 

institutionalization of a career structure—a different level of organizatioa Rather than 

looking at isomorphism of organizations in a field, I focus on the construction of career 

paths in a field. Another way this project expands institutionalism is by exploring, in 

Chapter 6, the process by which a structure is l^itimated. The origins of l^itimacy and 

institutional change are under-studied in institutionalism (Powell 1991). More qualitative 

(especially ethnographic) studies examining the formation of institutional l^itimacy 

could add to this contribution, particularly to assess the applicability of the retrofi"aming 

process in other fields. 

The major implication of this research project for the sociology of science regards 

the utility of considering organizational context. Research on the stratification of 

scientists needs to look beyond the academy. After all, more than a third of all life 
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scientists are employed outside of academe (NSF 1998; AAPS 1996). The findings in 

Chapter 4 point out that in order to understand concepts like the Matthew effect, one must 

have good information on the organizational contexts in which scientists are employed. 

Recall that when organizational form was not included in the model assessing the effects 

of hidividual characteristics on leadership positions, the results looked like many other 

studies of stratification in science. Of course, there was an important effect of 

organizational form that would not have been seen if scientists in only one organizational 

setting (i.e., academe) comprised the sample. 

This research also has implications for the study of gender and work. Two 

perspectives on gender informed different aspects of this project. The first perspective is 

that gender is a variable that produces large and interesting effects, fo this perspective, 

the focus of the analysis not on gender. Just as life scientists may study Drosophila to 

better understand cancer, males and females are studied to better understand processes of 

social organization. The analyses in chapter 4 have something of this "scientists as fiiiit 

flies" flavor, in that the organizational setting—the different forms of economic 

organization—are key, and the gender effect is changed by organizational arrangements. 

Detailed analysis of the field and organizations in which men and women work can 

amplify existing gender scholarship by providing a focus on the organizational rather 

than individual level. Scientists' discussion of relative gender equality in biotechnology, 

in comparison to other life science organizations, should lead not to a glorification of one 

particular type of organization or industry. But such findings hopefully can lead to open-

mindedness among sociologists in theorizing about how gender roles are constructed in 
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di£ferent organizational contexts, and to thinking about the social organizational 

situations that may lessen stratification by gender. 

The second perspective on gender treats it more substantively. The literature on 

gender and work tends toward this perspective; that the "maleness" and "femalenes^ 

assigned to individuals and institutions has important consequences. '̂ Women's workf is 

consistently devalued, for instance (England 1992). The salience of gender in this project 

is considered in the question of whether entry into the new biotech field is gendered, and 

comes up in the qualitative analysis when scientists speak to gender issues in science 

careers. From the Chapter 5 results, there is tentative support for the idea that early entry 

into the biotechnology industry was not significantly gendered. That is, better connected 

males did not enter biotech before females, nor did female PhDs enter before males. This 

finding is in contrast to other field studies that show early entry into jobs is usually either 

feminized or masculinized (Reskin and Roos 1990). The resuh that the biotech industry 

had no period effect by gender raises the issue that more thought about when and where 

we might not find gender queuing needs to occur. Wright and Jacobs (1994) found that 

computer work also did not ediibit gender queuing; increasing feminization was not 

associated with males leaving computer jobs. Peihaps the high skill requirements, 

relative autonomy and intrinsic interest of working in the biotech and computer industries 

make them less likely to be devalued as "women's work" even when more females enter 

the such fields. The main point is that gender and job queuing do not appear to be 

universal, more theorizing about the conditions of segregation of woiic by gender is 

indicated. 
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The implicadons of this (w^qject for social policy laigely encompass three policy 

areas; management of scientific human resources, doctoral science education, and gender 

equality in the workplace. From the qualitative data on I^itimate careers, it appears that 

for managers to attract the best scientists to their organization, recruitment should focus 

on; resources for top research rather than salary and stock options alone, hiring throu  ̂

networics of the scientific advisory board ''stars," and analogies to traditional academic 

workplaces that underiine the differences as well. &nergent management policies in flat, 

speedy network organizations like biotech firms seem to assume that organizational 

flexibility for scientific employees, rather than extensively specified formal rules, better 

allows for the production of knowledge. 

A policy implication for those who train scientific PhDs (one which they appear 

to be at least somewhat aware o  ̂to be sure) is that graduate training needs to inchide a 

greater emphasis on preparing doctoral students for non-academic research careers. 

When this argument is acknowledged by professors, however, there is little practicai 

plaiming of how to accomplish non-academic job training. From the qualitative data in 

this project, it is clear that the major difference b^weoi academic and biotechnology 

positions, for instance, is not necessarily the emphasis on applied research, but on more 

collaborative research. To train PhDs for working in the biotechnolo  ̂industry, the 

education policy imperative is to change the professional socialization model from 

academic competitiveness to coUsdwration throughout a project lifespan. 

Finally, thov are implications of this project for policies that would lead to 

greater gend  ̂equality among professionals. While the idea that non-hierarchical 
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economic organizations may lead to less patriarchal outcomes in the woflcplace has been 

around at least since the 1960s women's movement (Ferree and Martin 1996), these 

organizations are normally viewed as experimental or "akemative." Netwoiic 

organizations are not only the standard in the biotechnology industry, but 

interofganizational networks signal the most successful firms in the industry (Powell et 

al., 1999). Thus, the greater gender equality in biotech firms is not incompatible with 

economic performance. Small independent firms collaborating for economic productivity 

may be one route to greater equality in society as a whole (Perrow 1993), and perhaps to 

greater equality in the careers of men and women. 

The general policy implication for those interested in greater gender equality among 

scientific professionals is that organizational forms designed to move away fi'om rigid 

hierarchical structures, such as those currently found in academia and large 

pharmaceutical corporations, may allow for a more level playing field.'*  ̂

Further research projects 

One of the strengths of the data on which this project is based lies in its 

facilitation of the assessment of career paths in a particular field into particular 

organizations. This strength of knowing a case, however, is related to a limitation of the 

generalizability of the findings. Because the data cover one scientific field during the late 

20th century in the United States, it is a possibility that the results might not be the same 

across other fields, times, or nations. An item on the post-^ssertation research agenda is 

Of couise, with the organizationai inertia of institutioaalized forms is another problem that 
oi;gani2atioiis in a new arena do not necessarily &ce in the same way as established organizations. 
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to compare the case of the life sciences to another field in order to better gauge the 

generality of the findings presented in this document. This comparative work may be a 

cross-industry (i.e., internet providing companies), cross-cultural (i.e., life sciences in 

Western Europe or Japan), or cross-historical research project. 

In the more immediate tenn, fiirther research is planned that will directly add to 

the dissertation project.̂  ̂ Additional data will be gathered from publicly available 

information for work on a project looking more directly at productivity. For this 

productivity project the publication, citation and patent records of individual scientists in 

the dissertation database will be gathered, as will various characteristics of the 

organizations entered in PhDs' careers (such as organization age, size, sales, 

capitalization, scientific products, etc.). It will then be possible to match the productivity 

of individual scientists to organizational productivity—and to some of the variables from 

this dissertation, such as career mobility, educational backgroimd, and gender. Along 

with publicly available information, if research resources are available, survey research 

will be conducted among a sample of life scientists to test some of the explanations and 

meanings of life science careers that I heard from scientists during the interviews 

informing this project 

 ̂See Appendix C fiv further specification of research qaestions that will follow from die dissertation 
project 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. First if you could tell me about your research career. What was your first job after 
your training? How many years experience in academe, biotech industry? (Copy of CV 
handy?)  ̂ Do you spend time in the lab? How mai  ̂years do you plan on being here? 

2.a. What are the main differences between working in academia and biotech industry? 
Similarities? (How would you characterize the research coming out of biotech firms; 
how does it differ from work coming out of top research universities? Who's doing the 
research? Where do they publish?) 

b. What similarities or differences do you see between research done in a biotech 
position and a position in a pharmaceutical company? (On what dunensions: 
Innovative/mainstream, more likely to publish sooner, prestige of scientists in scientific 
community?) 

c. Can people in your area move back and forth between academia and the 
biotech industry? Why/not? What kinds of people find it easy to move between the 
sectors? 

3. Do you do any career advising/mentoring for younger PhD scientists/students? Have 
you ever encouraged any to apply for biotech jobs? (Would you? Are you more likely to 
advise certain types of students to look at biotech?) Where do you think the best PhD 
students go for jobs? Do some universities encourage people to go into certain types of 
jobs—biotech, academia? 

4. Have you always viewed biotech the same way? What did you think of the industry in 
the early 1980s when firms like Chiron and Genentech first appeared? Has your 
perception of the industry changed? When and why did it change? Are you more or less 
likely to send young scientists to biotech jobs now? Why? More likely biotech than 
pharma—or same? Why? 

5. Is it easier to raise a family and have other outside interests fi'om a science career in 
settings other than academia? 

6.a. One aspect of scientific activity that some scientists seem concerned about is the 
under-representation of women and certain ethnic groups at the PhD level. Do you think 
it is easier for women/minorities to make a science career in a particular type of 

 ̂Questions in parentheses were used as specific prompts if more (q)en ended questions did not elicit 
enough information. Note that questions were us  ̂more as a guiddine than rigid list 
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oiganization (i.e., government agency, university, biotech firm, research institute, 
pharmaceutical company)? 

b. (For women/ethnic minorities): What has been your experience as a scientist? 
Do you feel you've been treated at all dififerently because of your gender (ethnicity)? 
Have you found differences in the way you were treated in different organizations? 

7.a. Do you think biotech firms have more, less, or the same amount of opportunities for 
womai in science as academia? Why do you think that is? 
Does fl^dbility of scheduling make work easier for female scientists more than for 
males? Does the collaborative team project focus appeal more to women? 
Does the number of total employees, or number of women in an organization/department 
matter, or does having women at the top as role models help? 

b. Do you think working conditions for female scientists in biotech firms has any 
impact on how biotech is viewed in general by scientists (good science/place to 
woik/credible people)? 

8.a. What sorts of things generate pressures around here? How is your performance 
evaluated? Who does the evaluating? 

b. In what ways are your rewarded for publication? How do you get promoted? 
How much anxiety is there about job security/promotion? 

9.a. In a word, how would you characterize these organizations as places for a promising 
young PhD life scientist to work, assuming leading role in research projects: an 
established pharmaceutical corp. (Mo'ck), a top ranked university (MIT), a well-r^arded 
university but not top ten (U Illinois), a successfiil biotechnology firm (Cjenentech), and a 
biotech startup? 

b. (If biotech not last choice) what would you say is the most important reason 
for ̂ y biotech is seen as a good job for scientists? (credibility of scientists? resources 
for basic science? because like/not like academia?). 

10. Now that you've been kind oiough to answer my questions, and have an idea what 
I'm asking, could you suggest other scientists who could also speak to these issues? 
(including phone interviews). 
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APPENDK B. SUMMARY BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF LIFE 
SCIENTISTS QUOTED  ̂

Amanda: PhD fix)m elite department, fonneriy in managerial position at one of the oldest 
biotedi firms, now retired. Prior to biotech job had experience as jimior &ciilty and 
postdoc in different elite universities. 

Antonia: Senior Scientist at large, well-known biotech firm, PhD, postdoc experience at 
non-profit research institute. 

Claud: MIVPhD, formeriy full Professor at elite universty, now Research Director at mid-
azed biotedi firm. 

Dorodiy: Director of licensing at biotech (that was absorbed by large pharmaceutical corp.), 
formerly one of the first postdocs at large, well known biotech firm, PhD. 

Frank: Associate Professor with his own lab at the "State University" Research Center, one 
of the founders of a small biotech firm. 

Gabriel: Vice President of Research at small biotech start-iq}. Scientist-administrator with 
experience at a laige pharmaceutical corporation, PhD. 

George: Director of research center at an dite university, founder of a young biotech firm, 
formerly a lab director at one of the oldest biotech firms, PhD. 

Henry: Administrator at elite university, formerly top administration in one of the oldest 
biotedi firms, held &culty portion at dite university prior to biotech job, elite-educated 
PhD. 

James: head of his lab in a young but visible biotech firm, PhD fix>m a top ranked 
d^)artmait, with postdoctoral experience at another elite university. 

Luther. Departmental director at small biotech start-up with experience in a large 
pharmaceutical firm, PhD, also adjunct &culty at a university. 

Martin: Head of his department in small but growing biotech firm, working on recruiting 
scientists, formerly directed a lab in a govonment institute, PhD. 

Miles: Research grant administrator at "National Government Institute," PhD with 
experience in biotechnology. Considers himself an academic scientist. 

** Names of individuals and organizations have been changed to pseudonyms fiirconfidentialilypuiposes. 
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Richard; Technician at small biotech start-up, BS. 

Rob; PhD, bench scientist at small biotech stait-up, with postdoc experience in a laige, 
well-known biotechnology firm. 

Sal; PhD, bench scientist at small biotech start-up. 

Sara; PhD scientist, research team leader at small biotech start-up, with postdoc experience 
in government science agencies. 

Stuart; MD/PhD educated at middle ranked department, currently woiics as temporary 
faculty at elite university. 
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APPENDKC. FURTHER RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In addition to the future research projects discussed in the text of Chapter 7, there 
are further questions to be explored with the dissertation data. Nfy research agenda in the 
near-term includes examining the following research questions directly from the 
dissertation project: 

• What is the efiTect of organizational form on the relationship between gender and 
scientific career outcomes? 

• How does a new career come to be seen as l^itimate? 

• Who is more likely to enter a new technical field first, in its early years? 

• What is the importance of PhD educational background for entry into different 
organizations and a new field? 

• What is the relationship between geographic mobility and movement up job ladders? 

• How important is the presence and type of flmding of graduate students for later 
success in science careers? 

• Who is more likely to become ''stuck" in postdoctoral training positions, and for how 
long? 

• Is it better in terms of career payoff to have a mentor of the same gender? 

I envision each of the above research questions as journal articles, some for broader 
sociological and social science audiences, others to more specialty journals. 
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